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ANNOUNCING THE BIGGEST IDEA 
IN THE HISTORY OF WIRELESS 

Samson incorporates dbx*noise reduction to achieve 
a new standard of wireless performance. 

Samson Concert TD Series is the first true 
diversity VHF wireless system with dbx noise 
reduction. We've been setting new standards 
of sound and reliability in wireless over the 
years, but we're always refining our technol¬ 
ogy to make it even better. That's why we 
chose world-class dbx technology to solve the 
biggest problem in wireless — noise. 

dbx noise reduction makes the Concert TD 
Series incredibly quiet. It also expands fre¬ 
quency response to deliver the best possible 
sound for vocals and instruments. And you 
won't hear it working because dbx circuitry 
eliminates the pumping and breathing that 

plagued wireless sound in the past. 
Breaking new ground with our Concert TD 

Series, Samson engineering excellence now 
takes a quantum leap forward in its ongoing 
search for the highest standard of wireless per¬ 
formance. We are the first to incorporate dbx 
noise reduction because we want to guaran¬ 
tee the best possible audio quality available in 
wireless today. Now there's every reason you 
can think of to enjoy the unlimited freedom 
promised by wireless. 

First we took the worry out of wireless with 
reliable no-dropout performance, now we're 
taking the noise out of wireless with dbx. 

SAMSON 
WE TOOK THE WORRY OUT OF WIRELESS ® 

Samson Products Corporation, 124 Fulton Avenue, Hempstead, New York 11550 
(516)489-2203 TLX 284696 SAM UR FAX (516) 489-2418 

Míe Capsules Available: Electro-Voice 
N/D 757 element offered exclusively in 
wireless by Samson. 
Also available: BK-l SM 58, SM 85, SM 87 

'dbx is a registered trademark 
of BSR North America Ltd. 

c 1986 Samson Products Corporation 



WHAT EVERY DRUMMER 
SHOULD KHOW ABOUT MIKING DRUMS. 

J-R- Robinson with his Beyer Percussion Mies, photographed on his studio kit. 
Kick — M 380, Snare — M 422, Rack toms —M 420, Floor toms — M 201, 
Hi-hat-M 422, Overheads -MC 713 (2). 

The drum sounds you hear on hit 
records and concert stages are the result of 
more than great playing, expert tuning 
and hours of preparation. The right mies, 
properly used, are the key to getting your 
sound onto tape or into the audience. 
The more you know about mic selection 
and placement, the more effectively 
you can control your sound. 

The drum set presents special prob¬ 
lems. It demands jnics that are rugged, to 
handle powerful dynamic levels. Fast, 
to capture percussive attacks. Accurate, 
to reproduce subtle overtones. Each 
part of the set is so different from the 
others that it can be considered an indi¬ 
vidual instrument. 

That's why each Beyer Percussion 
Microphone is performance-matched to 

a specific job, budget and playing style. 
They're compact, for easy placement and 
freedom of movement. Mic barrels are 
tooled from solid brass to take the same 
kind of physical punishment your drums 
have to absorb. The M 422's tailored fre¬ 
quency response and tight polar pattern 
capture the crack and character of the 
snare while isolating it from the rest of 
the drums. The large diaphragm M 380 is 
designed to deliver all of the bass drum's 
kick, with a polar pattern that helps 
control shell ringing for added punch 
and definition. Other Beyer Percussion 
Microphones handle the unique require¬ 
ments of hi-hats, rack and floor toms 
and overheads. 

John Robinson (Michael Jackson, 
Quincy Jones and Steve Winwood are a 

few of his credits) learned the importance 
of using the right mic for each part of his 
set long ago. There's no substitute for 
J.R.'s years of practice and professional 
experience, but we can offer you a head 
start. We've put his tips on how to choose 
and use mies, along with advice from 
other top producers, engineers and play¬ 
ers, in "The Beyer Percussion Mic 
Group,'' a new educational poster. The 
poster, and your Beyer dealer, will show 
you how to pick the right mies for your 
budget and playing style, and how to 
start getting a more accurate drum 
sound. To get your free copy, contact: 

4190 Seré Street 

ST-LAURENT, Quebec / H4T IA6 

Tel. (514) 341 6933 I Tlx. 05824086 

PERCUSSION MIC GROUP beyerdynamic)))) 



Learn from some of the world’s great 
musicians...in the privacy of your home! 

hal Leonard 

iusIc lessons’ 

music 
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Look for the Rumark display in YOUR music store. 
Our Rumark VIDEO MUSIC LESSON CENTER 

represents a new way for musicians of all levels to 
learn from the masters — right in their own home. 

Whether it’s guitar, bass, drums, piano, fiddle, 
banjo or mandolin, each tape puts you, the viewer, 
in a relaxed, one-on-one situation with one of 
today's leading musicians. Join the many satisfied 
students who have already discovered the joys of 
this convenient and exciting new way to learn a 
musical Instrument. 
Remember , our tapes have the endless patience 

and quality to teach you right. 

SPECIAL CANADIAN PRICES MAKE IT EASIER 
THAN EVER TO OWN YOUR OWN VIDEO 
MUSIC INSTRUCTION LIBRARY. PRICES START 
AT $39 95 
FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE WRITE TO: I 

RUMARK VIDEO INC., 
200-75 ALBERT ST., 
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA R3B 1G3. 
OR CALL: 

1-204-942-3070 

NORTH AMERICA’S LARGEST PRODUCER I DISTRIBUTOR OF MUSIC INSTRUCTION VIDEOS. 
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most know 

They have products like: 

TtLf-TfLH 

Recording Accessories with the 
ledgeable guys in the country. 

Lexicon 
Yamaha 
Ampex 

Soundcraft 
Sony (MCI) 
Crown 

Fostex 
Akai 
TASCAM 

if that's not enough, they've got a Class A serv 
ice team, they do rentals and can help you with 
leasing and package pricing. 

Tele-Tech Electronics Ltd. 
920 Denison St., Unit 11, Markham, Ont. 
L3R 3K5 (416) 475-5646/499-3242 

931 Leathorne St., London, Ont. N5Z 3M7 
(519) 685-6561 Telex: 06-986766 
"Just beyond the fringe but worth the drive." 

They've got super prices, a real laid back 
atmosphere where you can talk about 
Multitrack, MIDI, Electronic Effects, Tape and 

Drop in to see Frank or Dave in Toronto and 
Paul or Wayne in London to get the straight 
story on anything to do with recorded sound. 

Still Pioneering After 32 Years 

HI YA! 
I m Techs and I m here to tell you 
Tele Tech is one fine bunch of folks. 
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INSIDE CM 
No More Re-keying, No More Errors 
No More Mould, No More Excuses 

There are but a few musicians in Can¬ 
ada that are still unaware of the revo¬ 
lution brought on by MIDI in compos¬ 

ing and recording music. Our special focus on 
MIDI in this issue provides an up-to-date 
overview of precisely how MIDI has changed 
the musical lives of both professional and 
amateur musicians. 

Canadian Musician talked to a variety of 
musicians affected by MIDI, asking them to 
detail their experiences and predict what 
MIDI holds for them in the future. We also 
spoke to the retailers specializing in MIDI 
products. As the foot soldiers on the front 
line of this revolution, they have seen a grow¬ 
ing trend towards more and more amateurs 
and hobbyists getting into MIDI. The prices 
for MIDI related gear have come down to 
such an extent that the number of purchases 
by amateurs has now eclipsed those by the 
pros. 

Recently we received a call from a senior 
marketing executive with the Tandy Corpo¬ 
ration. They are taking a hard look at bring¬ 
ing MIDI products into all their Radio Shack 
stores in Canada. He wanted our impressions 
of the current and potential market for MIDI 
based products. He informed us that Radio 
Shack is already having considerable success 
selling portable keyboards and computers 
separately. Providing the technology that 
would enable the keyboards and computers 
to talk together was the next logical step, he 
felt. Having MIDI systems available in a 
chain of stores the size of Radio Shack would 
be a quantum leap for this technology which 
is but a few years old. • • • 

While new technology is changing the way 
you make music, a parallel technological rev¬ 
olution is changing the way we produce Cana¬ 
dian Musician. 

In the old days, to assign a story you would 
call up a writer, or ask him or her to come 
into the office, tell them what kind of story 
you wanted, how long it should be, what the 
deadline was, and how much they were to be 
paid. Invariably, it was only the last point that 
remained indelibly stamped in their sub-con¬ 
scious. After several harassing phone calls, 
the writer eventually slinked into the office 
(late) with their story and plopped twelve 
crudely typewritten pages of copy on your 
desk. You then slogged through the editing 
process, put the story in a docket, got it 
downstairs to the graphics department, and 
pleaded with your friendly typesetting per¬ 
son to key it in before it got mouldy. Eventu¬ 

ally it was keyed into our old typesetter "The 
Big Blue Beast” and a copy was eventually 
available for proof reading. You then re¬ 
inserted the paragraphs that were omitted 
during “Cheezies” break and got it back 
downstairs to your friendly typesetting per¬ 
son. They made the corrections and cajoled 
“The Big Blue Beast” into spewing out the 
paste-up ready galleys. Most of the time “The 
Beast” would oblige. 

That was the olden days. 
Today, the majority of our writers assem¬ 

ble stories for Canadian Musician on their 
computers at home. Many write on the same 
computers they use to make music and keep 
track of their finances. Many, as well, are now 
equipped with modems and communications 
software. The balance of our computer 
equipped writers will be on-line within a 
couple of months. 

Now, using our main business computer, 
and a telecommunications network we’ve set 
up with the help of CNCP, we can communi¬ 
cate with our modem-equipped writers any¬ 
where in Canada simply by making a local 
call. 

If we want to assign a story all we have to 
do is key in all the details (including dead¬ 
line) and drop them electronically in the 
writer’s computer mailbox. No long distance 
call. No message to call their editor on the 
answering machine. No confusion over 
details of their assignment. It's right there in 
green, blue or black and white on their com¬ 
puter screen. 

If their story is late, they no longer have to 
slink into the office in person. Using this 
same technology they can dump their stories 
over the phone into Canadian Musician's 
mailbox, whether they are writing on an 
Atari, Macintosh or PC compatible. 

This also saves editors from embarrassing 
stories from writers, like: “It must be lost in 
the mail;” or, “I can’t get my car started;” or 
the perennial favourite, “Fido doo-dooed on 
it." 

With “The Blue Beast” now put out to pas¬ 
ture. we are now the proud parents of a new 
state-of-the-art PC compatible typesetting 
system. Once a story has come over the line 
and is stored on a floppy disc with our main 
computer, all we have to do is put that floppy 
into the typesetting computer, punch in a few 
commands, and, voila, it’s typeset! 

No more excuses. No more re-keying. No 
more “Cheezies” related errors. No more 
mould! 

Ted Burley, 
Editor 

ONTARIO INSTITUTE OF 
AUDIO RECORDING 
TECHNOLOGY 

The audio recording technology 
program is an intensive one year 
course of study designed to 
prepare the student for a career in 
the audio and music recording 
industry. Courses of instruction 
begin at an introductory level and 
accelerate rapidly, combining to 
provide the student with knowledge 
and practical skills in all aspects of 
audio recording. 

COURSES OF STUDY INCLUDE: 

RECORDING ENGINEERING 
MUSIC 

ACOUSTICS 
STUDIO MAINTENANCE 

MUSIC BUSINESS 
MUSIC PRODUCTION 

EQUIPMENT ALIGNMENT 
LECTURES/SEMINARS 

COMPOSITION ANALYSIS 
VIDEO POST PRODUCTION 
LIVE SOUND ENGINEERING 

Our in-house 24 track and 8 track 
studios and 8 track MIDI studio 
provide the professional facilities 
necessary for practical hands-on 
training. 

For further information, full program 
description and admission 
requirements please contact the 
registrar at the address below. 

Ontario Institute of Audio Recording 
Technology. 
500 Newbold Street 
London, Ontario, N6E 1K6 
(519) 686 5010 

Registered and approved as a 
Private Vocational School under the 
Private Vocational Schools Act. 

SOUND RECORDING STUDIO 
500 NEWBOLD STREET. 
LONDON, ONTARIO N6E 1K6 
[519) 606-5060 

S.R.S. , a division of O.I.A.R.T.: 
-SOUND RECORDING STUDIOS 
-SIGNATURE RECORDS 

A fully complimented 24 track and 8 
track recording facility. 
Experienced engineers and 
producers on staff. Hourly and 
Project rates available; contact 
manager Geoff Keymer. 
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INSTITUTE of 
COMMUNICATION ARTS 

2 YEAR PROGRAMS 
• AUDIO • VIDEO 
• COMMERCIAL MUSIC 
PERFORMANCE 

700 + IN-STUDIO HOURS 
CLASSROOM & TUTORIAL 
INSTRUCTION 
INDIVIDUAL STUDIO ACCESS 
6 RECORDING STUDIOS 

PART-TIME STUDIES 
• Audio Engineering & Prod. 
• Video Production 
• Commercial Music Pert. 
• Entertainment Business 
• Electronic Music & 
Computer 

• Sound Reinforcement 
• Music Theory & Arranging 

FEB. JUNE OCT. 

#12 - 12840 Bathgate Way 
Richmond, B.C. V6V 1Z4 

604-278-0232 
VANCOUVER 

HARMONICAS 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 
AT A REASONABLE PRICE 

Used by many professionals including 

JOHN B. SEBASTIAN 

NORTON BUFFALO 

MIKE PETERS (ALARM) 

PETER ‘MADCAP RUTH 

SUGAR BLUE 

SONNY TERRY 
(LEGENDARY BLUES PLAYER) 

Available from your local music dealer. 

Sound Music Distributors, 
P.O. Box 783, Station B, 
Willowdale, ON M2K 2B8 
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Lee Aaron’s Real Face 
Dear Tim, 

Hi there. I want to tell you that I really 
enjoyed our interview... there’s just 
one thing... 

Who said anything about doctors rebuild¬ 
ing my face? I tell you I was in a car accident 
years ago and you’ve already got me at the 
plastic surgeon’s-hold on a minute please! It 
doesn’t take a plastic surgeon to fix a broken 
nose and a couple of black eyes; just a little 
time and tender loving care. 

Just for the record folks - this is my real 
face, the original one and only ever face! I'm 
terribly flattered Tim that you think the doc¬ 
tors did this to me, but I’ll have to disappoint 
you on this one. 

Thanks for setting the record straight, 
loved the rest of the article. 

Lee Aaron 

Tim replies: It was never my intention to 
imply Lee Aaron had plastic surgery. The 
quote is accurate but I realize now it could be 
misconstrued. All I meant to convey was that 
Aaron badly injured her face anda doctor did a 
good job treating her. I know someone who 
broke his nose and ended up looking like a 
linebacker for the Green Bay Packers. She 
didn’t. 

Article Did Disservice 
To Live Sound Industry 

We, at Jason Sound, feel a response is 
necessary to the “Live Sound" arti¬ 
cle by Bob Shindie in your April 

issue. This article does an extreme disservice 
to the live sound industry, to the many young 
up and coming soundmen, and to your maga¬ 
zine’s efforts to inform. 

It could be forgiveable if this kind of 
misinformation was simply stated in an inter¬ 
view as someone’s opinion, but this is an arti¬ 
cle supposedly carrying editorial approval. 

There are a number of spectacular gaffes: 
“Speakers “don’t matter as much as 
the board;” 
“Two mies on the snare to make it louder;” 
“Find frequencies that aren’t there to 
put in the monitors;” 
“The main problem in a hockey arena is 

trying to fill the centre area.” 

Firstly, speakers, both type and quantity, 
are the most crucial element of any sound re¬ 
inforcement system. Of course, it helps if 
your console doesn’t overload and has some 
equalization. 

Secondly, if two mies made the snare 
louder, but you’re having trouble getting the 
vocals heard, let’s give the vocalists two or 
three extra mies. C’mon guys, this is as ridic¬ 
ulous as any tall tale ever told. Using two 

mies for quality is reasonable, but not for 
level. 
Thirdly, this is about as incoherent a 

description of the theory of monitor mixing 
as ever seen in print. 

Fourthly, the centre area in an arena is a 
small problem for coverage, but the “main 
problem” is, and always will be, those seats 
that are the furthest distance and the furthest 
off-axis from your loudspeaker array(s). 

The live sound industry has enough prob¬ 
lems with credibility. It doesn’t need this 
kind of nonsense in print. Hopefully, there 
has been no permanent damage to the minds 
of your readers. Keep up the effort. All 
attempts to de-mystify our industry are 
applauded. 

Jeff Lilly 
President 

Jason Sound 
North Vancouver, B.C. 

"Career Moves” Draws 
Flak 

Concerning Maureen Littlejohn’s arti¬ 
cle on “Career Moves In the Music 
Industry” (April 1987), I wish to draw 

your attention to a serious oversight. 
Fanshawe College in London, Ontario, 

offers a two year diploma program called 
Music Industry Arts (MIA). We have had a 
highly successful track record in our fifteen 
year existence, and unlike the “Music 
Schools” mentioned in your article, we do not 
stress performance or composition; rather 
we offer specialization in recording engineer¬ 
ing and recorded music production. 

Our graduates represent a large percen¬ 
tage of the work force in recording studios in 
Toronto and area, as well as Ottawa, Vancou¬ 
ver, Regina, Halifax, and some even in Los 
Angeles and Miami. Our graduates have jobs 
in all levels of management at major record 
labels, CBC, indies, record distribution and 
marketing firms, video production and jingle 
houses, PRO-Canada, etc. 

We have two recording studios at our col¬ 
lege for the sole use of our students.They 
operate during class hours as practical teach¬ 
ing facilities; 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
for student recording sessions. We offer 
courses in Music Business, Contracts, Music 
Theory, Ear Training, Synthesizer Literacy, 
MIDI Applications, Economics, Digital Elec¬ 
tronics, Arranging, English. Studio Mainte¬ 
nance, in addition to Recording Engineering 
and Production. 

We have 60 seats available in first year, for 
which we receive over 600 applications annu¬ 
ally. 

Jan Wetstein 
Co-ordinator 

Music Industry Arts 
Fanshawe College 
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EVEN MORE FUEL 
FOR THE ARTS. 

Over the years we at Imperial Oil have 

been committed to assisting and funding 

artistic and cultural programs across 

Canada. Our involvement has taught us 

many things, the most practical being: 

today, brilliant Arts Management is an 

art in itself. 

With that in mind we proudly call for 

applications for the imperial oil limited 
ARTS MANAGEMENT AWARDS that will 

enable selected professionals in the art¬ 

istic and cultural community to enhance 

their business/administrative skills at the 

Banff Centre School of Management. 

Award recipients will attend one of 

three programs: 

2. Arts Administration Training 

Program 

Geared for developing Arts Administra¬ 

tors, a course for improving management 

abilities and implementation systems. 

Topics include Organizational Behavior, 

Basic Finance, Computers, Marketing 

Management, Financial Management 

Control, and much more. A 3-week 

program startingjanuary 17, 1988. 

3. Management Development for 

Arts Administrators 

Topics include Fundraising, Marketing 

Management, Organizational Goals and 

Strategies, Law, Labour Relations and more. 

A 3-week program starting August 9, 1987. 

The Imperial Oil LimitedArts Management Awards 
1. Museum and Art Gallery 

Management 

A very intense and specialized program 

that helps to develop management tech¬ 

niques in specific areas to handle the 

rapidly changing circumstances affecting 

art galleries and museums. Topics include 

everything from ‘How To Be A Strong 

Motivator’ to ‘The Role Of The Board 

In Management’. A 10-day program 

commencing November 8, 1987. 

There will be nine or ten award recipients 

per year; and all applicants must presently 

be employed as professionals in the 

cultural/artistic area. 

If you’re intrigued about this awards 

program, please get more details by con¬ 

tacting Marilyn Payne, The Banff Centre 

School of Management, Box 1020, Banff, 

Alta., TOI 0C0 (403) 762-612 5 or 6121. 

Telex - ARTSBANFF - 03-826657. 

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED 



RECORDING 

Getting The Most From Your Home Studio 
Bv Stan Meisner 

About fifteen years ago, the concept of 
a recording studio at home was some¬ 
thing reserved for a very lucky few. 

Paul McCartney recorded his first solo album 
at home. Todd Rundgren recorded his earlier 
albums in his living room and Tom Sholtz has 
sold about fifteen million Boston albums rec¬ 
orded at his home studio. 

Now with professional and semi-profes¬ 
sional studio gear becoming affordable to the 
average (and above average for those who 
take offence) musician, anyone interested can 
delve into the world of home recording. 

Yes, having your own studio is a luxury. 
You don’t have to worry about time ticking 
away from you, studio availability, rising 
rates and lousy coffee. But along with the 
thrill of waking up at four in the morning and 
running down to your studio to lay down 
whatever brilliant idea you may have comes 
the curse that you probably will do just that. 

A lot. 
However, having a studio can be very eco¬ 

nomical for anyone who is currently paying to 
work in someone else’s home. The first seri¬ 
ous demos I ever paid for ended up costing 
me more than getting a reasonably well 
equipped four or eight track. Once burned, 
twice...in the business. 

Personally, I have always favoured record¬ 
ing at home, and ever since 1 was twelve 
when my father had the tape deck in our 
Silvertone console stereo rewired to allow 
you one sound on sound overdub, I was an 
addict. But one thing the aspiring home 
recordist must realize is that this addiction 
can be serious if not fatal. A multitrack habit 
is hard to break and definitely leads to out¬ 
board gear. You will find yourself always 
wanting just eight more tracks so you can 
really get the fix you need. Caveat emptor. 
Working on my album Windows to Light I 

let my imagination loose, and decided to rec¬ 
ord it 48 track. The album was basically rec¬ 
orded at home except for a few bed tracks 
recorded at Le Studio in Morin Heights. Let 
me just add here that Le Studio is the home 
studio concept gone wild. It is a world class 
studio nestled in the middle of the Lauren-
tians and one of the few studios where you 
can actually look out a window at beautiful 
scenery while you work. In addition, you get a 
nice place to live and someone to hand you 
your fresh squeezed orange juice when you 
roll out of bed every afternoon. Hey, wait a 
minute, that sounds way better than working 
at home. Disregard everything I’ve said thus 
far. 

What I tried to do on my record was have 
the best of both worlds. With a 24 track I can 
take advantage of the finest studios while still 
being able to do the time consuming and 
tedious work at home. But, you don’t have to 
have a 24 track facility in order to work this 
way. There are many well equipped 8 and 16 
track studios in this city, so if all you can 
afford is a tape deck and a simple board you 
can still do overdubs, vocals and all of the fin¬ 
icky parts that seem to take forever, while 
recording the more important things (drums, 
basic tracks etc.) in a better studio. Not to 
mention mixing, which can be done at a place 
where they have an outboard rack worth 
more than you’ve made in the past five years. 

On my own project, I figured out that you 
don’t need to record in a 48 track studio in 
order to record on 48 tracks. What? All you 
need is a 24 track studio and a place where 
you can mix 48 tracks at once. Confused? 48 
track recording actually consists of two 24 
track tape machines running together in 
sync. (In fact you can only record on 46 tracks 
because each tape requires a track to hold 
SMPTE). So, I decided to fill up my 23 tracks 
(plus one code track) with as much stuff as I 
could cram on, went to a studio where they 
had two 24 track machines, and in one hour 
made a dub of my masters. After that I put 
away the original 24 track tapes and went to 
work on the dubs, hereinafter called slaves. 
By sub-mixing the tracks on the slave tapes, 
(i.e. mixing the band tracks to a stereo pair) I 
could then record more stuff on all of these 
new found empty tracks. An added bonus of 

working this way is, that while doing your 
vocals and overdubs on the slave, you are not 
subjecting the tracks on the original master 
to needless passes over the tape heads, 
which, in the course of working on a long pro¬ 
ject, can result in losing high end off of those 
drum sounds you spent days getting. 

As if 48 tracks weren’t enough, I also used 
another technique of getting more tracks for 
the money. In a situation where you only 
have a few open tracks, but a background 
vocal part requires several working tracks to 
record, even though it only needs to end up in 
mono or stereo, here’s a neat trick. Record 
onto 14 inch tape a rough mix of the chorus 
(or the whole tune if you prefer) then record 
that back onto a fresh piece of multitrack 
tape, which now leaves lots of tracks to rec¬ 
ord the vocals on. After recording all of the 
vocal parts, mix the vocals only (no band 
track) onto 'A inch tape. Now the tricky part: 
laying the vocals back into the original master 
in sync. Simple. Line up the 14 inch tape just 
before the part begins and mark it with a 
grease pencil. By hitting play you will be able 
to hear which beat is the closest to the begin¬ 
ning of your part and if you always hit play on 
the same beat you will have a point of refer¬ 
ence. While running the original multitrack, if 
you start the 'A inch (in the appropriate place 
of the song) you’ll be able to hear if you are 
too far ahead or behind and by repositioning 
your grease pencil mark (relative to heads 
and guide posts) you’ll be able to find the 
place that works. It takes a few tries but you 
begin to get the hang of it. One other bonus is 
that if the chorus repeats four times, the 
same part can be laid in for each chorus. 
Anyway, after I had everything recorded 

and laid in, I packed up my masters and 
slaves and headed for the hills. Morin 
Heights is well-equipped for 48 track mixing 
with an SSL console and two Studer 24 track 
tape machines. An automated console is quite 
important when mixing 48 track because lets 
face it, no matter how many hands you have 
on the console, who can remember all of 
those moves? 

In any case, although 48 tracks can feel 
unlimiting, the bottom line is: do what the 
music requires. A studio is only as good as 
the work that gets done. No amount of tracks 
or outboard gear can save a lousy song, but a 
great song will shine through a lousy record¬ 

ing. 
(Stan Meissner is a songwriter/recording 
artist and the owner of The Wychwood Stu¬ 
dio in Toronto). 
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The Hip Type Evokes 
Buzzcocks and Rezillos 

THE HIP TYPE 
Life After Bed Records 
PRODUCER: Howard Fitzgerald, 
Jay O’Keefe, The Hip Type 
ENGINEER: Howard Fitzgerald 
STUDIO: Aragon Sound 

According to The Hip Type’s Patrick 
Findler, this Vancouver group’s debut 
seven inch EP was never more than a 

demo until Garnet Harry stepped in. 
Garnet has a shift at UBC campus radio 

station, CITR, and has an active interest in 

Vancouver’s downtown rock scene. Life After 
Bed is his indie label, distributed nationally 
by Zulu, and it was his backing which trans¬ 
formed the band’s demo into a loud, buzzing 
three song EP evocative of late ’70s English 
groups such as The Buzzcocks and Rezillos. 

The Hip Type had been together approxi¬ 
mately eight months when they went in to 
Aragon Sound, a 16 track studio. For singer 
Tracy Brooks and Findler (the two remaining 
founders of the band) The Hip Type is their 
first band and recording experience. The 
tracks were cut live with vocals and some 
guitar overdubbed; predictably, not much 
outboard gear was brought in and “Let Me 
In", “Glass Pussy” and “Song For Everyman” 
wing by in a breathless rush. Four songs 
were recorded and mixed in 25 hours, the 
record pressed and released for less than 
$1,000. 

Now joined by Eric Leiren on bass, The 
Hip Type are developing a more melodic 
sound with an accent on group vocals and 
harmony that reflect the band’s mutual love 
of late ’70s punk, T Rex, The Doors and ’60s 
girl groups. 

“It was fun to do,” says Patrick, who is 
brother of Brilliant Orange guitarist, Mark 
Findler. “It’s a decent single and it’s doing 
well. It got us a foothold in the scene. Every 
band has a demo, but vinyl makes you that 
much more credible.” 

Tom Harrison 

CLEAN UP YOUR ACT! 
BBE restores clarity to live or recorded sound. 

A lot of things can happen to your 
sound once you record or amplify it. 
And not all of them are very pretty. 
One of the most serious is the inter¬ 
face between amplifier and speaker 
that can throw the fundamental/har-
monics relationship into confusion. 
That adds up to lack of definition, 
poor imaging and pinched, colored 
sound. 
BBE restores recorded and amplified 

sound to its natural state. It doesn't 
add synthetic harmonics or stereo 
imaging, it simply puts back what 
would otherwise be lost in transla¬ 
tion between amplifier and speaker. 

"The result is magic. It makes the 
sound far more dynamic and ex¬ 
citing". (Richard Long, President, 
RLA International Ltd.) 

"I can't imagine working on 
another album without BBE." (Steve 
Levine, producer of Culture Club 
and The Beach Boys.) 
Ten years of R&D in acoustics and 

42 patents later, BBE gives you the 
cleanest, crispest amplified sound 
you've ever heard. This is one of the 
reasons why BBE was selected for use 
at the Grammies. Academy Awards 
and the Junos. 
For stage or club work the BBE 402 is 

indispensible. For recording or broad-

Barcus-Berry 
Electronics, Inc 

5500 Bolsa Avenue. Huntington Beach. CA 92649 
1-800-854-6481 

TWKW 
In Canada, distributed exclusively by 
Daymen Audio »22. 3241 Kennedy Road 
Scarborough. Ontario MIV 219 
(416)298-9644 

casting you wouldn’t want to be with¬ 
out the BBE 802. 
For more information see your pro 

audio supplier or write us. 
BBE-allfhe sound you’ve never heard. 
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IMAGING 

Quartly Focuses On Exotic Locale For Gowan Video 
Bv Ashlie Colley 

If you’ve seen the first Gowan video from his new album, then you’ve probably 
thought how terrific it’d be to do your 

own video in such an exotic locale. The video 
for the song “Moonlight Desires” was shot in 
Mexico in and around various pyramids: this 
performance piece is imbued with the sense 
of mysticism and awe that these great struc¬ 
tures evoke. Shades of a Duran Duran video. 
However, shooting in exotic locales also has 
its down sides. Like Montezuma’s Revenge 
which struck down the video crew and Rob 
Quartly, Canada’s best known video director. 

Quartly, who’s being more selective these 
days about the music videos he works on, pri¬ 
marily because of a growing interest in script 
and television work, has been perfecting his 
art for six years. Since opening in 1983, his 
company Champagne Pictures has become a 
leading visual music production house. In the 
process, he’s scooped numerous JUNOS and 
done close to 50 videos, working with such 
diverse music talents as Gowan, Corey Hart, 
Rush, and David Foster. We’re talking about 
working with la creme de la creme of the 
Canadian music scene. 

He’s seen a changing relationship between 
musicians and the way they view this 
medium, explaining, “There’s definitely more 
involvement on their part, but there are also 
some who don’t take enough interest to 
understand the medium they’re working in. 
For the ones who do, it shows in terms of the 
overall success they achieve. 
“Larry Gowan and Corey Hart stand out 

for me in terms of their interest and desire to 
have the visuals complementing their music 
and their own personas. I encourage musi¬ 
cians to get involved from conceptualizing all 
the way through the process. I don’t think of 
this medium as a dictating, one-person thing. 
It’s so complex, why not get further input?” 

Quartly, who jokes that he finally got to 
have a "director’s chair” and set it up near 
the camera during the “Moonlight Desires” 
video, admits that some artists he’s worked 
with have played the prima donna role, caring 
more about how they look than what’s going 
on in the video. He hasn’t worked with them 

again. 
Once the rough mixes of “Moonlight 

Desires” were done, he and Gowan started 
working on the concept, which, in this case, 
wasn’t totally tied to the lyrics. Quartly 
explains, “The literal sense of the lyrics often 
doesn’t translate the emotion. Sometimes a 
single key phrase will stick out and it’ll better 
mirror the emotion the music creates. With 

Rob Quartly 
this song, we opted to not have a story line 
and decided instead to pursue a performance 
piece in an exotic locale, a locale which would 
give a sense of mysticism.” 

Once the concept is decided, then the busi¬ 
ness side of the music industry comes into 
play. Quartly continues, “We have to ask how 
the public will perceive the artist through the 
image about to be portrayed. We also have to 
ask how the record company will perceive the 
artist. The video has to be entertaining, so we 
have to balance these two considerations and 
come up with the right mix.” 

Similar considerations were taken into 
account when the decision was being made to 
film Corey Hart’s “Angry Young Man” video 
in Rome. Quartly, who says that the artists he 
likes to work with “interrelate” well duriing 
the whole process, reports that most shoots 
take 1-3 days and the complete project is usu¬ 
ally done in a “very fast” four weeks. The 
three main stages involved are: 
conceptualizing, pre-production and shooting, 
then post-production. He adds that he prefers 
the look of film over video tape, so he shoots 
everything on film, then finishes on video 
tape. 

A video’s release usually comes within two 
weeks of the single’s release, and he says that 
the optimum is a simultaneous release 
because “the video has to work with radio”. 
Quartly, who feels that videos are an 

“integral part” of a musician’s career, has 
several tips for musicians to consider when 
approaching a video shoot: 
1) Decide whether you want to be an actor or 
a musician; 
2) Enter with clear objectives as to how you 

Gowan 
want to be perceived. Once that’s done, then 
it’s easier to say what works and doesn't work 
on film; 
3) “Winging it” is out, so do the video with 
quality and with good preparation; 
4) Don’t try to do a $100,00 project when 
you’ve only got $25,000. That is, make sure 
the idea isn’t too expensive for what you’re 
trying to execute; 
5) On the set, there has to be someone who 
makes the final decision. 

Quartly emphasizes that video is a very 
expensive and powerful medium, and he sees 
his role as “trying to bring talented people 
together and keep the project on track to its 
goal. It’s similar to the role of a record pro¬ 
ducer. I have to work with the musicians or 
take control and make the calls, myself. 
Essentially, I’m a film-maker and it’s my job 
to make a musician’s concept or dreams come 

to reality. 
“Acting isn’t easy: Try to imagine yourself 

never having performed in front of a camera, 
and then having to put it down for people to 
see. However, there are basics to working 
with the camera, and it’s important for artists 
to care.” 

To emphasive the power of video, Quartly 
refers to Corey Hart’s "Sunglasses At Night” 
video. Hart didn’t have a deal in the States 
until the video came out and got him an audi¬ 
ence: “Before videos, you had to establish a 
career for years. Now you can theoretically 
never tour anywhere, and your video will 
show you to the world. Both Corey and Larry 
are very visual artists whose careers have 
been enhanced by videos. 

“I did Rush’s “Big Money” video last year, 
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and here was a group that had toured the 
world for years. Their career was built on a 
different base than those of Corey and Larry, 
so they came into the project with a desire to 
have a really strong performance aspect.” 
As for trends in videos, Quartly agrees 

there seem to be more performance versus 
story-line or conceptual videos. Costs have 
escalated, but he doesn’t think that's at the 
root of this trend because some performance 
videos in far flung locations can cost more 
than a story-line video shot in a warehouse. 
He feels it has more to do with musicians 
understanding more about how to present 
themselves. 

He notes a certain “craze” to mix super 8 
mm with 16 or 35 mm as was done in the 
Duran Duran "Notorious” video. There’s also 
been more animation like the pixelation 
method used in Gabriel’s “Sledgehammer”. 
He calls these techniques “video toys”, yet 
notes that old techniques like slow motion 
keep coming back: “I love music and every¬ 
one has visuals of what they’re listening to. 
Working with music videos allows me amaz¬ 
ing freedom. Cinematography is so crucial to 
their success and Robin Miller, who’s my 
right hand man on the set, brings his own 
creative outlook to the work. As photogra¬ 
pher, his job involves sculpting with light.” 

Looking down the road, Quartly has been 
expanding Champagne’s scope to include 
commercial work, along with television proj¬ 
ects such as drama and documentaries. He 
expects to direct only about 10 videos this 
year along with his other projects. 

There’s more than one way to break 
into the U.S. market, and Canada’s 
Clear-light has discovered one of 

them. In 1981, Toronto booking agent Chris¬ 
tian Bechard recommended the Dundas, 
Ontario band develop the Pink Floyd cover 
end of their club act into a “tribute”. For 
three years Bechard promoted and booked 
the band across the Canadian east and into 
the U.S. market, where he introduced them 
to current manager Lou Carver of L C Musi¬ 
cal of Chicago. Today the five member group 
has hundreds of college and club credits -
from Texas and Florida to Ontairio and 
points east - and a master ready for market. 
According to Becard, who still arranges some 
of Clearlight’s dates in Canada, “the band 
wouldn’t have gotten into the U.S. market 
without the Floyd Tribute”, a career decision 
which they realized was a smart financial and 
marketing maneuver. 

Together since 1979, Jerry Laufman (lead 
vocals, lead guitar), A.J. Joudele (keys, 
vocals), Kenn Jaap (bass, rhythm guitars), 
Kevin Briggs (lead and rhythm guitars), and 
Jim Casson (percussion), have not only 
included 75 minutes of Floyd material into 
each show, but the tight production is backed 
by a massive light show and gigantic stereo 
sound system, the creation of lighting direc¬ 
tor John Drummond. A third of each show 
highlights the band’s original repertoire. 

Described by Bechard as “a serious touring 
band” with original material "unlike Pink 
Floyd, more like INXS or Styx with more 
edge”, Clearlight hasn’t signed to a label yet -
- but there have been offers. Currently the 
band is content to wrap yet another tour of 
the eastern states and plan for their June 
dates in Ontario, Quebec and points east, 
while marketing the record to labels north 
and south. Dara Rowland 

From wispy cigarette smoke to stage-filling 
clouds, Rosco’s 1500 will never quit smoking. 
Never! 

It has a totally new heat exchanger, devel¬ 
oped after seven years of field experience 
with artificial smoke. And its external tank can 
be refilled without stopping operation in mid¬ 
scene. 

Rosco Laboratories Ltd. 
1271 Denison Street, #66 
Markham, Ontario L3R 4B5 
(416) 475-1400 
Other offices in: New York, Hollywood, 
London, Madrid, Tokyo and Lisbon 

With Rosco’s new 1500 Smoke Machine 
your act won’t go up in a puff of smoke. 

Perfect for concert tours, the 1500 emits 
safe, extra-dry smoke instead of the wet, un¬ 
comfortable kind. It’s portable. It uses non¬ 
toxic, non-flammable Rosco Smoke Fluid, 
available everywhere. And its remote control 
comes as standard equipment. All at a price 
that won’t blow your budget. 

Fact is, our smoke fluid won an Academy 
Award. So you know the 1500’s reliability is 
not just a pipe dream. 

rosco 



BUSINESS 

M+M Move To England Citing Frustration W Canada 

bv Tim O'Connor 

Frustrated with a lack of success in 
Canada, M+M is moving to England 
in hopes it can sell more records with¬ 

out selling out. “We’ve spent a lot of time run¬ 
ning our careers out of Toronto, but it hasn t 
been working very well for us,” said Martha 
Johnson, one half of M+M along with Mark 
Gane. “It’s hard to manoeuvre a career out of 
this country. Some people manage to do it but 
they tend to be more mainstream than we 

are.” 
Despite a measure of critical acclaim for its 

three RCA albums and a No. 1 dance club hit 
with “Black Stations/White Stations,” John¬ 
son and Gane have not been able to match the 

commercial success they had as the nucleus 
of Martha and the Muffins. In 1978, the new 
wave Muffins scored a worldwide Top 10 hit 
with “Echo Beach”, which sold 75,000 copies 
in Canada. Frustrated with the strained rela¬ 
tionship with Virgin/DinDisc and feeling that 
the Muffins had run their creative course, the 
pair bailed out in 1980. 
The duo regrouped as M+M, determined 

to succeed without succumbing to crass rock 
cliches and shallow pop dreck. Ironically, 
they are moving to England where "Echo 
Beach” first broke out. Johnson said they 
hope to settle in the village of Bath, whose 
citizenry includes Peter Gabriel, Peter 
Hammill, Tears for Fears and producer 

David Lord. 

“I know it’s trendy there, but there’s a bet¬ 
ter understanding that you are trying to do 
something in a different fashion. And I think 
that’s part of the problem here. The parame¬ 
ters are wider over there and...here even if 
you are Top 10, you still don’t make very 
much money. It’s not enough to run a career 

on,” Johnson said. 
Despite the band’s refusal to play obvious 

airplay material, she said their record com¬ 
pany, Current, has been supportive, coming 
up with the financing to secure high-priced 
studio musicians such as bassist Tony Levin 
or producer Daniel Lanois. But she said RCA, 
which distributes Current, never understood 
M+M and RCA failed to persuade its inter¬ 
national offices to go to bat for the duo. 

“Canada is equivalent to Belgium or Hol¬ 
land. (West) Germany, England and the 
United States is where the record companies 
make their major decisions,” she said. 
“Unless you are in those countries, and you 
are dealing with the labels on a daily basis, 
it’s like running into a brick wall. Even if the 
record company wants to do something for 
you, they have to convince the Americans or 
Europeans and it usually doesn’t happen. 

"The main problem with labels like RCA is 
that they will become convinced we are worth 
spending the money on and sending to Eng¬ 
land to make a great record, and they support 
the production and the artwork. And then 
they don’t have the power or the tools to sell 
the record or don’t put the money into sup¬ 

porting it.” 
Johnson and Gane are also temporarily dis¬ 

enchanted with making big-budget records, 
and plan to make their next record on a 
smaller scale-something more like the 
atmospheric "Waters of Babylon” rather than 
a full-blown production such as The World is 
a Ball album. Now that their contract with 
RCA has expired, Johnson said they will 
likely try to hook up with an independent 
English label, at least initially. 

Johnson said: “Maybe it’s time to change 
our approach and the music.” She said the 
duo would like to record most of their next 
record in their mobile studio. “We're going 
homemade,” Johnson said, noting they shot 
their most recent video, "Only you”, on 8-mm 
film. “When we turn things over to other 

people, our careers get screwed up. 
"I’m tired of trying to analyze what the 

problem is here, and I just want to get out. 
But, we’re not running away from anything 
here, we’re running to something there.” 
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Visa Regulations 
Make It Tougher To 
Work In The U.S. 
bv Pern Stern 

Last fall the United States Department 
of Immigration and Naturalization 
Services (INS) drafted rule changes 

pertaining to the granting of visas to aliens 
wishing to perform there. While the 
requirements for entering the U.S. have 
always been strict, they are now more so 
because the wording of the new rules, accord¬ 
ing to Ann Arbor, Michigan artist’s repre¬ 
sentative, Jim Fleming, “are more specific 
and left up to the interpretation of an adjudi¬ 
cation officer.” 

Fleming represents a number of Canadian 
acts, including Connie Caldor and Bim, as 
well as European performers. He explains 
that the rule changes’ greatest harm will be 
felt by “alternative” performers: folk artists, 
ethnic artists, and small cultural performance 
groups. The granting of an H- 1 visa will now 
revolve around the various “proofs” of pre¬ 
eminence in the artist’s chosen field. While a 
stack of reviews in noted publications is 
acceptable evidence, how can a folk artist, 

whose optimum pay might be several 
hundred dollars a night, be compared to a 
rock act who can routinely earn thousands of 
dollars per performance? Because there are 
no rules that provide for a distinction 
between types of performance other than 
“Artistic” and “Commercial,” the number of 
visas allowed is expected to drop considera¬ 
bly. 
Another change in the INS bodes poorly 

for performers who had planned American 
tours. In the past there were Adjudication 
Centers in various regions all across the U.S., 
now there are only four, and these can only 
be reached by telex or by mail - there is no 
phone number to call to speak to an 
individual adjudicator or to find out the 
status of a particular petition. 

The kind of performers who’ll feel the 
crunch of the new rules worst are the ones 
who need the tours the most. The number of 
venues for smaller artists (in economical 
rather than artistic terms) is already 
saturated in Canada and the support 

engendered after a successful tour abroad is 
often needed to elevate the artist beyond the 
coffee house circuit. Even still, performers of 
stature in their fields, such as “women’s 
music” performers Ferron and Lucie Blue 
Tremblay have been recently denied H-l 
visas, though they have received them 
repeatedly in the past. 
At the rock level, Terry McBride of 

Nettwerk Productions in Vancouver explains 
that he’s “had problems” with the INS since 
last summer. Because his roster of acts 
appear on Capitol Records as well, he has 
been able to enlist their legal expertise, and 
substantial reputation, in getting his acts, 
such as Grapes of Wrath and Skinny Puppy, 
into the States. Even still, the process has 
become extremely expensive and risky - the 
petition has to be launched months in 
advance of a tour, but there’s no telling when 
the petition will be heard. And no way to find 
out. 

There has been a great hue and cry in the 
U.S. about the restrictions these new rules 
have made on the accessibility of audiences 
to a wide range of cultural experiences from 
around the world. They accuse the INS of 
effectively practicing political and cultural 
censorship at the bureaucratic level. Jim 
Fleming recommends writing to certain key 
members of the Senate Subcommittee on 
Immigration and Refugee Policy. They are: 
Senator Edward Kennedy, Rm 2400A, John F. 
Kennedy Federal Bldg., Boston, MA 02204 
and Senator Paul Simon, 230 S. Dearborn St., 
Rm. 3892, Chicago, IL 60601. 

MARKETPLACE 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
If you’re looking for an inexpensive way to 
advertise your small BUSINESS to a lucrative music 
market, look to our classified section of Canadian 
Musician magazine. Rates 50« PER WORD. Minimum $10.00. 
Frequency discount: 3 ads - 4%, 6 ads • 8%, 12 ads • 12%. Payment 
In Advance. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Canadian Musician, 
832 Mount Pleasant Rd., Toronto, ON M4P 2L3. 

Attach this coupon to your classified ad. 

ADDRESS_ 

CITY_ PROV_ 

CODE_ PHONE NO_ 

ENCLOSED IS MY CHEQUE FOR S_ 

CHARGE TO MY, MASTERCARD □ OR VISA □ 

CARD NO.._ EXPIRY DATE_ 

SIGNATURE_ 

SEND TO: 
A /fCANADlAN 832 MOUNT PLEASANT 

Vil ÎQIUIAM TORONTO, ONTARIO M4P 2L3 
1 V JlVvlZ VI A (4)6) 485.8284 

Power Software! 
Using a sampler? 

If you’re not using Sound Designer™ and Softsynth™, you're 
only scraping the surface of what your sampler can really do. 

Sound Designer™, the established standard for sound sample editing and processing, features 
innovations like Cross-Fade Looping. Digital EQ and Automatic Gain Normalization. It can make 

the difference between mediocre-sounding disks to ones that everyone wants. You can also 
use Sound Designer to convert sounds from one sampler format to another- digitally’ 

Softsynth™ is the world's first totally software-based synthesizer. Use it's powerful Additive 
and FM Synthesis capabilities to generate unique sounds- right on your Macintosh’ Transfer 
your creations to any popular sampler for playback, where you can treat Softsynth sounds 
like regular sound samples. Softsynth heralds a new era: software-based digital synthesis. 

Q-Sheet™ is the newest addition to the Digidesign product line. It's an advanced software-based 
SMPTE/MIDI controller designed for a wide range of applications in Audio Post Production and 
MIDI automation Q-sheet is the ultimate MIDI control centre- put your studio under Q-control1

Sound Designer • Softsynth • Q-Sheet 

Digidesign products are brought to you exclusively in Canada by: 

- • 4 Saved By Technology 

10 Breadalbane Street. Toronto. Ontario M4Y 1C3 (416) 928-5984 
Call us for the dealer nearest you. (Dealer enquiries welcome) 
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LIVE SOUND 

Outdoor Concerts Present Unique Problems 
bv Ike Zimbel 

Summer’s coming, and with it the an¬ 
nual outdoor festivals. With the festi¬ 
vals come fast change-overs (set-ups), 

tightly controlled set times, and, large 

crowds. Clearly, this is no time to be experi¬ 
encing the myriad of technical difficulties 
that can result from being unprepared. Here 

are a few tips to help get you through the fes¬ 
tival season with maximum enjoyment and 
minimum hassle. 

CHECK YOUR EQUIPMENT: This 
applies first and foremost to cables. Now is 
the time to fix or replace the guitar cord 
which “sort of works if ya’ turn it this way 
round in the jack.” Noisy little problems like 
that can turn into massive ones by the time 
they’ve been amplified through a sound sys¬ 
tem designed for 20,000 people. This same 
logic applies to virtually everything that is 
specific to your set-up, things like effects 
pedals with loose jacks and battery clips, 
amps with dirty and intermittent controls, 
broken switches, etc. An important item in 
this area is A.C. wiring. If you are using amps 
or keyboards that came with a grounded (3-
prong) plug, make sure that the ground pin 
has not been broken off. If it has, replace the 
plug, being sure to a) be neat, and b) observe 
proper polarity: white (neutral) -silver screw, 
black (hot)-gold screw, green (ground)-green 
screw. Remember, on an outdoor stage, 
improper or faulty grounding can kill. 

One final area of attention in this depart¬ 
ment is contact pick-ups on acoustic instru¬ 
ments. These little buggers are notoriously 
finnicky and trouble-prone - especially the 
ones that use non-standard connectors like 
Mini phone, and RCA plugs. It’s a good idea 
to have a reliable guitar shop go over these, 
checking the mountings for proper grip and 

isolation, and the jacks/cables for signs of 
wear, dirt, and again proper mounting and 
strain relief. A neat, well drawn and accurate 
stage plot will make your life a lot easier. 
Here are some guidelines for drawing one. 

Use some 8.5” x 11” graph paper. Draw an 
outline of the stage, leaving room in all four 
margins for notes. Since this is mainly to 
assist in set-ups, the plot should be drawn 
from the stage perspective. That is, audience 
toward the top of the page and stage left and 
right corresponding to your left and right 
hands. 

What to put on it: Start by marking in the 
above (S.L., S.R. etc). Next mark in the posi¬ 
tion of each player and what instrument they 
play, usually this is best done by simply writ¬ 
ing in their names/instruments. Then mark 
in the vocal mies and monitors. A standard 
symbol for "vocal-mic” is a small circle with 
an “X” in it. Monitors can be symbolized with 
a wedge shape. Now add the other mies (usu¬ 
ally done with “X”s). If you are not travelling 
with a sound engineer, I wouldn’t get too spe¬ 
cific about the number of drum mies, just list 
the number and type of drums. The excep¬ 
tion to this is if you have something unusual 
like “drummer’s stand-up percussion mic” or 
some other specific, which definitely should 
get mentioned. Again, unless you have your 
own sound person, don’t bother assigning 
numbers to anything like vocal mies and 
monitors as these numbers will probably 
never correspond to the appropriate channel 

Lantek PPX9900 Power Amp 
Lantek has launched a new line of 

power amps.We asked Ian Murray of 
Westbury Sound (one of Canada’s pre¬ 

mier pro audio outfits, who do sound for 
major concert tours) to report on the line’s 
flagship, the PPX900. He reports that it’s well 
worth looking into if you’re in the market for 
power. 

“The Lantek is great. It’s sonically trans¬ 
parent. It really has nice round bottom end to 
it and the top end was real sweet. For the 
money it’s got tons of power. 

“I was originally a little put off by its 
appearance - it’s pretty sexy looking and you 
wonder about that when you’re used to work¬ 
ing with industrial power amps. It just looked 
a little too consumer oriented. But I took it 
apart to check and it looks like a real rugged 
amp. Real clean construction. It stands up 
against a Bryston 4B, no question. 

Bv Benjamin Russell 

“There’s lots of power, a real quick slew 
rate, the rise times are right on. It does have 
the internal cooling system with a real power¬ 
ful fan - a lot of amps don’t have that. In our 
testing we were unable to get the thing to 
misbehave, if you will. We basically just 
pumped it with lots of power all day long and 
it remained cool and operated fine. 

“It has two clipping indicators which, 
under normal conditions, we were unable to 
make come on. This means that it’s got more 
power than we can readily use. It reaches a 
point where most speaker systems will start 
to self-destruct and you will hear the distor¬ 
tion before the amplifier starts to distort. 
This is wonderful. The only thing is that 
there’s one little light to say the thing is on 
but other than that, there’s nothing to let you 

know that it’s functioning. A lot of profes¬ 
sional amps are like that but it would be nice 
if there were a few L.E.D.s to show what it 
was doing. Apart from the flashy logo on the 
front, that’s about as critical as I could get 
with the Lantek. All the technical specs, it 
either meets or exceeds. And for the size 
there’s just gobs of power.” 

“I think it’s good for all types of applica¬ 
tions from the industrial use all the way on 
down to a keyboard player using it for a moni¬ 
toring system or a bass player who wants just 
a clean sounding amplifier. I think it may be 
more power than a guitar player might want 
to use but all the way down the line it’s a good 
solid amp for the money.” 

The PPX900 is 3 rack units high and deliv¬ 
ers 900 watts (mono bridged, 8 ohms) and 
there are 2 smaller amps as well, the PPX450, 
and PPX300. Check them out for yourself. 
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from show to show. Just list the NUMBER of 
vocal mies and what each is for. 

Other things to list on your chart are: 
direct boxes, amp positions, and where you 
need A.C. power outlets. 

Once you are satisfied with your stage plot, 
have about 100 copies made. Carry half of the 
copies with you to shows and keep the other 
half at home (or your management office) to 
send to the festivals when you get their 
advance info package. These packages often 
include a blank stage plot for you to fill in. 
Just staple yours to theirs and let them trans¬ 
late if necessary. 
Once you have committed your set-up to 

paper, it’s important to stick to it. Try to avoid 
things like shuffling the band around the 
stage just to see what works best, especially 
AFTER you’ve sent out your advance sheets. 
At the same time, be prepared to be flexible 
once you are at the shows. For example, if it 
turns out that yours is the only act which has 
the grand piano on stage right, maybe you can 
re-arrange things so your keyboard player 
goes on stage left for one night. (Note: If you 
really feel that this is going to compromise 
your show, stick to your guns and have the 
piano moved!) 

It’s a good idea to appoint one member of 
the band to deal with the stage crew (that’s 
assuming you don’t have a road manager) and 
direct them as to the specifics of getting the 
band on stage. Also having someone who can 
outline the band’s monitor requirements 
(which should also be listed on the chart) 
quickly and simply can be a life saver. 

As an example, I’ve included a copy of the 
current SCOTT MERRITT BAND stage plot 
and mic chart. While it’s plain to see that the 
technology incorporated has gone beyond the 
average bluegrass band or folk trio, I chose 
Scott because his name and show are still 
familiar to those on the festival circuit. As 
well, the more advanced aspects of the chart 
should provide useful information to rock and 
pop bands which find themselves at the 
occasional festival. 

Let’s look at the stage plot: First of all, if 
you don’t have your own sound person, follow 
the guidelines I mentioned earlier as to what 
to number and what to leave blank. Secondly, 
it’s a good idea to try to fit in to a standard 
number of channels... for example if you find 
that you are using 17 or 25 channels, you may 
want to combine or eliminate a channel or 
two to fit into 16 or 24 channel mixers. If you 

don’t deal with this at this stage, I guarantee 
you will have to deal with it at every show. 
This can add up to some very real savings in 
situations where you are picking up the pro¬ 
duction costs, another eight channels often 
adding over $100 to a mixer rental. 

Mic Numbering: I have always been most 
comfortable with a mic chart that a) starts 
with the kick drum ie: the bottom, b) puts 
everything else in line of sight with its chan¬ 
nel. That is, low numbers on stage right, cor¬ 
responding to the left hand end of the con¬ 
sole, and c) ends up with the vocals at the 
right hand end of the board near the effects 
returns and masters. 

One change that I’ve adopted recently is 
miking the toms from lowest to highest 
(Note: this follows the above anyway, but, I 

used to mic the kit from the drummer’s per¬ 
spective). This is the studio standard, mainly 
because it makes more sense when panning 
the toms in a stereo spectrum. I made this 
move partly because I prefer to mix in stereo, 
and partly to eliminate a re-patch when doing 
remote broadcasts and live recordings. 
All of these suggestions are designed to 

eliminate the situation where everyone 
seems to be yelling at everyone else, and no 
one seems to know what’s going on, except 
what you sort of pick out over the noise and 
confusion...the sound of YOUR band being 
introduced... 

(Ike Zimbel is a professional sound man 
whose company Reel Time Productions has 
worked with the likes of Scott Merritt and 
Chalk Circle). 

GOLD STRINGS 
I've been using MAXIMA GOLD STRINGS 

Imported from West Germany 

on twenty different guitars for nearly 
three years. I beat them, bend them, 
pound on them, sweat on them and 

they don 't break. Best of all. 
they stay in tune and keep 

their brilliance much 
longer than other 

strings. If your goal is 
to improve the 
sound of your 

W. guitar then I 
BA recommend that 

you try out 
„ 3 set. 

Earl Slide 
Phantom. Rocker & Slick 

August 1986 

Distributed in Canada by: 
SOUND MUSIC DISTRIBUTORS 

P.O. Box 783, Station B 
Willowdale, ON M2K 2R1 

(416) 224-2026 
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We Cover the People 
A glance at Canadian Musician’s cover tells you we’re on 
top of who’s on top. Recent cover features include the 
insider musician’s story on Bryan Adam’s manager, Bruce 
Allen, Bruce Cockburn, K.D. Lang and Glass Tiger. 

Canadian Musician keeps you in tune with what’s hap¬ 
pening for artists, producers, promoters, organizations, 
new businesses and services for the musician, and more. 

Each issue features articles written by professional 
musicians talking to you about projects they’ve worked 
on, new equipment they’ve used, and techniques they ve 
discovered. 

We Cover the Business 
Canadian Musician features articles on promotion and publicity, 
making videos, where to find money, how to find a manager, and 
generally taking care of business. 

We Cover the Products 
Canadian Musician’s regular product reports give detailed analysis of some of the 
latest technology - by people using it on current projects. 
We also provide a healthy sampling of new products on the Canadian market. 

When we profile new recordings we ask the artists and sometimes the produc¬ 
ers to describe the making of their records. 

Enclosed is my cheque or M.O. for ---

Charge to my MasterCard □ or Visa □ (please check one). 

Card No.__— 

YES! MAKE SURE I’M COVERED! 
Name ---

Address ____ 

Uncover a Wealth of Knowledge 
We’ve recently changed our format and design to better serve our readers. Canadian Musician now features 14 new departments focusing 
specifically on key areas of interest to musicians. They include everything from Guitar, MIDI and Recording to Business, Vocals and 
Songwriting. 

You, too have a chance to get into Canadian Musician through FEEDBACK and MARKETPLACE. Share your opinions on our arti¬ 
cles. Tell us what you’d like to see in Canadian Musician, or tell the public you re available, or have something for sale. ALL THIS FOR 
JUST $12.00 A YEAR! Nowhere in the music business can you get so much value. 

So, fill out the attached coupon or phone (416)485-8284 and subscribe today. 

City --

Prov./State_Code-

(Please check one) 
Inside Canada 
□ 1 yr. $12.00 □ 2 yrs. $21.00 0 3 yrs. $29.00 □ 5 yrs. $39.00 

Outside Canada 
□ 1 yr. $15.00 O2 yrs. $26.00 □ 3 yrs. $36.00 □ 5 yrs. $49.00 

Expiry Date---

Signature_ 

Complete and mail today to: 

A /f CANADIAN Musician 832 Mount Pleasant Rd., 
Toronto, Ontario M4P 2L3 

All MasterCard and VISA orders, call today (416) 485-8284. 



Distributed in Canada Exclusively By: 

omnimedia -
9653 Cote de Liesse /Dorval, Quebec H9P 1A3/(514) 636-9971 

Distributors of: Crown (Amcron)/Klark-Teknik/P.A,S./Samson/Soundtracs/Whirlwind. 

QTurbosound 
A member of the Hirbosou nd Group of Companies London New Mark 

You're looking at the most 
exciting developments in sound 
reinforcement in the world: 

The Turbosound TSE and 
TMS Series. 

Products with a proven pedigree 
from live sound users like Kool and the 
Gang, King, Grover Washington, 
George Benson and David Bowie to 
permanent installations in prestige 
concert halls and venues around 
the world. 

They're so versatile that, by 
combining models from the two ranges, 
they're as perfect in small clubs and 
discotheques as they are at massive 
outdoor festivals. 

The choice: The TSE Integrated 

Series, or the TMS Full-range Series. 
Both are a system installer's dream — 
singly, in multiple arrays, fixed or free 
standing, in installations or for touring. 

The incredibly compact 
enclosures with their unique 
TurboMid " and TurboBass® devices* 
create a sound that's radically different 
from ordinary loudspeakers. 

Crystal clear highs, a seamless 
midrange and a tight, punchy bass 
combine to convey the ’feel' of music 
like nothing you've heard before. 

Even at an SPL of 141dB, they 
produce the dynamics and clarity of a 
top-level hi-fi system - without the 
need for compensating electronics. 

Who else can say that? 
Now the choice of the world's 

leading venues and performers is 
available to you. 

Call Omnimedia Corporation at 
(514) 636-9971 to arrange a personal 
audition. 

And take a listen to the best in the 
world. 

TSE INTEGRATED SERIES: TSE-111 Mid/High Pack (150W RMS. 250Hz 18kHz). TSE-118 Bass Unit (300W RMS. 45Hz 350Hz). TSE-218 Bass Unit (600W RMS, 40Hz - 350Hz). TMS FULL-RANGE 
SERIES: TMS-1 (250W RMS. 90Hz - 17kHz). TMS-2A (400W RMS. 65Hz- 17kHz). TMS-3 (775W RMS. 55Hz - 17kHz) TMS 4 (450W RMS. 45Hz - 17kHz). SUB BASS: TSW-124 (300W RMS, 27Hz - 300Hz). 

‘The thrboBass " andlbrboMid " devices are covered worldwide by Principle Patents, and not simple design patents The concepts embodied in their design, are. therefore, entirely unique (See brochures for further information) 



MIDI Madness Reigns For Domenic Troiano 
bv Ashlev Collie 

It’s a late wintry Sunday night and it’s so cold that the thermometer is diving for 
cover. The icy winds are buffeting an iso¬ 

lated industrial strip complex. It’s a long way 
north of The City. Within the complex is a 
solitary recording studio called Round 
Sound. For anyone on the outside, there’s lit¬ 
tle cheer. 

However, step inside the compact 32 track 
Studio, and things are warming up. A three-
man team (Domenic Troiano, engineer Bob 
Federer, and his assistant Danny Sustar) are 
turning up the heat on the music they’re lay¬ 
ing down for the hit CBS (U.S.) and CTV tele¬ 
vision cop show, Night Heat. That's right, the 
show filmed entirely in Toronto. The conver¬ 
sation is slightly askew from a regular studio: 

"Is this ’guy’ happening?” 
“Where’s the next sting? Can we use an old 

cue?” 
“It’s not really music: we call it sound 

sculptures. Donny says it’s like finger paint¬ 
ing, because you’re dealing with layers...with 
moods.” 

On a tight shelving unit to one side, where 
a mighty Synclavier once reigned, there’s 
now a bank of replacements, including: an 
Akai MIDI Digital Sampler, an Emulator II, a 
Macintosh Plus, a PPG Waveform 2.2 Synth, 
a ubiquitous DX-7, a Jupiter 8, a Roland Sync 
Box, a Linn 9000, and a MKS-70. That’s just 
for starters. 

Federer asks, “How do you like our MIDI 

madness?” 
Then there’s the new Mitsubishi Westar 

mixing console and two Otari (MTR-90 and 
MTR-10) recorders. Above and to the side 
are video monitors playing the Night Heat 
episode in the process of being scored. Then 
there are the numerous effects modules etc. 

etc. 
The key unit, however, is being constantly 

punched into by Federer’s left hand on 
Troianos command: where would Miami 
Vice and Night Heat be without the 
synchronizer? In this case, it’s an Audio 
Kinetics Q-Lock. Troiano, the ex-member of 
The Guess Who, The James Gang, and...well, 
you know the rest, has traded in his trusty 
axe for this MIDI madness: “1 was lucky. I 
came into this scoring thing after they’d 
developed video locks. Using SMPTE gives 
us so much flexibility.” 

Federer, who has aided Troiano on all 54 
Night Heat shows they’ve done to date, 
explains that the Q-Lock controls and syn¬ 
chronizes the video to tape. The musical cues 
can be matched to any particular frame they 

choose: dead on. The effect is sometimes 
subtle, sometimes forceful. The score of 
Night Heat is one of the most frequently 
mentioned and popular aspects to the show. 
The theme song has a terrific hook. 

After he finished a solo career in 1981, 
Troiano spent the next three years dabbling 
in various projects: “It was the first time I'd 
stopped since I got out of school, and I wasn’t 
sure what to do.’ His first experience with TV 
was to write a few songs for an HBO program. 
Then in 1984. he fortuitously met Sonny 
French Connection Grosso who had come to 
Toronto to do six episodes of a new show, 
Night Heat. Troiano explains, “We met. I 
liked what he was trying to do. On my way 
home that evening, I put together in my head 
the chorus for the theme song. I visited B.J. 
Cook for some lyrical help, then the next day 
1 went into the studio with Bob and cut a 
demo. I had no real experience with scoring, 
but Sonny went with his gut instinct, and 
asked me to do the show. The theme song 
you hear now, and which A&M released as a 
single, is that demo we did way back then.” 

Moving from recording to working with 
music and film would seem to present some 
obvious challenges, but Troiano just followed 
his basic attitude to life: he doesn’t second 
guess himself too much. He cites Federer, 
whom he met through a Moe Koffman proj¬ 
ect, as helping to smooth the transition into 
film, adding, “Bob’s brilliant and he takes 
care of the things that I have absolutely no 
interest in. Musically. I easily made the tran¬ 
sition because I feel I'm open to various types 
of music. And, even when I was doing longer 
suites of music on my own records, people 
were always saying that I should get into 
film.” 

And getting thrown into television is what 
happened. In the last two years, in addition to 
54 Night Heats, he’s done 13 Hot Shots 

(CBS), 13 Airwaves (CBC) and two Ray 
Bradbury anthologies which adds up to a 
whopping 82 shows. As Federer puts it, at 
some times they were putting in "eight days a 
week.” 
A Night Heat episode usually takes two 

solid days (about 24 hours) work in the stu¬ 
dio. The process starts off something like 
this: Donny comes in when the film is shot 
and edited (only some effects and dialog may 
change) and sits down with Executive Pro¬ 
ducer Grosso to go over it. Troiano calls him 
a “real hands-on” guy who has very specific 
needs. Troiano then takes his notes and 
sometimes does a lot of the sequences at his 
home. Next stop is the studio where Federer 
says they “manipulate the data Donny cre¬ 
ates.” They do the cues, sometimes using live 
performances from visiting musicians like 
Santana’s Graham Lear, Dave Tyson and Lou 
Pomanti. Then they mix the cues to four-
track (one-track for the SMPTE code, and 
three tracks for the music).They then hand 
over the tape which then goes for the final 
mix. Troiano adds, “Once the tape leaves us, 
it’s code is locked in.” 

He readily acknowledges the opportunities 
this work has afforded him and says the 
world of TV has allowed him to be “experi¬ 
mental.” As for the technology available, he 
says there are more choices available, but 
that can make the decision more difficult: 
“Technology’ is just a means, a tool. It’s all 
music. You know when the organ was devel¬ 
oped, there was the same outcry about its 
impact as there is about today's technology. I 
agree that the ‘superstar producer’ thing is 
overworked, and things sometimes do sound 
more homogenized. But, it really comes down 
to the song and whether people react to it.” 

Apart from TV scoring. Troiano still dab¬ 
bles in record production. He has a produc¬ 
tion deal with A&M and Canada, whereby he 
leases his label to them. Last year he prod¬ 
uced two very accessible songs, one each 
with Johnny Rutledge and David Gibson. 
Radio missed out on them. Troiano explains, 
“I got a rude awakening when I got back into 
it. I mean, I’ve done the whole thing with 
recording, but I got to realize again how hard 
the business is. There’s no rhyme or reason 
to it, so you keep your product coming out. If 
there's enough interest in the single, then 
you put out an album. I'm treating it like the 
building process it used to be. 

“Slow and steady is my attitude. You know 
I’ve always done what I wanted to do, and if 
that ended, then I always felt something else 
would open up. Like I said, I don’t second 
guess myself too much.” 
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FROM KAWAI 

K3 SYNTHESIZER 
R100 DRUM MACHINE K3M SYNTHESIZER MODULE 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!!! 

OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 15TH, 1987 

Cartridge and Pedal 
(with the purchase of K3 Synthesizer) 

Cartridge 
(with the purchase of K3M Module 

or R100 Drum Machine) 

Long & McQuade Limited 

1. 459 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ont. 
2. 828 Wilson Ave., Downsview, Ont. 
3. 445 Simcoe St. S., Oshawa, ON 
4. 1311 Tecumseh Rd. E., Windsor, Ont. 

5. 757 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg, Man. 
6. 1505-17 Ave. S.W., Calgary, Alta. 
7. 10204-107th Ave., Edmonton, Alta. 

8. 1664 West 4th Ave., Vancouver, B.C. 
9. 2624 Quadra St., Victoria, B.C. 
10. 3607 West Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. 



FRETTED 
FIREPOWER 



PEAVEY ELECTRONICS CORP. 711 A Street Meridian, MS 39301 

Tel (601)483-5365 Telex504115 

'1987 

Super smooth satin neck... 
built for blazing speed. 

Hot, high output pickups. 
Jewel finish colors, 

multi-contoured body. 
The Look, the Sound, 

the Playability that inspires 
Greatness. 

The Nitro Series from 
Peavey... Personal fretted 
firepower for the best, 
...You. 

THE 

NITRO" 
SERIES 
HAND CRAFTED IN THE U.SA 



SONGWRITING 

Ron Nigrini Resurfaces After Decade Long Hiatus 
Ron Nigrini 
The Drift 
Oasis Records 
Producers: Ron Burrows, Bob DiSalle, 
Tony La viola 
Engineers: Rich Dodson, Hayward 
Parrott, Steve Ibelshouser 
Studios: Marigold Studios, McClear 
Place Studios, Toronto, Ontario 

In Tern Burman 

It’s been a long haul for Ron Nigrini. The Toronto-based singer/songwriter rec¬ 
orded two albums for Attic in the 1970s -

Ron Nigrini (1974) and Rich Things (1976) -
and then dropped out of the recording indus¬ 
try. But the dream of doing another album 
stayed alive and now, just over a decade later, 
Nigrini has released his third album, The 
Drift, on his own Oasis label. 

This album has re-established him in the 
A/C and country markets. It’s a natural out¬ 
growth of what Nigrini did on those first two 
efforts. The initial album, says Nigrini, had its 
roots in folk and was comprised of tunes he 
had written on the road in the early ’70s. Rich 
Things saw the addition of strings and 
orchestration. And The Drift, while the same 
mellow type of music, has a strong, glossy 
sound and makes use of synthesizers and 
other state-of-the-art technology. The Drift 
offers a number of styles from the quiet 
"Secrets” to the rollicking country groove of 
"All Night Shoes”; this is because Nigrini 
says his writing has been greatly expanded 
through listening to many styles of music. 
“But basically,” says Nigrini, “I’m still the 
same guy. I’m just learning as time goes on.” 

And Nigrini had those 10 years in which to 
learn. Describing himself as "a refugee from 
the coffeehouses that went to bars,” he found 
his softer style of music gaining him nothing 
but closed doors in Canada’s music business 
when the focus on punk and harder rock 
began in the mid-1970s. He took to touring as 

a soloist and left recording behind. Although 
he sought U.S. deals, it was close but no cigar. 

Armed with what he'd learned through his 
experiences at Attic, Nigrini began his Oasis 
label in 1983. The idea was to release singles, 
not albums, and Oasis released four A-sides, 
the most notable of which were "Baby I’m a 
Lot Like You” and "Secrets”. The first was so 
successful in terms of publishing revenue in 
A/C and country circles that it paid for the 
others outright. And, based on the success of 
these singles, Nigrini decided to do The Drift. 

Originally titled Thin Line, the album was 
renamed The Drift after a song Nigrini felt 
best summed up the package. It’s coinciden¬ 
tal that the tune is also the most recently 
written; the album spans eight years in terms 
of when the songs were written. And when 
asked how he decided on the material, 
Nigrini laughed and said. "I just picked the 
ones I liked best.” 

Most are quiet and easy, but there are 
some uptempo highlights as well. “All Night 
Shoes,” a Jim Croce sounding piece, is one. 
“It’s a basic country bar song,” Nigrini com¬ 

ments. "It was written to be fun.” 
“If 1 Lose You”, originally commissioned by 

someone who had broken up with his 
girlfriend and wanted reconciation, features a 
duet with Shirley Eikhard, an old friend of 
Nigrini’s from his days at Attic. The last 
verse, he adds, was rewritten for the album. 
About the tune, Nigrini muses. “I put myself 
in the other person’s place and wrote through 
my own eyes. It always works out better that 
way.” 

While influences on most of the tunes came 
mainly from pop and country, it was jazzman 
Hoagy Carmichael whose touch was felt in 
Puppet. “I love his stuff,” admits Nigrini. “I 
felt, melody and chord-wise, that he could’ve 
written this.” 

Nigrini thinks he’s reaching the same age 
group as he did the first time around - 30 and 
up. The mellow ballad has always been there, 
and today it’s a hot commodity in the music 
business. The success of David Foster attests 
to that. So, it seems like the times have 
caught up with Ron Nigrini, not that he’s had 
to change with them. 

Amnesty Looking For Theme Song 

The Canadian Section of the Nobel 
Prize-winning human rights org¬ 
anization Amnesty International is 

looking for a theme song for airplay, film and 
events. Amnesty would like major Canadian 
artists to perform and record the song, with 
royalties being donated to the organization 
for a period of five years. 
While the song’s lyrics shouldn’t deal 

specifically with any individual or country to 

illustrate Amnesty’s work, they should imply 
certain values, such as courage, freedom and 
justice which are promoted by the organiza¬ 
tion. 

The contest is open to any Canadian citizen 
or landed immigrant. The song can be in any 
style but should be of “pop song” length, 
under four minutes. While there is no cash 
prize for the winning entry, the jury will be 
made up of at least a dozen A&R men from 

various major record labels, and exposure at 
this level should be a fitting incentive for an 
aspiring composer/performer. Submissions 
should include a professional quality cassette 
recording of the song and a lyric sheet. 
Send entries (or inquiries) to James Rolfe, 
Artists’ Network, Amnesty International, 10 
Trinity Square. Toronto, Ontario, M5G 1B1. 
416 920- 3823. 
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Hamilton Breeds Another 
Glam, Punk Mutant 

The Throbs 
Proud to be Loud 
Precision Records 
Grant Avenue Studios 

As LA. breeds suburban hardcore 
bands and Chicago breeds the blues, 
Hamilton breeds mutant variations of 

generic glam/punk/metal, to this very day. 
Latest in the Teenage Head tradition are the 
Throbs, who’ve digested the New York Dolls, 
the Stooges, and the Dictators in order to 
crank and thurst their way to local herodom. 
Guitarist Jeff Campbell cites Stooge 

axemaster James Williamson and the MC5’s 
Fred “Sonic” Smith as influences, but hast¬ 
ens to add that current faves include Zodiac 
Mindwarp and the Beastie Boys. Still, the 
Throbs debut EP, Proud to be Loud, owes 
more to Mick Ronson than Mick Jones. 

Take songwriting. “I just get a riff and 

write some words to it,” says Campbell with 
utter simplicity. “Then I’ll try a verse at prac¬ 
tise. If it works, I’ll keep on. If it’s no good, I 
won’t waste any time on it. If it’s a good song 
it’ll flow. If I have to spend a lotta time on a 
song, I usually find it'll be a crappy song.” 

Campbell’s songs are essentially three 
chords, a cloud of screaming guitar noise, and 
a mighty “Hi-yo! Which way to the cars, gui¬ 
tars, and girls?” As he says, “They’re about 
havin’ a good time, things that we like. “Sam¬ 
ple lyric: “All the kids are goin’ crazy/You 
gotta be out of your mind/Summer days are 
makin’ me lazy/Grab a girl and we’ll have a 
good time." 

The songs penned by singer Ron “Sweet¬ 
heart” Collie tend to sound like Ramones out¬ 
takes minus their level of goofy humour. 
Which only makes sense, considering he used 
to work in a Ramones tribute band. On “She’s 
so Pretty" and “Oh Love," Collie sounds like 

a poor man’s Joey Ramone (or perhaps 
Frankie Venom). 

But the most fun here is a track penned by 
the Latimer brothers (Pete on drums, Mike 
on bass), a cartoon vision of apocalypse called 
"Nuclear Attack.” The Throbs’ advice when 
you see the flash in the sky? Have a beer and 
wait for the shock wave to hit. The song ends 
with Collie asking “Can we fit an explosion in 
here?” and receiving a fittingly cartoonish 
“Boink!” instead. 

“We asked for an explosion sound," says 
Campbell. “So this assistant engineer went 
upstairs to get all his synths together. He was 
up there for an hour, and we thought he’d for¬ 
gotten about us. I was playin’ with a keyboard 
and I heard this ‘Boink!’ I thought it’d be 
totally hilarious. So we did it." Apparently the 
engineer wasn’t too thrilled. 

The record was released on Precision Rec¬ 
ords, who also handle, er, Walt Disney picture 
discs. “We’re on the same label as Mickey,” 
laughs Campbell. 
And starting to break out of Hamilton. 

Proud reached #8 on the 1986 year-end WEB 
charts for Canadian independent releases. 
The band is touring Montreal, London 
(Ontario), and Detroit, where Systematic 
Records is distributing Proud in America 
(mostly by mail-order). The American 
Rockpool organization is promoting the rec¬ 
ord, and former Mercury Records producer 
Tim Sweeney is scouting a deal in the states. 
Write: Throbs. 535 McRoberts Ave. Toronto, 
Ontario M6E 4R5. 

Howard Druckman 

Signwood 
percussion 

Custom handmade maple drums 
featuring... 

•6 and 8 ply tom shells 
•8 ply bass drum shells 
•20 vibrant lacquer finishes 

Choose the preferred sound 
of top Canadian Drummers! 

Paul DeLona (Kim Mitchell) • Al Cross (Jane 
Siberry) • Paul Nixon (¡nd) • Phil Micheals 
(Gowan) • Bobby Economo (Arrows) • Bob 
Woods (Minalewood Band) • Don "Nigs" 
Schmid (Northern Pikes) • Brian Cymbaluk 
(Famous Blue Raincoat) • Joel Anderson 
(Neo-A4) • Phil Krawczuk (Adventures in 
Paradise) • Al Webster (Idle Eyes) • Phil 

Robertson (Ind) • Duris Maxwell (Jim Burns 
Band) • Daryl Bennet (Skywalk) • Rocko 

Vougeois (¡nd) • Terry Paton (Sail Cats) • Dave 
Gilbey (Pursuit of Happiness) 

For more information, contact... 
CANWOOD Percussion, Box 615, Lloydminster, 

Sask., S9V 0Y7, (403)875-8393 

Two Hot New 
Products for the Piano! 

FOR FREE DEMONSTRA TION and/or PRICE LIST 

sw? S; Am‘ 
F«—. 

OT™0LLE'' 15 ™E P“° ™ 
ALREADY OWN._____ 

WRITE: Dale Robertson’s Piano Services 
55 York St. Suite #002 
Toronto, Ont. M5J 1R7 

or call (416) 364-9498 
Dealer Inquiries Welcome. 
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professional musicians the one 
thing they must have -
a perfect translation of the 
universal language. 

The Selmer Company 
P.O. Box 310 

Elkhart. IN 46515 
U.S.A. 

If it’s beginning to sound like Bach (made right 
here in Elkhart. Indiana) is the best-selling pro¬ 
fessional brass instrument everywhere in the 
world - it’s because it is. By far. 

Because everywhere in the world. Bach gives 

To even the most patriotic professional musician, 
an instrument’s birthplace is irrelevant. It's the 
music that counts. 

So when professional brass musicians in Japan 
buy instruments, the instruments they buy usually 
carry the name "Bach*” Bach is also the best¬ 
selling professional brasswind in America. 
And England. And Canada. And Germany. 
And France. And Italy. And Australia. 
And Spain. And Scandinavia. 

Bach: the best-selling professional brasswind 
in Japan and every other major nation. 

Vincent a 



ARRANGING 

Structuring Songs For Kim MitcheiïsÆmfo w.i Shakin’ 
bv Todd Booth 

Okay. Get out your copies of Kim 
Mitchell’s Akimbo Alogo and Shakin' 
Like a Human Being, and I’ll show 

you at least some of the considerations I go 
through in arranging music for a rock album. 
If you don’t own these records yet, consider 
that for the price of two albums and this mag¬ 
azine you couldn’t buy an hour with most 
arranging and composition teachers, myself 
included. 

Now before writing a note, there are a 
number of points you will have to consider. 
The artist has an image and a style to his/her 
music, the producer and/or management 
have specific goals for some on all of the 
tunes, and the music is to be directed at a 
specific audience. For example, compare the 
rock radio style of music on Akimbo with the 
cross-over (many radio formats) style of 
Shakin. 

Another thing to consider is the album as a 
whole. One of my first jobs on Akimbo was to 
write brass charts for “That’s a Man”. Later, 
it was generally felt that brass on one cut of 
the album would sound out of place, so the 
part was gradually reduced to synth figures 
behind the guitars in the bridge. The many 
musical worlds we quoted in Shakin on the 
other hand allowed for at least sampled brass 
and Moog/DX7 organ on some fairly hip 
voicings in “City Girl", without the tune 
sounding like a non-sequitar on the album. 
From the hard-rockin’ “That’s the Hold" to 
the country-rock of “Easy to Tame", Shakin’ 
holds together because of it’s consistent 
diversity. 

When finally I have a sense of the larger 
picture, there are some specific things I try to 
keep in mind on each song within the album. 

I’m sure you are all familiar with the 
terms: verse, chorus, bridge, etc. These rep¬ 

resent specific sections of the song, all with 
general functions of their own, (more on 
these in a moment) On perhaps a simpler 
level however, I like to keep in mind that all 
considerations of form in music (and in any 
art form for that matter) boil down to the two 
elements of repetition and contrast. Your real 
challenge as an arranger is to make sure not 
only that you present the elements of the 
song clearly, but that the song achieves the 
best balance it can between unity (the repeti¬ 
tion of ideas) and variety (the introduction of 
new ideas)... Simply said: “Should I do that 
again, and/or should I do something differ¬ 
ent.” 

Before going on, let me define some of the 
parts of a song and give you some examples: 

A “verse” generally tells the story. In a 
true ballad form all elements except the lyric 
(ie: melody, chords, orchestration, etc.) 
remain the same (unity) as that the ear is 
drawn to the developing story line in the lyric 
(variety). In rock arranging this is common 
enough (an example might be “That’s the 
Hold”) but often the second (and third) verse 
is accompanied by some change in the music; 
sometimes as simple as a vocal harmony part 
like in “Get Lucky”, and/or a counter figure 
in a new colour (“Alana Loves Me”) or on the 
3rd verse (return of the 1st verse) in “All We 
Are”. 

If there is a lyric line that is the same at the 
end of each verse, it is called a “refrain”. It 
may contain the title of the song as in the last 
line of both A and B verses of “In my Shoes”. 

Otherwise, or possibly as well, the title is 
found in the “chorus” (literally: A body of 
singers). This is often where we might find 
the main “hook” of the tune. A hook would 
probably best be defined as an idiomatic 
musical and/or lyrical idea that catches the 
ear. The title of the song is almost invariably 
a hook. 

A “bridge” or “release” in a tune happens 

only once, with the singular goal in life of con¬ 
trasting all other ideas of the song. In much of 
Kim’s material, it represents a guitar solo 
(sometimes in a different key) as in “City 
Girl”, or new chords and lyrics as in “Alana 
Loves Me” (“all the time I’m living just...” 
etc.) 

All well and good you say, but how does all 
this relate to arranging a rock song? 

The first thing I do is define all the parts of 
the song I’m arranging so that I can better 
work the balance, ie: Locate the verse, 
chorus, title, any hooks, the bridge (if any) 
etc. I make sure all the parts of the tune are 
doing what they’re supposed to do. I work out 
an overall plan to deal with any weakness I 
see. 
A good example of this would be my 

approach to “All We Are”. A great song even 
as the demo I first heard, but it needed move¬ 
ment in the chorus, more dynamics through¬ 
out, and the title was only in the song twice. 
I proposed quite a few changes when I 

began charting this song: Remove the drums 
in the intro (and re-intro), build volume and 
harmonic tension leading up to the first 
verse, introduce a fast line (a Minimoog bass 
sound) that drops us a bar later into a new, 
brighter key - just before the words “All we 
are...” with hopes of punching them up: an 
odd division of 9/8 time in the drums 
(4+4+1) into the second verse to create 
some dramatic tension, that releases on a 
similar Minimoog bass line into “I know 
now...” (no key change). Then add moving 
strings and some new bass parts in the 
chorus - designed to place the vocal against a 
more harmonically dissonant backdrop than I 
had heard on the demo. And when all that 
was over and we were at the re-intro, use the 
same formula, moving to yet another key just 
before the only other place the title is heard. 
... this time with a 6/8 counter figure (in a 
chime-like sound) designed to overlap every 
second bar line in the song’s 9/8 time. 

Moving a rock song through three different 
keys in this fashion is not that common, but I 
felt that all of these changes would bring the 
song to it’s highest potential. Every song pre¬ 
sents its own set of problems to the arranger 
and so the best direction to take is not always 
immediately clear. Ultimately however, your 
work must stand on its own merit. My 
favorite parallel is that of telling a joke. If you 
have to explain it afterwards... it didn't work. 

(TODD BOOTH is a freelance arranger/ 
composer and theory teacher, synth and com¬ 
puter-music systems programmer and key¬ 
board and stick player presently living in 
Toronto). 
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GUITAR 
The Killer Dwarfs Stand Tall In Texas 
KILLER DWARFS 
Stand Tall 
MAZE Records/A&M Canada 
Produced by Killer Dwarfs 
and Andrew St. George 
Engineer: Andrew St. George 
Studio: Comfort Sound 

Once upon a time there were four 
Dwarfs. Dedicated tunesmiths, they 
worked long and hard, slogging their 

wares through the chilly forests of Canadian 
club land. Unbeknownst to them, their merry 
melodies had awakened a sleeping beauty 
south of the border. And overnight their min¬ 
iature low profile blossomed into full fledged 
rock and roll stardom. 

"We went down to San Antonio, Texas in 
July of ’86.” says Russ Dwarf (a.k.a. Russ Gra¬ 
ham), “We didn’t even know we were popular 
down there, but apparently for the first six 
months of the year our debut album (self tit¬ 
led on Attic Records) was selling as an import 
and was number one on the radio.” How so? 
“There’s a DJ down there on K.I.S.S. FM, Joe 
Anthony, known as the God Father of Rock 
and Roll. He’s almost 60 years old - been 
rocking at the station for 30 years - and he’s 
into helping people if he believes in the band. 

He was the one who gave Rush and Triumph 
their start down there. Joe hyped a promoter 
into bringing us down to open for Accept in a 
3,000 seat auditorium. The place went men¬ 
tal. They freaked us out,” notes the 5’4” Gra¬ 
ham (the only true shorty of the band). After 
doing a few more dates in Houston and Cor¬ 
pus Christie, the Dwarfs returned to Toronto, 
to find three months later they’d sold 10,000 
more copies of their first album to eager Tex¬ 
ans. 

Deciding the only way to get attention from 
record labels would be to record something 
on their own. the four Dwarfs headed into 
Comfort Sound in October of ’85. “We did it 
on down time and at nights with their engi¬ 
neer, Andrew St. George assisting us. It took 
seven months because we had to go out and 
play in between recording to keep alive,” 
sighs Graham. Finishing up in April of '86, the 
band was able to interest MAZE Records, 
who got them distributed through Grudge 
Records in the U.S. and A&M Records in 
Canada. Releasing the LP with an accompa¬ 
nying video “Keep the Spirit Alive” in 
December of ’86, the Dwarfs have been 
getting air play on MuchMusic and MTV as 
well as a mention in Billboard magazine. 

Is their latest album, Stand Tall, a piece of 

vinyl they’re proud of? “We paid for it, had 
control over it and I think it’s a good repre¬ 
sentation of what we’re like live. Andrew is a 
real freak with effects and sounds. He likes it 
loud, records on 10. The album is hard and 
heavy - not pounding metal -- but rock and 
roll.” And believe it or not, the vocals are 
audible. Equipment used? “Darrell uses 
Slingerland drums with Sabian cymbals, and 
Bad Ronald uses a Gibson Grabber and two 
vintage Rickenbacker basses, a V9 SVT 
Ampeg amp, EV bass cabinet, two custom 
made cubes. Mike has two Marshall 412 cabi¬ 
nets and a Marshall 100 watt amp, two hi watt 
412 cabinets, a Gallien Kruger amp (we call it 
the “Toaster”), a Lado guitar, Fender 
Stratocaster with a Sampson cordless unit 
and I use a Sampson cordless mic - and a 
CCM tricycle,” says Graham. 

Maureen Littlejohn 

CAPAC: 
READY TO HELP 
SONGWRITERS 

EARN THE INCOME 
THEY DESERVE 

The Composers, 
Authors & Publishers Association of Canada 

1240 Bay Street. Toronto. Ont . M5R 2C2 (410) 924 442 7 
1245 ouest, rue Sherbrooke, bureau 1470. Montrial. P Q HÎG IG2 (514)288 4 755 

I Alexander Street. Vancouver. B C VûA 182 bO4| 089 8871 

CAPAC 
— the Composers. Authors and Publishers Association of Canada — 
exists to help songwriters, lyricists, composers and music publishers 
earn the income they deserve. 

And how? 
It s simple to explain, but harder to do: CAPAC's main function is to collect 
licence fees from organizations which use music (radio and television 
broadcasters, bars and nightclubs, concert halls and taverns, shopping 
malls and public parks, even planes and dentists' offices). 

And then 
CAPAC distributes the money to the composers and music publishers 
whose music has been used. This isn't chicken feed, either — last year. 
CAPAC members (and the members of similar organizations in other 
countries) earned almost $30 million from the use of their music in Canada. 

If you’re a songwriter, 
or if you work in the music business, you ought to know more about 
CAPAC, what it does, and how it works. 

And that's easy to do. 
CAPAC is based downtown in three major centres — Toronto. Montréal and 
Vancouver. There are experienced staff members on hand to answer your 
concerns and questions. All you have to do is telephone or drop by: 
you'll receive a warm welcome. 
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Sabian is extremely proud of the achievements of Steve and Mike, and proud 
too that they have always selected and played Sabian cymbals exclusively 
• • • • • • • • 

SABIAN..Choose The Finest. 
SABIAN LTD., 4800 SHEPP/^D AVE. EASJ, #115, SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA M1S 4N5 
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BRUCE 
COCKBURN 

CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE 
by Tim O'Connor 

If there was a greater display of reverence in a bar, the Pope must have popped in 
for a pint. When Bruce Cockburn ambled 

onto the stage of Toronto’s Diamond Club in 
March - his first club date in a Canadian bar 
in 16 years - his disciples pressed politely to 
the front. Some just wanted to get closer look, 
but others had hopeful looks on their faces 
that they could lock eyes with him for a 
moment, and peer into the soul of Bruce 
Cockburn, hero, defender of the oppressed, 
crusader for human rights. A guy who plays 
guitar and sings songs. 

Half the crowd were fans who could hardly 
believe their luck to catch Canada’s best 
loved singer-songwriter in a club. Tickets for 
two nights to see the 10-time Juno Award 
winner and recipient of the Order of Canada 
sold out in two days. The other half were the 
socially conscious crowd, looking out of place 
in the glitzy club in proletarian plaid, without 
makeup, without jelled haircuts. Your typi¬ 
cally odd benefit crowd. 

Instead of a beer company, a banner above 
the stage bore the name of the Latin Ameri¬ 
can Working Group, an information agency 
for relief agency groups and the recipient of 
Cockburn’s goodwill this evening. 

Just as Cockburn seems to be hitting his 
peak commercially and musically, he’s unable 
to devote himself fully to his craft. Ask any 
musician about how his music has suffered 
while he toiled at a day job. Aside from the 
benefit, he hasn’t played a major concert 
since August. He’s creatively exhausted. He’s 
finding it difficult to find time to write. His 
last record was released in 1985, World of 
Wonders. And partly "as a means of buying 
time” until he can get a record out in 1988, in 
April he released Waiting For a Miracle: Sin¬ 
gles 1970-1987, a collection of previously 
released singles, unreleased live and studio 
material, and two new songs. 
A few days after the benefit, Cockburn 

ambles into the offices of True North Records 
wearing a black baseball cap pulled low over 
his wire-rimmed sunglasses - it cuts down 
on the recognition factor. He looks a bit 
wonky but it’s partly because of the early 
hour. He’s soon clutching a cup of coffee, and 
smoking an American Camel cigarette. 

“I need a break," the 41 year old said, run¬ 
ning a hand through spiky hair which has 
gone completely grey in about three years. 
“Right now I’m just trying to relax and let the 
energy rebuild.” 
Since his trip to Nicaragua with the 

OXFAM aid agency in 1983, Cockburn has 
been racing to keep up with the demands he 
places on himself and those thrust upon him 
by others. Between writing songs for the 
1984’s Stealing Fire LP and World of Won¬ 
ders, and touring much of Europe and North 
America, Cockbum has worked in benefits, 
goodwill appearances, meetings with human 
rights organizations, and keeping up corre¬ 
spondence with groups and fans. 

Cockburn headed to Nepal in early April 
for a month-long trip with Unitarian Service 
Committee to slog through poverty-stricken 
villages. The trip was a fact-finding mission 
with the non-governmental aid agency which 
hopes the visit will generate publicity for its 
aid projects in Nepal, which lies between 
India and China. The trip was similar to the 
Nicaraguan trip except that it had a “slightly 
less political edge" because there is no war in 
Nepal, he said. 

He hoped it would also work as a working 
holiday. He plans to take most of 1987 off in 
hopes he can "recharge the batteries,” he 
said. “It’s not physical tiredness so much as 
creative and psychic in a way. You expend all 
your energy on external stuff at such a con¬ 
stant pace, there comes a time to stand back 
and regroup.” 

Cockburn, arguably Canada’s greatest song 
poet, said he is “mentally off,” unable to 
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Bruce Cockburn 
absorb and observe. “You can only sustain 
that on-ness for a certain period of time 
before it just sort of collapses. And for me, 
the more external stuff I get involved in, the 
less energy there is for writing. 

“But even when I’m exhausted, I can get 
some ideas out of a novel situation when I’m 
in a new place for the first time.” 

Fans will have to wait until 1988 to hear if 
the Nepal trip influences his next album the 
way the Central American trip influenced his 
last two albums. He witnessed the horrors 
suffered by peasants caught in the crossfire 
of the war between the Sandinista govern¬ 
ment and the U.S. backed Contra rebels in 
Nicaragua. He taped testimony from survi¬ 

vors of a raid by 100 Honduran soldiers on a 
Honduran refugee camp, where a man had 
his throat slit, a two-year old child was beaten 
to death and other refugees were raped and 
beaten. The anger he felt from such incidents 
was transformed in “Nicaragua, Call It 
Democracy" and especially “If I Had a Rocket 
Launcher," with its line “If I had a rocket 
launcher, some son of a bitch would die!” 

Beginning with Stealing Fire, Cockburn is 
believed to be the first rocker to point such a 
damning finger at the Reagan administra¬ 
tion’s policies in the area. Some weren’t 
impressed, however. Before he was to be 
interviewed on CBC-TV’s Midday program, a 
memo describing Cockburn as a “commie 
fag" was handed to the interviewer. Many 
Americans didn’t like a Canadian passing 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT DISTRIBUTORS 

1137 Newmarket Street, Ottawa, Canada Kl B 4N4 

Tel: (613) 741-1993 Telex O534947TCM 

judgement on them either, but his protests 
hit a nerve in enough people to help push 
World of Wonders to saies of 225,000 copies 
south of the border. (It’s expected to soon go 
platinum in Canada, his third record to do 
so.) Rolling Stone and Spin have written 
glowing profiles about the spiritual folkie who 
evolved into a socially conscious rocker. 

In early 1986, he played two benefit con¬ 
certs that raised about $35,000 for the Haida 
Indians in their battle to prevent logging on 
B.C.’s Lyell Island. In March, he and Jackson 
Browne were among the musicians who sent 
a telegram to the Czechoslovakian govern¬ 
ment to appeal for the release of leaders of a 
cultural group convicted of engaging in illegal 
economic activities. 

True North Records receives about five 
requests a week for him to play benefits or 
make an appearance for a worthy cause. 
That’s on top of the 50 or 60 letters per week 
from fans or member of worldwide organiza¬ 
tions that Cockburn attempts to answer per¬ 
sonally, said Bernie Finkelstein, True North 
president. 
“These songs (‘Nicargua’, etc.) have 

become larger than life... they are so impor¬ 
tant to people who spend their whole lives 
being involved in these issues and they’ve 
attached a certain importance to Bruce. He 
has a difficult time dealing with the 
possibilities of lending himself to every single 
caller who has a legitimate demand in an 
attempt to make the situation in Central 
America better. 

“But he has to write songs too. Bruce gets 
exhausted trying to figure out what he should 
do. There’s tremendous external pressure, 
but it’s more difficult than simple pressure of 
having to do 20 shows in 25 days.” 

It’s ironic that the very songs that caused 
“the second major bump” in his career -
1979’s “Wondering Where the Lions Are” 
was the first, reaching No.19 on the Billboard 
singles chart - have also drawn him away 
from furthering that commercial success. It’s 
been a constant frustration for Finkelstein 
who last year dropped the rest of the True 
North roster, including Murray McLauchlan. 

But Cockburn has always been reluctant to 
market himself and get involved in the busi¬ 
ness side of music. “In the early 1970s, he 
did little of the standard stuff artists will do 
to advance their careers - both interviews and 

the style of music, the whole gamut. He 
clearly refused to perform in the United 
States for several years,” Finkelstein said. 

His seventh album, 1977’s Falling in the 
Dark, was his first release in the United 
States. With the chart success of “Wonder¬ 
ing”, the demands for Cockburn’s time to do 
interviews and promotional work increased 
about 100 per cent. Still he only fulfills about 
one out of every 10 requests Finkelstein said. 

“I’m not really frustrated about the amount 
of money we could be earning, but I think 
he’s someone worthwhile exposing,” 
Finkelstein said. “The only frustration I feel 
is that there are certain things that we don’t 
do to advance his career and expose him to 
bigger audiences. We will end tours when I 
think they should continue. We could still be 
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Bruce Cockburn 
doing the World of Wonders tour in the 
United States right now (early April). That 
kind of thing can be a slight impediment. 

“I recognize he remains interesting by 
putting his time to certain uses,” Finkelstein 
said. “He has the ability to say 'I’m working at 
the same time I’m living, so he makes his 
work fit that way.” 

That concern for the quality of his life and 
art creates loyalty not only in fans, but in 
many record industry folk. Ask any musician 
about how much more mileage he gets out of 
a businessman who’s also a fan. Finkelstein 
said it’s played a key part in spreading 
Cockbum’s popularity worldwide. True 
North has fostered this by trying to meet 
every request for records around the world, 
no matter how small the order or remote 
the locale. In 1975, Island changed distribu¬ 
tors in Italy and the new distributor dropped 
Cockburn’s records. But the old distributor 
was such a fan, he kept Cockburn’s records in 
the Italian marketplace without advance pay¬ 
ment, which is unheard of in the business. 

Cockbum moved to Toronto in 1980 from 
Birks Falls, near Ottawa, to be around other 
musicians who were into “building music 
around a strong rhythmic pulse. I had been 
drifting toward that with acoustic kinds of 
bands I was working with and then it just 
became, "If we’re going to do this, let’s go all 
the way and get people's bodies going as well 
as their brains. And then it got to the point I 

was playing electric guitar almost exclu¬ 
sively. Now it’s wide open where I feel 
comofortable to use whatever’s available so 
who knows where it will go.” 

Just don’t expect his increasingly electrical 
albums to include flavour-of-the-week studio 
sounds. “A lot of the music I listen to doesn’t 
have that stuff. Like Rolling Stones’ records -
- just crank it up and let it go. It’s all feel and 
that’s what’s important, not the technology ... 
you can’t build anything valid with that,“ said 
Cockburn, noting his favourite records of late 
include the Pretenders, Dire Straits and 
Jennifer Warnes. 

On the road, Cockburn carries two Strats, a 
Gibson Flying V, a Yamaha six-string acoustic 
custom made for him and a Charango, a Cen¬ 
tral American guitar made by Toronto luthier 
Linda Manzer, who makes guitars for Pat 
Metheney. On stage, he uses six pedals and 
two Fender Tremolux amplifiers built in the 
'60s. 

Cockburn said it’s impossible to predict the 
direction his music will take because he 
hasn’t done much writing lately. “I used to 
write anywhere, but then it got harder and 
harder to devote enough time to writing.” 
When he finds the time to write and practice, 
Cockburn said he goes to the office he’s 
rented since 1983. 

He said “Stolen Land” was written just 
before the Haida benefit to address the 
strained relationship between whites in 
North America and the Americas and native 
people. “I wanted to do something about 
native people for some time and I don’t usu¬ 

ally write songs out of a desire to write about 
a particular subject, they usually come or 
they don’t.” 

He explains that, like most good writers, 
his inspiration comes from his subjective 
reactions to things and personal experience. 
“I try to present the human side of things,” 
he said. "We tend to think that the people 
who live in refugee camps (in Central Amer¬ 
ica) are just like people who live in Scar¬ 
borough ... it’s certainly not so. And that’s 
something the personal experience side of 
songwriting can communicate to people.” 

But writing from the kind of things that 
Cockburn has experienced means he must 
dredge up those feelings when he plays live; 
particularly “Rocket Launcher” which he 
describes as a “horrible song” for what it rep¬ 
resents. “It’s very painful to keep singing that 
over and over. And to make it mean anything 
1 have to relive what I found there in those 
camps and I don’t like doing that. It’s a nasty 
sentiment to have to try to revive in yourself 
night after night. I don’t generally go around 
like that, like I want to kill people.” 

The title track of Waiting fora Miracle also 
addresses his concerns about Central Amer¬ 
ica, but the album wasn’t intended to make 
any political statements, but buy some time 
and fed the demands of hungry fans. He said 
that as he was working on the album “I got 
the strange sensation that I was listening to 
my own epitath because there’s an assembly 
of 20 years worth of stuff. It’s like I should be 
dead listening to this,” he said, then laughing 
loudly. □ 

Coming soon, E! for the DX7II series 

E! is the revolution in electronic instruments today—an 
f.'quipped DX7 is now the most versatile and powerful 
keyboard in the studio or on the stage. Please call or write 
for the E! dealer nearest you. 

E! for the DX7 leads the revolution in electronic instruments 
by transforming your DX7 into an unparalleled recording 
and performance keyboard. With E!, you can store up to 
576 internal voices (320 RAM and an optional 256 ROM voice 
library) —all with full function, volume and MIDI data —a 
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itself is enhanced by Efs new editing options like Timbre 
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Voice Stacking, which fattens up the sound of the DX7, and 
Random Detune, producing stunning internal chorusing ef¬ 
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controllers, a variety of incredible key assign modes, MIDI 

transpose and velocity processing, and even the ability to 
patch map so you can change your entire MIDI setup at 
the push of one button. In addition to such astounding 
capabilities, E! introduces Microtonality to the DX7, which 
allows the tuning of your keyboard to be user-defined and 
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I S900 Super Sampler 
The most powerful and extensive Digital Sampler under the sun. 

At last the most exciting and realistic form of digital synthesis in the history of modern civilization 
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from the rest of humanity! — Homer Ulrich 

“The act of sharing what the composer wishes to express satisfies 
one of the deepest of human needs. Communication. The thing shared 
is then a means of bridging the gap that separates each individual 

Because music seeks to define that which is quintes -
sentially human, it is a vital property of life. And an 
essential form of communication. Both the art and 
science of communications are of vital concern to 
Northern Telecom, a leader in the technology of com¬ 
munications. This is one reason why we sponsor and 
support symphony and philharmonic orchestras, opera 
societies, ballets, dance and theatrical groups from 
Newfoundland to British Columbia. 

northern 
telecom 



Rock and Hyde 
properly including one with Spirit of the West 
-- a great song but too far that way. 

We feel real pure about this one. We didn’t 
feel too pure about the last one. 

“Dirty Water” is the first single. At what 
point in the development of Under The 
Volcano was it written? 
That was written in the first quarter of the 
sessions. It was going to be an obvious song 
about religion and Bob said, “You can’t do 
that; make it about relationships." So I 
changed the lyrics so it sounds like it’s about 
relationships but it’s still about religion. 

When we were writing songs and stuff for 
this album I started to get into this thing 
about religion, which I’d never done before. I 
got the two songs on the album, and another 
two we never really finished, that approach 
the same thing but from different angles. So I 
got everything out that was inside me about 
religion. 

“What Children Say” was sort of a one-off 
jotted down thing. I had another song about a 
prostitute that was real good that never made 
it. I just went for it; it was a way of cleansing 
myself. 

You said you got all the songs on the 
album you wanted. Even the ones that 
cause double takes such as “What Chil¬ 
dren Say?” 
That was the only one that made them say, 
“Well, maybe you shouldn’t.” But I stuck it 
out on that one. That’s another thing, it was, 
“You’re the artist, you can have your artistic 

statement on the record,” you know, which 
would have been completely out of the ques¬ 
tion on the last album. It would have been, 
“Are you fucking nuts? No way.” 

The two sides of the coin and the balance is 
that that (“What Children Say”) is on the rec¬ 
ord and so is “Ruby”, which is a pop song. 
Ruby was, like ... they wanted it as the first 
single, but the intelligence of it is, “Well, 
‘Ruby’ is not entirely what the band does; the 
weight of the album lies more toward ‘Dirty 
Water’.” So they decided to put “Dirty Water” 
out first and leave Ruby. Which is cool; it 
shows some sense. We couldn’t leave Ruby 
off the album, it’s a good song, but, you know, 
another record company would have gone for 
Ruby right off the top and it might not have 
been the smartest decision. 
Did the fact that you’re a father influence 
“What Children Say”? 
Yeah. The fact you are what you are is what 
you do. If I’m a father it comes out in the lyr¬ 
ics. If I don’t like Oral Roberts it comes out in 
the lyrics. If I were disabled it would come 
out in the lyrics. 

“Talk To Me” is sung from the vantage 
point of a senior citizen. 
Um, yeah. It’s just looking from their point of 
view. It’s just like putting myself into a char¬ 
acter. You should have heard the one about 
the prostitute, (laughs). 

When did you buy the Nieve board? 
After we got the deal, or the company’s intent 
to make a deal. The recording budget wasn’t 
that big, but the board and the tape machine 
became avilable through the studio. Me and 

Bob decided it would be a real smart thing to 
do to buy them, and something we should 
have done a long time ago although we never 
really had the opportunity. 

So Bob and I got the board after we got the 
deal. By buying the board we could do 
unlimited recording and still keep the cost 
down yet still have something to show for it. 

Originally it was installed at Bob’s pre¬ 
vious house, wasn’t it? 
Yeah, that’s the credit to the Rock Palace on 
the album. We put it in his living room. In 
fact, “Dirty Water” was sung in his sauna. We 
stuck a mike in the sauna on a long chord. 
He’d be in the living room and I’d be in the 
sauna. 

It’s a Nieve, called a Spitfire and is an old 
tube board. And a Studer tape machine. It 
doesn’t look like it, but take the legs off it and 
it’s completely portable. It will fit easily 
through a door way. 

I thought the original plan was to record 
at Loverboy’s warehouse. 
We were going to. We were all set up for that 
and to do the album there. Then Bob Brooks 
(owner of Little Mountain Sound) made a 
deal with us to put it back in here. So we pay 
a maintenance fee but we can use the 
facilities, all the mikes and stuff. It never 
dawned on us that if we set up somewhere 
we’d have to buy the mikes to go with it. 

Did having the board change the way 
you wrote? 
Most of the groundwork was done in the 
basement, before the board. It just changed 
the production end of it because we could 
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Keyboard Controlled Sequencer: 299.00 (suggested list) 
The amazing KCS for the ATARI ST is now available. Features include event or region editing, global 
scaling capabilities, tempo changes, step entry, chase lock via Song Position Pointer, track looping, 
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Stars shine 
brighter in 
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In light of all the rehearsing, planning, and plain hard 
work you do for a live performance, wouldn’t you like to 
be seen as well as heard? Sunn thinks you would. 

So we developed the Sunn PLC 816 Programmable 
Lighting Controller to work as both an affordable and 
sophisticated member of your band. It addresses 16 
independent lighting channels and stores 102 different 
lighting scenes. And in turn, these scenes can be arranged 
into songs—your songs—which can easily be triggered with 
the “GO” button, a remote footswitch, or through MIDI. 
MIDI IN, OUT, and THRU ports allow all PLC 816 

parameters to be sent and received. And all you need is 
one mic cable to connect the PLC 816 and the dimmer 
packs for control of up to 32 individual lighting channels. 

So give yourself a break-to be sure that someone else 
does—and get a Sunn PLC 816 as part of your complete 
Sunn system. Because while you’re out there playing 
clubs and concerts, so are thousands of other bands. 
But as everyone knows, 
stars shine brightest in -’S' 
Sunn light. OUI ■ ■ I 

SUNN is a product line of Fender Musical Instruments 

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR: TMI P.O. BOX 279, PORT COQUITLAM, B.C. V3C 3V7 



Rock and Hyde 
spend more time developing the songs after 
the meat and potatoes had been prepared. We 
had the luxury of re-cutting tracks if we 
didn’t like them and that sort of thing. 
Are some of the basics still on the rec¬ 
ord? 
Quite a lot of them, yeah. For example, “Dirty 
Water". I wrote that on a Casio. I’ve got a lit¬ 
tle cheapo Casio and 1 wrote “Dirty Water” 
with the rhythm machine that is in the Casio. 
We triggered the drums that are on the rec¬ 
ord off the rhythm machine that’s in the 
Casio using gates and stuff. It was really com¬ 
plicated but Bob figured out how to do it. And 
there’s a line in the song, a sort of weird key¬ 
board line stuck in the middle somewhere 
and that’s actually the Casio. 
How many of the other Payólas are on 
the album? 
Chris did what he always does, the program¬ 
ming and half the drumming. We brought in 
Mickey Curry because when we actually 
went to record we hadn't played as a band in 
a long time. We did the basics on the SSL 
because it sounds better, but we had to do it 
quickly. So Chris did some stuff in here (Stu¬ 
dio C) and Mickey did some drumming on 
the other side. So most of the songs are 48 
track with drums all over the place. We had to 
start making notes, “Oh, I like this tom fill 
here and that tom fill.” It was a weird way of 
doing it and very confusing, and then there 
was drum machines along with all of that. So 
it’s about 50-50 Chris and Mickey. 

A-Train (Boynton) played bass on more 
than half of the songs and Bob or I are on the 
rest simply because he hadn’t heard them 

before. 
Did any of the side projects that you and 
Bob were involved in get in the way? 
When we decided to do this everyday there 
was nothing else but to do this everyday. We 
were taken care of rent-wise so all that pres¬ 
sure was off. 
There is an incredible amount of atten¬ 
tion paid to textures and detail. 
I think the mixes are good as well. I think Bob 
did a real good job. We mixed it over there as 
well; we had to in order to be near the record 
company. It’s a personal sort of production. 

You must have taken something away 
with you from the Foster experience? 
One of the things we took away from Foster 
was not to sing with headphones on, but use 
the boxes (Auratones) instead, which 
improves your pitch considerably. Nobody 
mentioned that until that Foster album. We 
did one song and it took three hours just to 
get one line in tune and I thought, “Fuck, I 
can’t sing anymore in tune than this, we’re 
fucked.” Somebody said, “Why don’t you try 
the boxes because the guy in Kiss, whatever 
his name is, Gene Simmons, uses these.” We 
tried it and, boom, it’s the only way I sing 
now. 
Whose idea for the album graphics. How 
much of the lead was taken by the record 
company? 
EMI had two guys. While we were over there 
on one of their trips they phoned these two 

guys and said, “Ok, we’ve got a couple of guys 
who haven’t got a name yet but they’re called 
Rock and Hyde, so use that for now. They’re 
calling the album Under The Volcano. Here’s 
a song called “Dirty Water”, listen to this; 
here’s a song called “Talk To Me”, listen to 
this and come back with some album covers.” 
This one guy came back with six album 

covers and every one of them was like, wow. 
Cos we’re used to seeing some real atrocious 
shit and this guy comes up with six of these 
babies. We were quite impressed. 

Who suggested Tim Pope for the “Dirty 
Water” Video? 
We did. EMI said, "Give us a list of five or six 
names and we’ll see if they’re in the budget 
level.” Every one of the names we suggested 
sent show reels over and of all of them Tim 
Pope stood out as by far the best and budget¬ 
wise he was cool. 

Tim Pope saw the humour in the song. All 
the others had sheets of falling rain with 
hands going through them and choirs. Every 
time I watch it I see something different, 

which is strange. 
It helps, in a way, to be co-signed because 

they split the difference. Capitol probably 
thought, “Well, for half the money we’re 
getting twice the video.” 
How many times did you have to fill the 
tub? 
Many. By the end of the night the hot water 
had run out... for us. The model and the 
bishop got nice hot water but for the last 
three takes of us it was freezing cold and 
quite unpleasant. □ 
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hile once the realm of rock 'n' roll was one of youth rebellion and anti¬ 

establishment sentiment firmly entrenched radical politics, anti-social 

behaviour and extra-legal activities, these days the dreamy-eyed lovers, rock 

music and big business, can be seen strolling hand-in-hand just about every-

'where. In your bag of potato chips, on your T-shirt, in movies, commercials, 

print ads. Everywhere. A match made in heaven. 

But is this a Victorian romance of deep pas¬ 
sion and abiding devotion, or is this a soap 
opera marriage of convenience, one that will 
be tested repeatedly, pushed to the limits, 
strained, stressed and eventually discarded -
treated like a bad dream by all those con¬ 

cerned? 
It’s still too early in the game yet to deter¬ 

mine who best profits from the splicing of 

rock’s egalitarian ethic and commerce’s capi¬ 
talist creed, but at this point things are look¬ 
ing pretty even-steven. So far the bands are 
getting what they need, financial support for 
prohibitively expensive tours, and the corpo¬ 
rations are buying what they want - high pro¬ 
file product association that appeals to a 
clearly defined demographic group (and a 
huge one at that). 
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Whether or not the situation will remain 
even-keeled is for the future to decide. Even¬ 
tually someone, either a sponsor or an act, 
will rock the boat. They’ll step over the line of 
propriety that the public has sub-consciously 
drawn and spoil the party for everyone else. 
It’s hard to say how it will happen, though it 
has almost happened a few times already, 
even harder to say when, but until then the 
birds are singing, love is in the air, and all’s 
well with the world. For now. 

Corporate sponsorship of the arts is no 
new thing. Philanthropy is a tradition in mod¬ 
ern society (certainly in any society with lib¬ 
eral tax laws) and financial support of theatre, 
opera, ballet, museums, etc... has long been 
de rigueur for successful businessmen with 
an eye for a benevolent public profile. This is 
not to imply that all companies who dally with 
the arts are motivatied by avarice, (in fact 
that is rarely the case) but it has often been 
thought so by those not on the receiving end. 
Sour grapes. 

Rock music used to be like that. A band, 
one run like a smoothly-oiled money-making 
machine with managers, agents, accountants, 
secretaries, brokers and lawyers, but without 
corporate investment, could easily point the 
finger at another band who’d dipped into the 
money pool and scream, “Capitalist lacky! 
Sell-out! Moneygrubber!” And do so without 
a moment’s thought at the irony of the accu¬ 
sation. Contemporary music has always been 
a big business, and only now is the stigma of 
guilt-by-association disappearing. 

Accordingly, new companies are sprouting 
up, like old- fashioned marriage brokers, hop¬ 
ing to wed a suitable act to the appropriate 
corporate client. Huge corporations are 
creating long-term strategies that involve 
millions of dollars that will effectively finance 
a whole genre of musical entertainment. 
Young bands, once preoccupied with making 
music, are shrewdly looking to marketing 
possiblities as readily as finding a good, solid 
PA. 

If, at one time, rock was the music of rebel¬ 
lion, it is now the soundtrack to success. But 
where will this all lead? Will the corporations, 
already swinging a great deal of weight 
through their investments, begin to dictate to 
the recipeints of their largesse? Will the acts 
be forced to kow-tow to their corporate bene¬ 
factors? If a type of music is scorned by spon¬ 
sors (as heavy metal already is to a certain 
extent) will it be able to compete in the mar¬ 
ketplace with styles of music that are more 
supported by corporate dollars? 
Conversely, will the corporations be 

tainted by the conservative backlash against 
Sex and Drugs and Rock ’n’ Roll? Could an 
attempt at narrow focusing an ad campaign 
towards too limited a demographic kill a 
product? Could an unbalanced act ruin a 
multi-million dollar ad campaign in a fit of 
pique? 

There are risks and angles for both sides of 
the game, and it’s not a question of who will 
come out on top, but whether or not we all 
win or we all lose. 

Needless to say, the biggest players (in 
Canada at least) are the breweries. Con¬ 

strained by licensing laws and broadcast reg¬ 
ulations they have long been in need of crea¬ 
tive advertising campaigns to improve their 
products’ profile in a fiercely competitive and 
increasingly crowded marketplace. Sports 
sponsorship has long been the dominion of 
the breweries, but the constant search for 
new consumers has led them to believe that 
entertainment, particularly contemporary 
music, is the sponsorship vehicle for the 
future. Certainly not to the exclusion of 
sports, mind you - a large portion of the 
monies invested in sponsorship schemes by 
the breweries is still aimed at sporting events 
- but eventually music marketing will corner 
50% of their marketing dollars. As one mar¬ 
keting expert explains, “The efficiency of 
music is amazing in its focus. Sports 
sponsorship is more like firing off a shotgun." 
As far as images go, Labatt’s Marketing Man¬ 
ager Glen McPherson, who’s been in both 
camps, says, “I think there’s more drugs in 
major league sports than in rock’n’roll. A 
band on a 40-date tour just can’t do them.” 

Labatt’s, the country’s biggest brewery, 
started its adventure in music sponsorship 
on purported rocky ground in the fall of ’85 
when they announced they’d be presenting a 
40-city tour by Platinum Blonde. Instead of 
merely financing the project, the brewery 
acted as a promoter of sorts; booking the tour 
(adding dates to the initially proposed 28-city 
tour to include expensive-to-perform-in sec-

“Strings” kept 
the artists and 
sponsors apart. 

ondary markets), paying for ads, taking 
portions of the gate and merchandising. In 
provinces where laws forbade the advertising 
of liquor in conjunction with the concerts (in 
Saskatchewan, Manitoba and British Colum¬ 
bia), no mention of the company was made. 
Eventually what McPherson claims was a 

“false controversy” arose wherein the brew¬ 
ery’s ethics were questioned because they 
were promoting, however subltly, an adult 
product to a predominantly underage audi¬ 
ence. A very real controversy arose when 
similar questions were asked in the U.S. bible 
belt when Shlitz presented The Who. If noth¬ 
ing came of it in Canada, it was because, 
according to McPherson, Labatt’s was, “very 
cautious because the Liqour Boards could 
have effectively shut down the beer industry 
to music.” 

Undoubtably the experiment was a suc¬ 
cess. A four hundred to four hundred fifty 
thousand dollar investment not only was 
recouped at the end of the tour, but a small 
profit was turned as well. As a result the seed 
was planted that would eventually turn into 
Labatt’s Blue Live, a wholly-owned subsid¬ 
iary of the brewery run by Hamilton-based 
promoter Jim Skarratt, that is now one of the 
largest promoters of rock music in the coun¬ 
try. 

This season Blue Live will present tours by 

K.D. Lang, Gowan, and Tom Cochrane to 
name but a few, as well as sponsor venues 
across Canada including Toronto’s 
Kingswood Music Theatre and Assiniboine 
Downs in Winnipeg. Ostensibly Molson’s, the 
country’s oldest brewery, and, to a lesser 
degree all the other breweries, will be doing 
the same. 

By underwriting tours, venues, and events 
(like homegrown contests and jamborees) the 
breweries can reach the audience they’re 
after: nineteen to twenty-four year olds who 
have probably not yet built up a strong loyalty 
to a particular brand of beer. In cases where 
the audience’s average age is in question (or 
in the case of political expediency, i.e. the 
tour of a Soviet skating troupe) the company 
need not even be mentioned in the ads it 
buys. 

As a result, bands that once had to scram¬ 
ble for money before taking to the road now 
have a remarkably receptive source of financ¬ 
ing available to them. The breweries, and 
other large companies, have had their eyes 
opened recently by the successful music-ori¬ 
ented campaigns of Pepsi (with Michael Jack-
son, Tina Turner, etc...) and Hostess Potato 
Chips (with their iron-on band patches). They 
are responding not only as tour promoters, 
but as traditional sponsors as well - the kind 
that wants to use the band’s image and repu¬ 
tation to sell their wares. 

While managing Triumph, Joe Owens 
arranged major sponsorship deals for the 
band with Pepsi and Converse, the sports 
shoe company, as well as a myriad of product 
endorsements for various equipment and 
instrument companies. These days he’s head¬ 
ing the Entertainment Marketing Group, a 
company hellbent on establishing relation¬ 
ships between acts and corporate sponsors. 
On the two-way street of sponsorship, Owens 
is primarily walking on the artists’ side. “I’m 
still very much in the music business,” he 
explains. If a band wants to dip into the cor¬ 
porate money pool, it will become increas¬ 
ingly necessary for them to take on the serv¬ 
ices of an expert like Owens or a company 
like Rockbill (who engineered both the Pepsi 
and Hostess campaigns). 
What a band wants and what a company 

expects in any artist-sponsor relationship is 
found on the double-edged sword of compro¬ 
mise and concession. “What I would like to 
see happen with the people I represent,” says 
Owens, who represents, among others, Rush, 
Gowan, Honeymoon Suite, and Lee Aaron, “is 
that if they are interested in going out on tour 
with an advertiser/partner, I’ll be able to 
match them with the right product that fits in 
two directions. I want the sponsors to uplift 
their profile while helping the artist acheive 
his goal (which is to sell more tickets and rec¬ 
ords), and I want the artist to realize that this 
investment from the sponsor comes with 
strings.” 

Initially it was the nightmare of “strings” 
that kept the artists and the sponsors apart. 
Generally these involved co-opting the band’s 
image for advertising campaigns, requiring 
the performers to use the sponsor’s product 
(or at least not use their competitor’s), shake 
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Music Sponsorship 
some hands and sign some autographs for the 
company’s regional representatives after the 
shows. There was a time when this was con¬ 
sidered too much to ask for. Gone are the 
days when a sponsor would effectively, as 
Owens characterizes it, “kill the goose that 
laid the golden egg. The first thing they’d do 
was tell the artist to get a haircut and stop 
saying ‘fuck’ on stage, not realizing that that’s 
how he got to be a star in the first place." 

The blood-curdling scream of “Sell-out!” is 
no longer a determining factor in an artist’s 
financial strategy. Rik Emmett, Triumph’s 
guitar-God, has been on the receiving end of 
sponsorship dollars for years and he claims 
that concessions to backers are minimal, all 
things considered, and rarely exceed the 
bounds of practicality. “There isn’t a lot you 
get asked to do that is unreasonable,” he 
explains. “Generally common sense prevails -
- I’ve never been asked to sleep with the 
president’s daughter. What you have to do 
you do in a way that doesn’t make you appear 
like a whore, which is really just a matter of 
attitude. Inside you might groan, but there’s 
no sense in being unprofessional.” 
And you don’t have to be a really big star to 

get some backing, either. As Rockbill’s Brad 

Weir explains, “A lot of activity isn’t driven 
by superstars.” Earlier this year Images In 
Vogue struck a novel deal with Pernod, a 

European-based liqueur company, to under¬ 
write the advertising costs of the band 
(including posters, a four-colour program, 
and, potentially, a video). Pernod gets to dis¬ 
play its logo (minimally) on some of the 
band’s merchandise, and the band gets to buy 
the kind of quality products that, as Image’s 
Gary Smith claims, “make you look like 
you’ve got it together.” Allowing the sponsor 
to appear on the band’s merchandise is a 
risky business. On posters or in the program 
is one thing, but on T-shirts or on the stage is 
another altogether. According to Owens’ 
research, confirmed by Weir, “If a kid buys a 
T-shirt with an advertisers name on it, he 
feels he’s buying something that’s already 
been paid for so it’s a rip- off. Product with a 
sponsor’s logo on it sells substantially less 
than product with just the band’s name. And 
the stage,” he adds, “is sacrosanct.” 

But if all an act really wants is money, what 
does the sponsor get in return? Essentially 
he gets a high profile across to a clearly 
defined demographic group in an almost fool¬ 
proof situation. Even if a marketing scheme 
fails, it’s the artist that will suffer from the 
deal, rarely the sponsor. And if a scheme suc¬ 
ceeds, even if the sponsor can’t take all the 
credit, he can readily point to the financial 
returns. 

The classic case of a band being harmed by 
a poorly planned sponsorship deal is the 
Spoons/Thrifty’s deal: For what the Spoons’ 
new manager, Ray Danniels, calls a “crimi¬ 
nal amount of money, the band appeared in 
Thrifty’s TV and radio commercials for a full 
year, thereby overexposing themselves to an 
audience extremely sensitive to 
overexposure. Two years later the band has, 

“just about lived it down,” but at the time, 
Danniels says, the adds, “hurt the band’s 
credibility by making them seen un-genuine.” 

It was a case of the right band and the right 
product trapped in the wrong campaign. 
While Willie Nelson may have been born to 
sell jeans, nobody told Ford that Rick 
Springfield wouldn’t be able to sell too many 
cars to his audience of thirteen year old girls. 
Matching the artist with the product is 
nowhere near as simple as it seems. 

Rockbill, a New York-based company that 
now has offices in Toronto, approaches the 
problem from the corporate side of the street. 
Essentially a marketing company, Rockbill 
finds suitable artists for its corporate clients. 
When putting the people together Brad Weir 
explains there are two rules of thumb: “1. If 

something is bad for the artist it’s bad for the 
sponsor. 2. The sponsor must bring some sort 
of perceived added value to the artist.” 
An example of Rockhill’s application of 

these two tenets is the current relationship 
between Ford and Anne Murray. It could 
have been different. As Joe Owens says, “Just 
because a product and an artist have the 
same demographic appeal, doesn’t mean the 
match will fit. Because Anne Murray has a 
rural following doesn’t mean she should 
endorse tractors. She’s an artist who isn’t 
trying to corner that market, she just appeals 
to them.” By putting Ford and the Snowbird 
together the latter gets a highly credible 
sponsor with an upscale market image and 
the former gets an extremely popular 
representative that appeals across several 

“The Verdict is clear,,, 
Studiolab Performs.” 

Whether you're considering a single 250watt p.a. unit, or a 
multi-stack system handling l.OOOwatts or more, the Pro¬ 
Series from Studiolab will back you up all the way with 
performance you'd expect to pay twice as much for. When 
you examine the evidence youTl agree...The Verdict is Clear 
- Studiolab Performs! 
For further information contact us at: 

S-----*---1- M4B 1Z7 
MANUFACTURER AND DISTRIBUTOR OF (416) 757-3265 

PRO-SERIES SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
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For sales, rentals, service, and financing when you 

need it most. With ten locations, you're looking at 

Canada's Best! 

1.459 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ont. 
2. 828 Wilson Ave., Downsview, Ont. 
3. 745 U.S. Hwy. 46, Parsipanny, NJ. 
4. 1311 Tecumseh Rd. E., Windsor, Ont. 
5. 757 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg, Man. 

6. 1505-17 Ave., S.W., Calgary, Alta. 
7. 10204-107th Ave., Edmonton, Alta. 
8. 1664 West 4th Ave., Vancouver, B.C. 
9. 2624 Quadra St., Victoria, B.C. 
10. 3607 West Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. 

What to look for when you want 
the best studio snare drum. 
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The Premier Wood Shell Project One is very unique. There isn’t 
another drum like it, anywhere. It features an inner shell and internal 
sound chamber with a ported entry so that this unique snare drum 
can be miked ’inside’ and ‘outside’ to capture the perfect recorded 
snare sound, free from overtones and reverberation. It also comes 
with external tone control and unique snare buzz controls. The 

design of the Project One is so advanced with a choice of 6" and 8” 
deep models,that professional percussionists are using it for rock 

concerts- a sure sign that Premier have got it right again. 

140 Milner Avenue,Unit 10, Scarborough, Ontario MIS 3R3. Tel: 416/297-0606 

Music Sponsorship 
demographic lines. 
Other areas of corporate sponsorship 

include the organizational level. Molson’s has 
been the primary corporate sponsor for the 
Canadian Academy of Recording Arts and 
Sciences (CARAS) for the past year-and-a-
half, and in doing so has helped the Academy, 
in the words of its President, Peter 
Steinmetz, “improve the quality of the Juno 
Awards program as well as the Academy’s 
administration.” Getting Molson’s support 
has benefited both parties. Steinmetz says 
that CARAS, “fit into their whole Molson’s 
Music campaign. The Juno program would 
increase Molson’s exposure to a wide 
demographic, an audience of record buyers 
and supporters of music. CARAS had the 
kicker of being a deserving, non-political 
organization that supports excellence.” 

When or whether the gravy train will run 
off track is anyone’s guess. As things stand it 
appears that only the burned and the ignored 
have anything bad to say about sponsorship 
in general. Joe Owens points out, however, 
that in the case of the breweries, it’s 
important for the sponsors to keep in mind 
that it is the artist that is the perceived star of 
any campaign, not the product. “Breweries 
have a history of being involved in events 
where they took over. They profiled 
themselves very high. In the past promoters 
and the music industry kept the artist in the 
forefront, now it’s always ‘Labatt’s Blue 
Presents...’ or ‘Molson’s Presents...’. The 
public is getting inundated not with the 
names of the bands, but with the names of the 
breweries bringing the bands.” 
As it becomes increasingly obvious to 

corporations that the youth market is still, 
essentially, an untapped resource, more and 
more companies will venture into the music 
business as a source of marketing ideas and 
of revenue. By making rock music 
omnipresent in their advertising they’ve 
made it more palatable for all ages. Older 
audiences are accepting new music much 
more readily than their counterparts did only 
a generation ago. It’s not that the music is any 
less radical than before, it’s just that after 
almost thirty years of rock fare, very little 
comes as a shock anymore. 

There’s very little harm that corporate 
subversion can do to the image of rock music 
in general. “You can’t compromise rock ’n’ 
roll.” says Joe Owens. Careers may fall to the 
wayside, but the genre keeps rolling on. 
Because of the prohibitive expense of touring 
these days, and there’s no indication the 
trend will ever be reversed, new, untested 
experiments in financing will have to be tried 
in order to defray costs. 
The fact that the climate for corporate 

intervention is presently sunny doesn’t mean 
storm clouds may yet appear on the horizon. 
One false move and the cash flow could be 
halted. Just as one day you love a song and 
the next it sounds like fingernails on a 
blackboard, we may yet find that the 
corporate love affair with rock is merely a 
passing fancy. □ 
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Tribute to West Coast 
Music Awards 

• Keyboardist of the Year 
Graeme Coleman 

• Album of the Year 
SKYWALK "The Bohemians" 

• Producer of the Year 
Graeme Coleman "The Bohemians" 

1986 JUNO AWARDS NOMINEE 
Producer of the Year 

Technics 
PCM Electronic Keyboards 

Congratulates 
Graeme Coleman of 

SKYWALK 

■JIE 

Technics 
SKYWALK'S "SILENT WITNESS" and "THE BOHEMIANS" available on 

MCA Records, Tapes and C.D.'s. 
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UPDATE 1987 
By Benjamin Russell 

It’s amazing how time blurs things, espec¬ ially when events move so fast. It’s hard 
to realize at times that MIDI has only 

been in existence for a short while. It’s a fact 
of life now that many take for granted, at least 
those in the thick of it. Unless you’ve been 
living in a bag for the past three years, you 
will know that MIDI stands for Musical 
Instrument Digital Interface and you will 
realize that it allows you to connect various 
pieces of gear together for exciting musical 
adventures. 

The first instruments to come out with 
MIDI were keyboards, but now guitarists, 
bassists, percussionists, even horn players 
and singers can get in on the act, blowing 
synth lines and sampled effects from their 
instruments of choice. 
Many misconceptions about MIDI have 

fallen along the wayside - it took a while, but 
now most people understand that hooking up 
their lone DX7 to a sequencer will not give 
them an unlimited orchestra of sound. How¬ 
ever, while some hopes were smashed upon 
the rocks of reality, the horizons have 
expanded once again with the proliferation of 
relatively cheap multi-timbral synths and 
samplers which do allow you to have the 
sonic potential of a Star Wars orchestra in the 
privacy of your home. 

Perhaps the most significant change MIDI 
has brought and is bringing to the world of 
music is that with cheaper prices and better 
sounding gear, controlled by more powerful 
computer based sequencers, almost anyone 
can afford to get involved. And people are 
getting involved, in numbers that surprise 
everyone in the industry. 
Preconceived technophobic notions are 

rapidly giving way to the realization that this 
stuff is a lot of fun, not to mention good eco¬ 
nomic sense for those who derive a living 
from writing, playing, and arranging music. 
People who once would never have dreamed 
of touching a computer are now eagerly read¬ 
ing the latest reviews of software and going 
into music stores prepared with a knowledge 
of features and MIDI capabilities that 
amazes salespeople who have a hard time 
keeping up with the flood of hard and soft¬ 
ware debuted at each new trade show. 

In this feature, we will talk to those 
involved in various levels of music, from the 
composers of film scores, to the players who 
are bringing MIDI gear out of the closet and 
onto the stages around the world, to the 
retailers who do their best to keep us 
supplied with the latest and best of what is 

rapidly becoming an addiction for those 
who’ve tried it. For the few of you left who 
have yet to be initiated, read on - maybe now 
is the time... 

MIDI Has 
Set Composers Free 

Perhaps the single most significant fac¬ 
tor in the MIDI explosion is the way it 
sets writers, arrangers and composers 

free. No longer constrained by the limits of 
players’ abilities, bad habits or restricted by 
tight budgets and orchestra schedules, com¬ 
posers have a giddy feeling of power when 
surrounded by MIDI gear. 

Carl Harvey has been winning awards as 
best guitar player, producer, etc. for years 
now and most recently his work with Kim 
Richardson helped garner her a Juno as most 
promising female vocalist. “I got interested in 
MIDI from the first time I saw it in action at 
one of the Roland concerts. I thought, here it 
is, what I’ve been waiting for. It was some¬ 
thing I had been dreaming of. I had been 
working with Fairlights and stuff like that 
and I was hoping for something to come along 
that would give me a cheaper alternative to 
the high end stuff. Now with MIDI samplers 
and all that, you can put something together 
that could really give any Fairlight a run for 
its money.” 

“Right now I have an Atari 1040 ST com¬ 
puter with the Steinberg Pro 24 software, a 
Yamaha TX7 and FB01, an Oberheim Matrix 
6 which is multi-timbral, a MIDIverb, an 
RX21L and RX11 drum machines from 
Yamaha. I’m thinking of getting one of the 
new DX7s. 

"MIDI is an egomaniac’s dream come true. 
The perfect band -1 have an orchestra, bass 
player, drummer and everyone else at my 
beck and call. They don’t argue and they 
don't smoke cigarettes!” 

Having a whole universe of sound at your 
fingertips doesn’t make you an instant musi¬ 
cal genius however. You have to learn how to 
use your tools well. Rob Yale is a big guy in 
the field of synthesis in Canada - he’s well 
known in the world of film music and jingles 
(Diet Pepsi's ‘Taste Above All’ for instance) 
as well as being involved in album projects 
and so on. His work with the Fairlight has 
earned him a solid reputation. He tells us, “I 
write for commercials and television but I 
consider myself basically a musician and 
composer. When you're synthesizing sounds 
what you’re doing is a kind of orchestration 
really. You’ve got a piece of music and it calls 

for a certain kind of part. With a lot of people 
it’s almost like when you first start to paint -
you’ve got all these colours you can use and 
you start adding them together until you’ve 
got this kind of ‘blah!’ instead of saying, 
‘These are the primary colours and if I mix 
just these three together. I’m going to get this 
hue and colour that’s just right.’ 
“I'm using the Fairlight Series III which 

was designed around MIDI instead of being 
tacked on at the end as it was in the Series 11. 
I’m also using a Super Jupiter. I had an 
Expander (Oberheim) for a while and I’m 
using DX. of course, and TX. I use Performer 
on the Macintosh from time to time, but I 
don't use it to compose on. I use it almost as a 
vat to toss bulk material into if I have to 
transfer from one sequencer to another, but it 
does have a few nice things it can do to mas¬ 
sage the sound in terms of setting the 
velocities, fades and things like that.” 
Mark Gane of M+M has a few salient com¬ 

ments to make about the pros and cons of 
MIDI: "MIDI has played a big role in our 
composition over the last year. We write in a 
lot of different ways but we’ve got a Mac Plus 
and the Performer software and we do a lot of 
composing on that. We have several sound 
modules: the Roland MKS20 piano, and the 
first Akai sampler, the S612 which I still think 
is a great machine. We have the new Akai 
S900 and the DX7 as well. That's what we've 
got at home though, naturally, in the studio 
we have a lot of other stuff. We have a REV7 
(Yamaha) MIDI digital reverb and we’re 
thinking of picking up a DEP5 (Roland) soon. 
MIDI effects seems like an area that’s just 
waiting to explode into consumer madness. 

"It’s taken musicians a long time to become 

aware of MIDIs possibilities and I think it’s 
going to get a lot more remarkable than it 
already is. At the same time I’ve found that 
having all of this equipment can get in the 
way of composition - just in the way that 
you’re dealing with such a wealth of detail 
down to the last tick, that I think there’s the 
possibility of that becoming too important. 
There’s a lot of people out there with a lot of 
gear and it doesn’t amount to a hill of beans -
it still comes down to whether the composi¬ 
tion or song is good. The people with the tal¬ 
ent will ultimately shine through whether 
they are recording on a wax cylinder or an 
Emulator.” 
Ron Weiss, once a member of Platinum 

Blonde (“Before they even started doing 
Police covers!”) is relatively new to MIDI. 
His ambitions include doing neo classical 
concertos and his accomplishments include 
work on some fashion video soundtracks. He 
tells us, “I got involved in MIDI because it 
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- Kim Mitchell, The Box, Recording Live 
To Stereo, Computer Music Software 

- Rush, Don Francks, Bob Federer, The 
Wilno Express, Powder Blues Horns. 

- Bruce Cockburn, Ian Thomas, 
Lydia Taylor, Image Part I 

• Dan Hill, FM, Henry Cuesta, Powder 
Blues, Show Playing for Guitar, 
Morgan Davis, Radio Airplay. 

- David Clayton-Thomas, Downchild 
Blues Band, Nash the Slash. Canadian 
Recording Studio Guide, Jazz Clubs, 
Arthur Delamont, Hearing Loss. 

- Anne Murray, Max Webster, 
Minglewood Band, Maynard 
Ferguson, The Nature of Arranging, 
Guitar Collections, The Nylons. 

- Trooper, Seganni, Ronnie Prophet, 
Andrew Davis, Vintage Organs, John 
Panchyshyn, Managers 

- Kim Mitchell, Wonderful Grand Band, 
Michaele Jordana, Don Johnson, 
Building a Fretless Bass, Claire 
Lawrence, Songwriters' Market 
Guide. 

- Pat Travers, Martin Deller, Neil Peart, 
France Joli, Mike Holland, Canadian 
Recording Studio Guide. 

- Toronto, Goddo, Lenny Breau, Marek 
Norman, Spotlight on Halifax. 

- Liona Boyd, The Spoons, Raffi, 
Rational Youth, Do It Yourself 
Percussion 

- Headpins, Carroll Baker, John Kay, 
Luba, Canadian Resonator Guitars, 
Garrison Brothers 

- LUBA, 54-40, Musicians Money, 
Cover Bands, Computer Music 
Revolution. 

Platinum Blonde, On the Road 
With Rush, Liberty Silver and 
City Lights, Computers and 
Music - Part I 

Rush, Jane Siberry, The Jingle Jungle, 
Making Videos, Home Recording 

Corey Hart, Murray McLauchlan, 
L'Etranger, The Electronic Drum 
Jungle, The Canadian Musician 
Lighting Guide - Part 1 

• April Wine, Dianne Heathenngton, 
Buffy Saint Mane, Bobby Edwards, 
Troubleshooting Your Gear, Bass 
Players' Choice, Harlequin. 

- Chilliwack, Shan Ulrich, Performing 
Rights, Songwriters Market Guide, 
Daniel Lavoie. 

- Saga, Darkroom, MIDI, Making a 
Video A Guide For Musicians, 
MuchMusic - Getting Your Video On 
The Air 

- Burton Cummings, Murray 
McLauchlan, Shopping For Syn 
thesizers. Recording Studio Design, 
Notables' Stereos. 

- Rush, Valdy, Randy Bachman, Making 
A Demo, Summer Festivals, 
Drummer's Choice. 

- Gino Vannelli, Sylvia Tyson, Phil 
Nimmons, University of Toronto Jazz 
Ensemble, Copyright Law, Street 
Musicians. 

• Domenic Troiano, Prism, The Irish 
Rovers, Moe Koffman, Canadian 
Studio Guide, Keyboard Combina¬ 
tions. 

- Frank Marino, Cano, The Diodes, 
Songwriters' Market Guide, Playing 
for Guitar. Holger Peterson, Building 
a Home Studio. 

- Sylvia Tyson, Teenage Head, Anne 
Mortifee, Peter Chipman. Grokking 
Noises - Sonic Fundamentals For 
Musicians 

- Diane Tell, David Wilcox, Doug Ben¬ 
nett, Linda Manzer, Anvil. 

- Loverboy, Andrew Hermant, 
Wayne Rostad, V.E.J.I., Canadian 
Recording Studio Guide 

- Payola$, Kate and Anna McGarrigle, 
Figgy Duff, Mary-Lu Zahalan, Shopp¬ 
ing for a Cassette Deck 

Oscar Peterson, The Lincolns, 
Jarvis Benoit Quartet, Wildroot 
Orchestra, Image - Part II 

- Invade the U.S., Glass Tiger, How to 
get a Record Deal, MIDI Hasn't Killed 
the Guitar. 

The Spoons, Jane Siberry, David Foster 
Superstar Producer, Computers and 

Music - Part II 

Triumph, Aldo Nova, Uzeb, 
Chilliwack, Audio Technology For 
Musicians 

Honeymoon Suite, Leonard Cohen, 
Johnny MacLeod, Terry Clarke, The 
Electronic Drum Jungle, CMs Essen 
tial Lighting Guide 

M + M. Spotlight On Vancouver, CM 
Lighting Guide, Electronic 
Percussion Accessories 

- Triumph, Record Piracy, Jerry 
Doucette, Ginette Reno, Tom Mawhin 
ney, Show Playing for Guitar, Buddy 
& The Boys. 

Men Without Hats, Geoff Edmunds, 
Tommy Banks, Spotlight On 
Montreal - Part II, Special Five-
Year Index 

- Triumph, David Foster, Surviving the 
Road, Focus on Recording. 

Joni Mitchell, Loverboy. Music 
Publicity, The New Music. Focus on Pro 
Keyboards - Part I 

- Bryan Adams. Messenjah, Ocean 
Limited, Spotlight On Montreal 
Part I 

• Rough Trade, Rob McConnell and the 
Boss Brass, Dick Damron, Terry 
Crawford, Sam Moon 

— Bryan Adams & Jim Vallance, The 
Radio Promo Game, Your Future in 
Music, Focus on Pro Keyboards - Part 
II. 

• Bruce Cockburn, Loverboy, Offen¬ 
bach, Tommy Ambrose, Paul Horn, 
The Teddy Boys, Building a Fretless 
Bass. 

- Bruce Allen, Kim Mitchell, 
Parachute Club, Focus on Sound 
Reinforcement. 

- Glass Tiger, Liona Boyd, Gold Radio, 

Focus on Percussion 

- Streetheart, Martha and the Muffins, 
Dutch Mason, Tom Szczesniak, 
Troubleshooting Your Gear, Whiskey 
Jack, Songwriting Seminar '80 

- Ronnie Hawkins, Rough Trade, Liona 
Boyd, Brian Harris, Building a Mini 
Practice Amp, Ram, Buying a P.A. 
Mixer. 

□ M/A ’87 K.D. Lang, Lee Aaron, Where Musicians 
Find Money, Your Career in Music 



MIDI ’87 
gives you incredible creative flexibility and 
control and the ability to change things once 
they’re finished, in a way that you can’t do if 
you go straight to tape. I find it’s great for 
doing music with a classical feeling - step 
time is excellent. For writing a piano concerto 
it’s ideal. Then you can push a button and 
sheet music can come out.” 

“I’ve got a Matrix 6R, a Mirage, an S900, 
and an ESQ-1 (Ensoniq). I use the Steinberg 
Pro 24 software for the Atari ST as my 
sequencer. My effects are MIDI too: an 
SPX90 (Yamaha) and the Korg Sampling 
Delay.” 

MIDI Retail Survey 
Reveals Usage Í idespread 

We wanted to zero in on this MIDI 
phenomenon to find out exactly 
what sorts of people were buying 

the gear and what kinds of gear were selling 
the most. We went straight to the horse’s 
mouth, the Canadian music retailer, and we 
were a little surprised at just how widespread 
usage has become. 
Music Stop in Halifax has a busy MIDI 

department. Kurt Hahn tells us, “We sell 
MIDI gear to everybody from young kids in 
high school to upwardly mobile doctors and 
lawyers and everybody in between. In our 
area there’s not so much professional use. In 
live performances, people aren’t using it too 
much, but the home people, people who can 
afford these extra toys, are definitely into it 
in a big way. The ones who are really into 
MIDI are the hobbyists - they’re smoking the 
professionals right out of the water - they’re 
keen, reading articles, keeping current. Pro¬ 
fessionals probably don’t have the money for 
it and just don’t seem to be as concerned. 

“Samplers , in general, are doing very well 
for us. The S900 and FB01 are two modules 
that a lot of people are buying. This new 
Roland D-50 looks like it will do well for us. 
Multi-timbral capability is becoming a must -
the ESQ-1 and the new Yamaha TX81Z - with 
sequencers you can now have one synth and 
make an 8 part arrangement with it.” 

H.E.L. Music in Saskatoon reinforces our 
picture of the typical MIDI buyer as Ralph 
Johnstone explains, “We see a lot of the pro¬ 
fessional yuppie-type of guy, your doctor, 
accountant, who understands digital pianos 
and who wants some processing to go with it 
and all that kind of stuff. You’d be blown away 
by all the BMWs we’ve got driving around! 
We've got the whole scenario here - we’re 
about a year or two behind, but it always hits 
here eventually.” 
Steve Wyatt of Steve’s Music in Montreal 

agrees. "It’s not just the pros who buy this 
stuff, it’s a mixture of everyone. Guys that 
make home studios buy it just for their pleas¬ 
ure. Now they can get access to really profes¬ 
sional sounds at a price that’s a lot better 
than before. Just two years ago you used to 
have to spend 10 Gs to get something that 

sounds like an S900 today. Now a lot of peo¬ 
ple, instead of buying a grand piano or some¬ 
thing, they’re getting into MIDI and doing 
some nice stuff with it, too. I see guys who are 
going for it. They’re going for a bank loan for 
a new house and they put an extra lOGs to 
get all kinds of MIDI stuff. A guy was in here 
today doing that. 

“The FB01 is doing real well for us now. 
Also the Akai S900 and the Emax is going 
great for us as well. Atari software packages 
are really moving and we find the Roland 
MC500, in the way of dedicated sequencers is 
selling a lot too.” 

Kevin Barr of The Computer Music Cen-
ter/XL Electronix, a relatively new specialty 
MIDI/computer music store has a rather dif¬ 
ferent perspective and clientel. "A good pro¬ 
portion of our customer base has been people 
coming out of the traditional compositional 
fields. A lot of public awareness lately is 
hitting commissioned composers - the guys 
who do work for ballets and things of that 
nature - they’ve been involving themselves at 
this point. A lot of the appeal, of course, is the 
scoring related programs and things like that. 
They’ll be using the MIDI end of things as 
preporatory sketches, using some of our 
small multi-timbral boxes like the FB01 
which has been the proverbial ‘hot seller’. I 
think the whole issue of multi-timbral has 
done a great deal to make MIDI a lot more 
practical and affordable. People can pretty 
well finalize orchestration in the home and it 
makes it a lot more tangible to people who 
are used to manuscript paper and Bach tran¬ 
scriptions. It’s now at the point where the guy 
comes in and sees that it’s a direct analogy to 
working with an orchestra rather than being 
the old ‘putting musicians out of work trip’ 
which people aren’t really buying anymore -
it’s being seen as an extension of the tradi¬ 
tional schools of composition." 
Saved By Technology, another MIDI 

emporium, has positioned itself differently in 
the market. Founder Jim Burgess tells us, 
“Initially, almost exclusively our customers 
were professionals, music production people, 
film composers, recording studios and so on, 
though more recently we’ve started to see an 
expansion of what I’ll call a consumer base. In 
operation, because of the specialization we 
have toward computers and music software, 
that’s the larger part of our business. A typi¬ 
cal sale includes the computer (a Macintosh 
or Atari ST, as the base unit) a number of 
accessories to support it and some software 
packages depending on the system and objec¬ 
tives the person has in mind. It’s not unusual 
for a guy with a computer to be using a half 
dozen different software packages for various 
applications. 

“We’ve seen a lot of growth in the software 
area and there has been a big increase in the 
amount of high quality software available. We 
know this growth is happening in other areas 
as well, such as Vancouver and Montreal, 
where there is a lot more software action now 
than there was a year ago. 

“There’s been a couple of significant devel¬ 
opments recently in the MIDI spec that hold 
a lot of promise for the future, such as the 

MIDI sample dump. We’re expecting great 
things as time goes on.” 

RECORDING 
Revolutionized Bv MIDI 

J A significant - revolutionary - change 
has taken place in the recording stu¬ 
dios, wrought by MIDI and its prac¬ 

titioners. The use of MIDI gear in this field 
has stirred a lot of controversy: does it put 
players out of work, replacing them by 
machines? It’s clear that certain kinds of 
players are getting less work, notably drum¬ 
mers and orchestral players, but the more 
resilient of this number are changing with the 
times and adapting to the new machines. A 
well-equipped drummer these days has a set 
of MIDI pads and drum machines of his own. 
After all, who has a better understanding for 
programming rhythm than a drummer? 

Another change has been the emergence of 
new kinds of studios and a new job classifica¬ 
tion, the programmer. We talked with Scott 
Humphrey, one of the new MIDI wizards. “I 
use a little bit of everything: an Emulator, the 
Akais, an Oberheim and a JX for some analog 
gear, an old Prophet 5 for sound effects - any¬ 
thing with knobs is nice for working fast, and 
you can sample it if you need to control it 
through the computer. Of course, I have 
DX7s.” 

“I think the neat thing about recording is 
there’s two ways to do it, and I’ve felt that 
both ways were the best at one time or 
another. You can do real time recording with 
a MIDI recorder such as Performer and you 
can go for the performance and say you’ll 
worry about the sounds later. In some ways 
that works really well, but certain sounds 
require certain kinds of performance and you 
can get locked into redoing things sometimes. 
When you’re mapping out the song you’ve got 
to decide - is it the sound that’s going to make 
the track or is it the part? It’s a heavy deci¬ 
sion to make so you don’t screw things up. 

"I do AVs for presentations for companies 
like Molson, jingles for TV and radio, and rec¬ 
ord projects obviously. It ranges from 
sequencing or recording basic tracks or 1 
might be hired to drop in sounds, or just to 
come in to help out with the gear to make 
sure that everything goes smoothly when 
they’re paying $250 per hour for lock in stu¬ 
dio 2 at Manta. When you’re locking to pic¬ 
ture, there’s no time to screw around - most 
times you’re out in three hours and you have 
to have everything done. You have to be able 
to work fairly quick. 

“I have a pre-production studio with a 24-
track console, but everything is set up to be 
moved. The client wants to hear it when it’s 
going down and they want to go here, they 
want to go there and there’s 15 people com¬ 
ing from the agency. There’s advantages and 
disadvantages to having a tape machine, and 
really I’d like to have one some day.” 

Jim Burgess has heavy credits as program¬ 
mer and sound developer for Stevie Wonder, 
Rush, Honeymoon Suite and more. He’s 
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Oberheim Matrix 12 as well as a fair bit of 
outboard gear. 

"The whole computer thing and sampling 
is taking off and 1 think the next step for 
Fairlight is a hard disk, non-tape system of 
recording. Synclavier have their storage sys¬ 
tem that’s available and AMS Audiophile and 
that kind of gear. It seems to me that record¬ 
ing and synthesis are going to be coming 
closer and closer together. You know, with 
longer samples and that kind of thing you can 
record whole parts of live things.” 

Eiqht track MIDI sequencer/multitracker. Com 
natible with ANY MIDI keyboard, drum machine, 
sequencer or other MIDI controlled apparatus. 
Wdte in Step or Real Time. Fullest-featured 
"Innov'Edit" window system lets you Cut/Paste, 
invert edit single MIDI events, or whole songs. 
Other features include instant 
editinq of MIDI system exclusive data I ke 
duration/nofe/velocity values, and more. Three 
modes of Autocorrect. Complete control of ALL 
operations direct from the keyboard or with the 

MIDI musical instrument database program. 
Stores sounds, sequences, drum patterns, etc 
as data tiles on 3.5" disks allowing for tast and 
oraanized data retrieval. User configurable.^ 
Works universally with ANY synth drum 
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SOFTWARE 

378 Isabey, St. Laurent. Quebec H4T1W1 
Vancouver Office & Warehouse 
111 -8475 Ontano St. Vancouver. B.C V5X 3E8 

me to come up with ideas - I've got this great 
MIDI band - but there’s a trade off. The MIDI 
band is stupid because it can only play what 
you tell it. You get control but what you lose 
is spontaneity and the personal innovation 
and ingenuity you get from players. I’m 
getting around that now by not laying all the 
parts down myself. That way, the creativity is 
not just emanating from one source. 

“I think MIDI is threatening to a lot of play¬ 
ers. It’s a fact of life that in the studio it’s tak¬ 
ing away a lot of players’ work -1 don’t care 
what anyone says. The Linn drum for sure 
has put a lot of drummers out of work. If all 
you want is just the 2 and 4, a solid back beat, 
why should I pay you triple scale, when I’ve 
got Mr. Linn sitting right over there in the 
corner or something comparable or better?” 
John Tucker has his own studio at home 

based around the Fairlight and a 16-track. 
He’s done a lot of film work and he agrees 
about not needing a drummer. “1 play guitar 
and saxophone and I just found that when the 
keyboard synthesizers started to come out, it 
was easier to do certain things. And as drum 
machines and things got better and better, it 
just became easier and easier to control the 
situation - you didn’t need a drummer - it’s 
pretty obvious sort of stuff. 

“I’ve done things for Home Box Office and 
First Choice. I've done commercial stuff, and 
I’m working with a National Ballet 
choreographer now. I’ve also been doing 
some dance things for small English labels. 
Right now I've got a Fostex 16-track with the 
Fairlight Series III, an IBM and a Linn drum, 
as well as some Roland synthesizers and an 

MIDI Having Key Role In 
Live Music 

MIDI ‘87 
taken the step of setting up a permanent 
installation for all his MIDI gear at Saved By 
Technology MIDI studios. "As I added more 
and more equipment and became busier and 
busier, it just got to be a drag to take it all out 
to Phase One or Sounds Interchange. It was a 
real ordeal to pack it all up, transport it, and 
hope that when we got to the foreign studio 
that the engineer was hip to what we were 
doing and that the studio had enough direct 
boxes and so on. The obvious answer was to 
get a 24-track, avoid moving the gear, have it 
all planted in one spot, and start having peo¬ 
ple bring in tapes.” 

Despite the fact that he's equipped for it. 
Jim dislikes using tape, preferring to work in 
the digital domain wherever possible. “If you 
have a good computer sequencing package, it 
may be just as wise to take the money you 
might spend on a multi-track and spend it on 
additional sound sources instead. The com¬ 
puter plays everything live. In our studio, at 
least half of the work we’re doing is done 
direct to digital (Sony F-l) - we bypass that 
analog stage which improves the fidelity 
greatly. And there's other benefits as well: 
you don’t have tape costs, you don’t have the 
slowness of working with tape and shuttling 
back and forth, rewinding and so on.” 

Carl Harvey gives us a producer’s perspec¬ 
tive: "1 use my MIDI gear at home for pre-
production. 1 work with the idea of going into 
the studio afterward, upgrading the sounds at 
someplace like Saved By Technology. I don’t 
have to pay a band to sit around waiting for 

We wanted to discover how MIDI 
was being used in live stage appli¬ 
cations so we went and asked the 

people in the trenches, the players. We found 
that MIDI is making some big inroads. But 
most groups still wouldn’t dream of hitting 
the road without a drummer (audiences seem 
to like to see someone hitting something!). 
Sequencers don’t seem to be replacing 
keyboardists, but they are certainly supple¬ 
menting their arsenal of sound and it’s a moot 
point whether extra keyboard players might 
have been hired to play all the extra parts the 
machines cheerfully provide. Anyway, until 
robotics become cheaper its a cinch that you 
need people to put on the show. (MIDI 
robotics, hmm...) 
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Gordon Sheard played keyboards for 
Chuck Mangione and his current gig is with 
Liona Boyd. He describes the growth of MIDI 
in his work. “With Chuck it wasn’t a totally 
MIDI gig, the Rhodes was a big part of the 
sound of his earlier stuff, but I used a DX7, 
TX7, JX8P, and Emulator II. I had them all 
hooked up with a Roland MPU104 and 
MPU105. I basically had MIDI going in and 
out so I could use any one as a controller. 
Gradually I fell into using the MIDI set-up 
from not using any of it at all three years ago 
to playing with everything hooked up and 
getting three keyboards stacked at a time. I 
found that to get nice fat brass sounds, it’s 
really good to MIDI them up. For one song I 
needed a B3 sound and I find the DX B3 a lit¬ 
tle thin but I got a better B3 with them all 
together. You can do some pretty crazy stuff 
loading up sounds but you’ve got to be careful 
because you can overload it and it gets 
washed out. 

“With Liona it’s like MIDI insanity! The 
Persona record is pretty massive and we’re 
trying to pretty much copy the sound with a 
three piece band behind her. We’re using the 
Mac as a sequencer with the Mark of the Uni¬ 
corn Performer, running stuff on different 
channels. It’s really working well. The gear is 
the DX, TX, JX, Emax and S900. The 
sequencer will play bass and cello in octaves 
and I will play on top of that - it’s a pretty full 
orchestral sound. On the samplers, the disks 
are loaded to the max where it says ‘Disk 
99% full’ - I’ve remapped and picked out dif¬ 
ferent sounds so there’s piano and guitar on 

one disk, Elizabethan stuff on another, and 
sitar and tambouras on another.” 
One person who has seen MIDI do the 

opposite of putting players out of work is 
Edward Charles Ringwald, better known to 
his peers as Pee Wee Charles, steel guitarist 
for Gordon Lightfoot. He tells us, "I made a 
modification of the Roland GR700 unit that 
was adaptable to a steel guitar, but that only 
allowed me to MIDI six of the steel guitar’s 
ten strings. Then I got together with the peo¬ 
ple from IVL Technologies and we’ve devel¬ 
oped a rack mount MIDI interface called the 
‘Steel Rider’ for the pedal steel guitar. With 
Gord, I use the hexaphonic pickup mounted 
on the instrument that goes through the 
preamp boxes and into the Steel Rider which 
has a MIDI out on it and I go into whatever 
modules I’m using. I’m into modules because 
I don’t really play keyboards and they take up 
too much space for me. I’m using a TX7, I 
just got the new Super JX, MKS70 and I’ve 
got the Akai S900 as well. For effects I’m 
using D.O.D. gear. 

“In my situation with Gord I mainly use 
MIDI for string sounds and things that will 
complement his type of music. For ‘If You 
Could Read My Mind’ I use a really rich type 
of string sound, for instance. I’ve played a 
couple of gigs with hard rocking country 
bands where I was asked to play just about all 
keyboard things - we had another steel player 
and as an experiment I played all the piano 
and keyboard type parts. MIDI is just great. 
It's really opened up the doors for us steel 
players who’ve been losing jobs to keyboard 

players the last few years. Now with MIDI it’s 
turning around to where we can play key¬ 
board parts and it’s actually putting some of 
us back to work again.” 

Jim Burgess has a lot of insight into the 
potential problems and uses of MIDI gear 
live. “I’ve been involved with assembling live 
MIDI systems for touring bands including 
Rush, Robert Palmer, and Honeymoon Suite. 
It’s a series of challenges different from 
working in the studio. It means trying to 
reproduce the stuff on their last album and 
may involve going back to the multi-track 
masters and sampling from those to get exact 
sounds and effects. It usually involves some 
sort of a complex patching system. For exam¬ 
ple, on the Rush project, we had a number of 
considerations in putting together the sys¬ 
tem. One was that the band didn’t want to use 
tape in any regard. Another was that they 
didn’t want to be locked to a click track for 
the entire song. More important still, they 
had to move around the stage at various parts 
of the songs and control the MIDI system 
from different points. There were about 10 or 
12 sound sources including five Emulators, a 
DX7, a Super Jupiter, a PPG system, and a 
JP8. It had to be controlled from 6 different 
MIDI controllers on stage including a couple 
of sets of MIDI bass pedals to different key¬ 
boards at different times. We worked out a 
sophisticated MIDI patching system that 
used a different patch set-up for every song. 

“The main interest in this sort of a system 
is making it infallible. You’ve always got to 
deal with potential equipment breakdowns. 

Security cover available 

The Aphex Compellor/Aural Exciter (Model 
303) is a single, one rack height package 
combining two of your favorite tools. A monaural 
Compellor for completely automatic gain control, 
and the circuitry of the Aural Exciter to produce 
dramatically improved clarity, dimension and 
detail. 

Once the Compellor/Aural Exciter is installed 
and set up in a PA or other sound system, no 
user adjustments are needed. The Compellor 
section makes your system “idiot proof”. . . levels 

will remain consistent regardless of the source 
material or who is operating the system. The 
Aural Exciter increases intelligibility and 
penetration . . . even at reduced power levels, or 
in highly reverberant rooms, or under high 
ambient noise conditions. The 303 is an 
indispensable flexible tool for every new or 
existing system . . . from basic paging systems to 
complex touring sound systems. 

For additional information, contact us today 

Your Professional Partner._ 
AKG ACOUSTICS, 601 MILNER AVENUE, SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO M1B 1M8 (416) 292-5161 
B.C., ALTA. (604) 872-1475 SASK., MAN. (306) 586-6334 QUE. outside Montreal (514) 737-0818 QUE. (514) 337-2030 MARITIMES (902) 835-8960 

Aphex Can Solve Your Problems 
of Dynamics Control and Clarity... Automatically. 
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From warm, tube-type overdrive, 
to hard-driving fuzz, to hot 
screaming metal, the FX 50-series 
pedals can help you make any 
distortion sound there is to make. 

and crafted to play cleaner and 
last longer than any other pedal you 
can buy. 

Check out the 50-series along 
with the entire FX line from DOD. 

And like every product in our 
line, the FX 50 series is designed ODD 

Manufactured in the 
U.S.A, with an exclusive 
3-year warranty. 

©1986 1)01) Electronics Corporation. 

Supra 
Distortion 



Conceptions Audio/Visuel Projecson Inc., Rouyn 
Conservatoire de Musique Honolulu, Sherbrooke 

Alto II, Oshawa 
Corans Music, Thunder Bay 

Cosmo's Music Warehouse, Richmond Hill 
Cosmo's Music Warehouse II, Scarborough 

Ed's Music Workshop, Peterborough 
G.B. Sound, Burlington 
Guitar Clinic, Sudbury 

Harmony Music, Belleville 
Kalua Music, Scarborough 
Music & Sound, Brantford 

Music 21, Brampton 
Music City, Mississauga 

Music Mart, London 
Music Mecca, Rexdale 

Musical Strings & Things, Chatham 
New East End Music, Kitchener 

Newmarket Academy of Music, Newmarket 
Pongetti's Music, Toronto 
Pressure Sound, Burlington 

Quartet Music Centre, Brampton 
The Arts. Newmarket 

The Carpenter Shop, Stratford 
The Second Look, Sault Ste Marie 

Walter Ostanek Music, St. Catharines 
Bud Monahan House of Guitars, Peterborough 

Fromager Music, Owen Sound 
Blue Mountain Music, Collingwood 

R.J. Music, Niagara Falls 
Thorold Music, St. Catharines 
Long & McQuade, Toronto 

Long & McQuade, Downsview 
Long & McQuade, Windsor 

Domenic's Academy of Music, Ottawa 
Garner's Music Studio, Brockville 

Metro Music, Ottawa 
The Blue Note, Ottawa 
Wall Sound, Ottawa 

Music Shoppe II, Toronto 
International Musicland, Ottawa 

Sunshine Music, Kingston MANITOBA 
Oakwood Audio, Winnipeg 
Long & McQuade, Winnipeg SASKATCHEWAN 

Gordie Brandt's Music, Prince Albert 
Regina Music Box, Regina 
The Music Box, Saskatoon ALBERTA 
Long & McQuade, Calgary 

Long & McQuade, Edmonton 
Mothers Music, Calgary 

Mothers Music, Edmonton 
Milestone Music, Red Deer 

Axe Music, Edmonton BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Lona & McQuade, Victoria 

Long & McQuade, Broadway, Vancouver 
Long & McQuade, 4th St., Vancouver 

Not Just Another Music Shop, Vancouver 
Pamus Music, Vancouver 

Richard's Rare Guitars, Vancouver 
Guitar Studio, Coquitlam 
Creative Music, Langley 

B & B Music, Prince George 
Music City, Kamloops 

Centre de Musique Rocks, Montreal North 
Centre Musique Le Carrefour, Laval 

Conception Reno, Montreal 

Heinl Electronics Inc, 
(416) 727-1951 

16 Mary Street, Aurora, Ontario L4G 3W8 

Contact Coda, St. Jerome 
Denis Musique, Quebec City 
Diplomate Musique, Montreal 

Duoson, Shawinigan 
Ecole de Musique Boisvert, Beloeil 

Gaston Tremblay, Fleurimont 
Gerald Musique, Victoriaville 

JML Audio, Gatineau 
Kitsch Audio, Montreal 

Kostar, Montreal 
Le Bruit Bleu, Ste. Foy 

Messervier & Frere Inc., Montmagny 
Metronomi Ltee, Rimouski 

Music Circle, Dollard des Ormeaux 
Musique Beaudoin, Levis 

Musique de l'Amiante Inc., Thetford Mines 
Musique Jules Lessard, Quebec City 

Musique Sonopros, Rimouski 
Musique St. George, St. George 

PG Musique Enrg, Verdun 
Palais de la Musique, St. Jean 

Productions Reflex Enrg, Granby 
Provencher Electronics, Sherbrooke 

Quebec Son Inc., Jolliette 
Richard Audio, Montreal 

Royaume de la Musique, Jolliette 
Sonolive, Ste. Foy 

Transi Son, Quebec City 
Viaduc Musicale Dr. Inc., Beaupre 

Victor Martin, Ste Hyacinthe 
ABC Sonorisation, Montreal ONTARIO 

QUEBEC „ _ 
Acoustix Quebec, Farnham 

Atelier Electro Acoustique Inc., Trois-Rivieres 
Berger Son Et Lumiere, St. Jean 
Bisson Musique, Drummondville 

Boulevard Musique, Sorel 
Centre de Piano & Orgues Mauricien, Trois-

Rivieres 
Centre Musical Ahuntsic, Montreal 
Centre Musical G.D., Jonquiere 

AUTHORIZED DOD DEALERS 
NEWFOUNDLAND 

Echo Music, St. John's NOVA SCOTIA 
Bob Mingo Music, Truro 

Dalcam Industries, Bedford 
Music Stop, Halifax NEW BRUNSWICK 
Morris Music, Sussex 

Morris Music, Fredericton 
Tony's Music Box, Fredericton 

Omer Martin Jewellery Centre & Music Shop, 
Edmunston 

MIDI '87 
The system has to be designed in such a way 
that if there is a breakdown the show can go 
on. In Rush’s case, we went to extremes to 

make sure and luckily in the 65 date tour they 
didn’t have any problems with any of the 
gear.” 

Live MIDI is a fact of life for M+M as well, 
as Mark Gane tells us. “We had very grandi¬ 
ose plans for this tour including MIDI con¬ 
trols for at least key lights. I think that is one 
of its most exciting applications. Not only can 
you manipulate sounds and effects with MIDI 
but if you were using the Mac with Per¬ 
former, you could dedicate a couple of MIDI 
channels just to MIDI controlled lighting. I 
think that is the way it’s going to go and cer¬ 
tainly I applaud anything that gives the musi¬ 
cian greater control over what he’s doing." 

Mark has a tip for using samplers live. 
“The more finished you can make the sam¬ 
ples when you’re doing them the better - you 
can have reverb or chorus and delays on the 
sample because that allows you to have a 
more finished sound that the sound guy 
doesn’t have to do much additional fooling 
around with. You have a greater control over 
what it will end up sounding like.” 
Bruce Murphy, formerly of the band, 

Steps Around the House, and now putting a 
new group together, is one of a new breed of 
live MIDI users. He tells us of his system and 
plans: “We've got a tapeless set-up for live 
use and I’ve got the Emu II+HD with the 
hard disk drive. We've got a DX7, a DX100 
(usually just for bass lines and the odd little 
percussive pop) and the S900 which is used 
just exclusively for drums. We run every¬ 
thing with Performer off a Macintosh com¬ 
puter. We were using a drum machine but we 
found Performer was so good that having a 
drum machine was totally redundant because 
we were paying for elaborate sequencing 
stuff in the drum machine that we weren’t 
using. 

“Each particular song has all the patch 
changes programmed so whep we play live, 
no one should ever have to touch anything 
except the keys. When you load a song, the 
first command that gets sent is for the 
Emulator to access one of its 46 banks. It 
takes about a second and a quarter to load. 

“I’m sure it will upset some people to no 
end - they’ll be enraged that I’m giving all 
this work to the machines - but 90% of the 
music that people are listening to is all done 
with drum machines and sequencers anyway 
so they’re used to the way it sounds. I don’t 
think people are that observant that they’ll 
notice until a few days later when they’ll say, 
‘Hey, that band didn’t have a drummer!’” 

Al Robb, live sound engineer for Honey¬ 
moon Suite, has a different perspective, liter¬ 
ally. “For me in the front of the house, I just 
don’t have enough hands to do everything 
and still switch tons of effects so I have all my 
effects MIDIed together now. I’m using this 
new Yamaha MIDI foot controller, the MFC1. 
I’ve changed all my effects from program 
numbers to MIDI numbers, using all 16 of the 

Motet Music 
16 Track Recording Studio 
Specializing in creative music 

production with help for bands and solo 
songwriters. _ 

► Soundtracs MR 24-16-8 console 

► Tascam MS-16 multi-track recorder, with 1 " format 

► MCI JH110U analog mastering 

► Sony digital mastering 

► Fostex LS-3 studio monitors 

► JBL reference monitors 

► Spacious control room and studio with easy access 

loading dock 

► Quality microphones and outboard gear 

► Grand piano 

Contact: Keith Clark 
Motet Music 
90 Signet Dr., Unit #6 
Weston, ON M9L 1T5 

Phone: (416) 748-1737 

832 Mount Pleasant Road, 
Toronto, Ontario M4P 2L3 

(416) 485-8292 

We offer specialized classes in: 
■ Recording Engineering BMIDI 

■ Production 

Train in our state-of-the-art 24-track in-house 
recording studio. 

Contact; Toronto Recording Workshop 
374 Bering Ave., Toronto, Ontario 

M8Z 3A9 (416) 237-0101 
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WHAT’S THE 

vocalist’s mic 

■ Distinctive presence peak 
adds punch to live vocals 

■ Special acoustically 
transparent foam wind¬ 
screen virtually eliminates 
pop and wind noise 

■ Fixed rolloff minimizes 
“boominess” 

■ Superb for close-miking 
applications 

■ Shrugs off abuse that would 
destroy others 

Sound of the Professionals 

SHURE 
For information, contact: A.C. Simmonds & Sons, 

975 Dillingham Rd., Pickering, ON L1W 3BL 

MIDI ’87 
MIDI channels and just assign things to 
change when they should. The MFC1 has 
eight common settings and then it has Chain 
mode that allows 88 pre-sets. I’m also looking 
into a MIDI patch bay from 360 Systems 
which 1 saw down in L.A. It uses infrared 
switching. Instead of having it on the floor as 
an actual footswitch, I’d like to have some 
kind of hand held unit like a Lark. 
“With the Honeymooners I'm using four 

SPX90s, two D1500s plus a lot of other stuff. 
Yamaha’s coming out with a new eight chan¬ 
nel digital MIDI mixer with motorized faders. 
I'm looking forward to that. 
“Before we got a second stage keyboard 

guy, I had to do keyboards as well, and that’s 
when I first got into MIDI ’cause I had to 
understand what was MIDIed to what. I’m 
glad I got into it - otherwise I’d be out in the 
dark, like a lot of other guys I know.” 

The fact of the matter is that while there’s 
a lot of potential for using MIDI to control 
automated sound and lighting in live situa¬ 
tions, in Canada, not very many people are 
taking advantage of the opportunity. The 
Yamaha mixer Al was speaking of is just one 
of many new entries in the audio mixing mar¬ 
ket which allow you to hook up to a MIDI 
sequencer for accurately timed panning, EQ, 
and level changes synchronizd with the 
music. Lighting also has great potential, as 
Mark Gane was telling us. For example, the 
new Sunn unit allows instant access to many 
scenes via patch changes over MIDI. 

Ian Murray of Westbury Sound, one of 
Canada’s leading touring sound companies 
tells us, "Some guys are hip to this stuff, but a 
lot of them are just not keen on it. After all, 
when you’re making your living from this and 
you’re real busy all the time, it’s hard to keep 
informed about it. I think they’re afraid of the 
transition period, the problems it would 
entail. Even if it would make their jobs easier 
in the long run, most engineers and lighting 
people don’t have the time to get into it.” 

That may be true, but it’s clear that if the 
established guys aren’t getting into it because 
of the lag time to learn it, newer people will 
probably just learn the MIDI stuff straight 
off, and as we've seen, the revolution (evolu¬ 
tion?) is happening here too in sound and 
lighting. 

Looking Into The MIDI 
Crystal Ball 

We’ve seen how a couple of years has 
changed the musical lives of pro¬ 
fessionals, hobbyists, academics 

and composers. What do we see in the crystal 
ball for the future of MIDI? We asked people 
what they expected or wanted to see. 

“I’m looking forward to the open-ended 
system where everything is integrated into 
one box and if you want to buy a sampler you 
can just plug a card into the back, kind of like 
the Apple II,” says Ron Weiss. “You can have 
your MIDI connector slots for external out-

DIFFERENCE? 

■ Affordably priced for 
vocalists on the way up 

■ 55 to 14,000 Hz response 

■ .13mV (-77.5 dB) output 

■ Same enhanced mid-range 
as the world-standard SM58 

■ Unusually rugged for a mic 
this price 

■ Looks and feels like its 
“big brother” 

Sound of the Professionals 

SHURE 
For information, contact: A.C. Simmonds & Sons, 

975 Dillingham Rd., Pickering, ON L1W 3BL 
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MIDI 
INSTRUCTION TAPES 

Solid uptothe minute 
information about Midi 
skills and techniques. 

INVEST IN YOURSELF 
with education audio cassettes: 
• Midi Basics • Midi Interfacing 
• Midi Sequencing • Midi Studio 
and planning an integrated system using 
computers and software. 
4 Tapes, Booklet with charts 
and diagrams 

ONLY $59.95 
Send cheque or money order to: 

UH Uhl 
4149 Sardis Street 

Burnaby, B.C. V5G 1K3 
1-604-438-2824 

R EcoRd inc, Arts 
Program 

Of CanaÓa 
Study: 

RECORDING ENGINEERING 
MUSIC PRODUCTION 
COMPUTER MUSIC 

POST-PRODUCTION AUDIO 

■ Small Classes 
■ Practical Experience 
■ Personalized Attention 
u24-track Studio 
■ Part-time & Full-time Classes 

RegorcIing Arts Program 
Of CanaÓa 
28 VaIrose Drive 

Stoney Creek, Ontario 
L8E 3T4 

416-662-2666, 529-0460 

puts in case you do have any of these old 
dinosaur synthesizers - and they will be dino¬ 
saurs.” 

Bruce Murphy: “In the future I think 
you’re going to get a lot more into these artifi¬ 
cial composition programs like M and Jam 
Factory. I think you're going to be seeing peo¬ 
ple even using them live - setting up little 
patterns and manipulating them. That’s a lit¬ 
tle bit more New Age than I want to be but 
people will be doing that.” 

Scott Humphrey looks forward to 16 bit 
samplers and better studio set-ups. "What’s 
really cool is the automated consoles and 
automated effects. It’s getting better and bet¬ 
ter. Right now there’s the PCM70 and the 
ART which will allow you to change all your 
parameters and do all your moves in a mix 
situation. The gear is moving at a rate that 
you have a hard time keeping up with it.” 

Kurt Hahn looks forward to more software. 
"We’re really interested in seeing more edu¬ 
cational software become available. A lot of 
these home guys and hobbyists, since they’re 
our biggest customers, wouldn’t mind picking 
up a disk here and there that might teach 
them a few jazz progressions and so on.” 

Carl Harvey: “I'm waiting for them to get it 
together before buying another guitar synth. 
Something that really bugs me and I wish 
they’d change is the ads that come out way 
ahead of time. Most of the time when you’re 
reading about these things, there’s maybe 
only one or two prototypes in existence and 
the product isn’t available. You know, 
‘vapourware'! I wish they’d get their act 
together.” 

Speed is a concern for Rob Yale. “In the 
future, I think they’re going to have to get 
MIDI to go a little faster. The only way I can 
see that people are going to be able to do 
horn, guitar or violin synthesis is if they can 
have some kind of a buss that's directly wired 
into the processor." 

The only certain thing about MIDI is that it 
isn’t going away. The snowball effect is 
already happening - more people are into it so 
more people are developing new toys for the 
expanding market. The frontiers keep being 
pushed back farther and farther. An extreme 
example is the Mandala program developed 
by Canada’s own Very Vivid. The program 
allows for interaction between dance, video 
and synthesizers for a new hybrid art form. 
We wonder what someone like Toller 
Cranston will do with something like this. 

With this technology, you don't have to be 
dextrous to create musical masterpieces. In 
fact, interfaces exist and are being developed 
which allow victims of paralysis to control 
computers for other functions - it’s just a 
short step away for handicapped people who 
could otherwise only dream of making music 
to be able to compose, create and play what¬ 
ever they can imagine. Talent has truly been 
giving MIDI wings. 

What’s next? Steve Wyatt: “The future is 
getting really scary. Right now, all the 
machines are getting better and better and 
cheaper. The growth in the last year alone is 
incredible. You wonder what the hell they’re 
going to do in the next few years.” □ 

PROTECT 
YOUR 

INVESTMENT 
Protech manufactures transit cases 

to your specifications. Ideal for all musical 
instruments or electronic gear. Exceeds 

strict A.T.A. 300 specifications. 

Protech Cases 
1 751 Richardson St., #4557 
Montreal, Quebec H3K 1G6 

(514) 931-5023 

Graduates Work 
A practical education In audio and video 

recording arts and sciences for 
anyone who takes recording aerlouily. 

Institute of 
Audio-Video 
Engineering 
1831 Hyperion Ave, (CM) Hollywood. CA 90027 

Call Toll-Free: National 1-800-551-8877 

State 1-800-972-1414 Local (213) 666-2380 

Telex 910 240-4388IAVE HLWD 
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KEYBOARDS 

Haywire Evolved From A Guitar Based Cover Band 
bv David Hashed 

Anyone who saw Haywire five years 
ago would remember us as a guitar 
band. Marvin, Paul and myself all 

played guitar. We played mostly cover tunes 
and tried to keep up to date with them. Find¬ 
ing songs was getting harder since keyboards 
were becoming more and more dominant in 
commercial music. Since I had a year of piano 
lessons under my belt (taken when I was 13) I 
volunteered to play keyboards and buy a 
string machine. 

When we were in the studio (1985) record¬ 
ing our independent EP, I MIDIed a DX-7 
and a JX-3P for the first time. Both these key¬ 
boards really complemented each other. 1 
found that some of the DX-7’s sounds were a 
bit hard. But MIDIed with the JX-3P’s high 
string sound, it would soften it up and create 
a sound with the best of both worlds. The 
string sound of the JX-3P was nice and fat 
sounding, but it didn’t have the sound of the 
bow striking the string. Using the DX-7 
String 3 (modified) with the JX-3P, gave me 
that sound. 

When we went in the studio to record the 
LP Bad Boys. I used 2 DX-7s, and a JX-3P. 
Most of the time all three were MIDIed 
together. In the song “Holding You” we used 
two Rhodes sounds, one was a normal 
Rhodes and the other was super percussive 
Rhodes, MIDIed and fed to a chorus and 
reverb. 

The intro to “Bad Bad Boy" on the original 
version was played on a grand piano. But it 
sounded dull. So we decided to use a DX 
electric piano and a DX piano 2. This new 
sound was more exciting than the original. 
The Metalworks piano was used to accent 
lead and bass lines in a couple of songs. It 
added nice flavour. 

In a live situation the last thing I want to 
worry about is getting my patches and sounds 
together. Since most of my sounds are 
MIDIed, I have to have them organized. I 
have one DX-7 MIDIed with a TX-7 and 
another DX-7 MIDIed with a MKS-30 (which 
replaced my JX-3P). I have the DX-7 patches 
correspond with the TX-7 patches. That 
means sound #1 in the DX-7 will change the 
TX-7 to patch #1. The same with the DX-7 
and the MKS-30. This combination is used 
for my fatter sounds. The most important 
thing is having the levels of each sound equal, 
you don’t want sounds jumping out or not 
loud enough. 
Another thing 1 wanted to make sure of, 

was that I had a set up that went up quickly 
and tore down quickly. Last summer we 
toured with Kim Mitchell all across Canada, 
we only had a little time to set up and do a 
sound check before it was dead stage. 

It was half way through this tour that I 
started looking into adding a digital sampler 
to my set up. I set myself a price range 
between $2,500 and $4,000. The first sampler 
I looked into was the Mirage. It was reasona¬ 
bly priced and sounded good. But a friend of 

mine had lots of problems with his, so I 
decided against the Mirage. Next I tried the 
Prophet 2000; 1 tried to have the salesman 
demonstrate it, after 45 minutes of trying to 
get a sound out of it I realized that it was not 
meant to be. I tried the Akai A-900. The sam¬ 
ples I heard were very good, but I didn’t have 
enough time to become familiar with it. I 
called Roland to ask about their new S-50 
sampler and they said that I would be 
impressed when I hear it, so I decided to 
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wait. A few months later at the Music Stop 
the S-50 was in. Once I heard the factory 
sounds piano, bass, trumpet, drums, etc. and 
saw how easy it was to sample, I was sure this 
was the keyboard for me. Not only does the 
S-50 sound great, but it is the rockest looking 
keyboard I’ve ever seen. Since we were in the 
middle of writing songs for our next record, 
the Roland was what I needed for inspiration. 
To have real sounds at my finger tips was all I 
could ask for. 

After having the S-50 for a week I became 
familiar with it and started sampling my own 
sounds. With the addition of a computer mon¬ 
itor hooked up to the keyboard I could see 
everything I was editing. It made using the 
keyboard 100% easier. Needless to say, the S-
50 has helped change my approach to key¬ 
board playing. When you have real sounds, 
you have to think like that instrument to get 
the most out of it. You wouldn’t play a trum¬ 
pet patch like a piano. 

David’s Equipment 
l-Roland S-50 
2-Yamaha DX-7 
l-Roland MKS-30 
1-Yamaha TX-7 
1-Yamaha RX-11 
1-Yamaha SPX-90 
1-6 Channel Mixer 
(David is the keyboard player in the popular 
east coast band Haywire). 

Basement Project Conies To life For Never But Always 
Never But...Always 
Never Enough 
Power Records Inc. 
Producer: Never But...Always 
Engineer: Hugh Cooper 
Studio: Metalworks 

Never But...Always is an anomaly band 
on the Power Records label. A new 
wave rock act, Vince Degiorgio, foun¬ 

der of Power Records decided to take on the 
group to diversify Power’s image. “Never 
But...Always is our first avenue outside the 
straight dance market,” he explains, “People 
say Power Records is nothing but a disco 
label. But that’s changed.” 

Comprised of Steve Dafoe, 22, on percus¬ 
sion, Kevin Dafoe, 20 on vocals and Moe 

A "HOW TO" 
GUIDE FOR 

CONTEMPORARY SONGWRITERS 
AND PERFORMERS 

By 
Valerie Mahonin 

Whether you are the fledgling composer or a seasoned performer, 
i "Market Your Songs" is for you. Written for Canadian songwriters and performers, 

"Market Your Songs" will show you how to make it in Canada. You will find 

• Tips on cutting demos and records 
• An inside view of publishers and record companies 

• Copyright and collecting royalties 
• Sample agreements and contracts 

"Market Your Songs"will give you the guidance and direction you are looking for, 
written in easy to understand, layman's language. 

Order Your Copy Today 
Please send me _ copies of "Market Your Songs" at $12.95 
each, plus $1.00 postage and handling. 

Name: 
A d d ress: ___ 
City: -Postal Code: __ 

Please find enclosed S_ 
Postage & Handling $ l.QQ 
Total Enclosed $ 

Make Cheque or Money Order Payable to: Songsmith Publications Ltd., 
Mail Your Order to: #43, 228 Theodore Place N.W.,Calgary, Alta, T2K 5S1 

Musical Intelligence... 
Canada! Announcing a new generation of music software 

for the Apple Macintosh™ computer from: 

EC 
nrrmjGEMT music 

M™ is the ultimate composer's tool. It's an intelligent instrument that thinks with you M generates 
musical ideas- unusual rhythms, interesting melodic and harmonic variations, unique dynamic 

accent patterns.all from parts you play into it. Making music has never been so easy1

Jam Factory™ is pure fun’ Four Players are taught to "improvise" by listening to what you play. 
You can create a "style" for each Player by altering it's individual parameters Jam Factory is 
the ultimate performance software- you can control it in real time from any MIDI instrument! 

UpBeat™ is the smart rhythm programmer for your drum machine or sampler. Humanize your drum 
programming’ UpBeat generates intelligent fills and variations over a basic rhythm that you define 
UpBeat's intuitive graphics are easy to use- you'll be laying down your first groove within minutes! 

Music Mouse™ is the fun new instrument that you play by moving the mouse around a keyboard grid 
on the program's main screen. Muse Mouse generates chords and melodies based on a harmonic 

relationship you select fie- Chromatic, Pentatone, etc). No keyboard skills required! 

Sequencer™ 2.5 puts it all together. It's a pattern-oriented MIDI sequencer you can use to assemble 
your musical compositions in totally new ways. Sequencer 2.5 can also import and use MIDI Files 
created by M. Jam Factory, Upbeat and other music software products that use MIDI File format 

Deluxe Music Construction Set™ when you need to see it or print it in standard music notation. 
DMCS supports eight staves and offers fast on-screen editing and convenient MIDI playback. 
Use Sequencer 2.5 to convert MIDI Files to DMCS format for all your music notation needs 

Join the next era: Computer-Assisted Music Composition! 

Intelligent Music and Opcode products are brought to you exclusively in Canada by: 

4 Saved By Technology 
II_I 

H 111 11 1 ( ! 
10 Breadalbane Street. Toronto, Ontario M4Y 1C3 (416) 92S-5984 
Call ua for the dealer nearest you. (Dealer enquiries welcome) 
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MUSIC AUCTION '87 
PRESENTED BY 

COSMO MUSIC WAREHOUSE 
This is it - Cosmo Music Warehouse is having its annual gigantic outdoor auction of 
new and used musical instruments and accessories - your chance to get a once in a 
lifetime deal on such items as: 

• DX7’s 
• TAMA DRUM KITS 
• ASSORTED AMPS 
•MICS 
•CLARINETS 
• MUSIC BOOKS 
AND MANY MANY MORE 

•MULTI-TRACK GEAR 
• LIGHTING SYSTEMS 
• SOUND SYSTEMS 
•DRUMHEADS 
• SAXES 
• GUITAR STRINGS 

NEW & USED GOODIES! 

• EFFECT PEDALS 
•DRUM MACHINES 
• GUITARS 
• CYMBALS 
• FLUTES 
•TUNERS 

DATE: SAT. JUNE 6th, 1987 TIME: 1 P.M. SHARP 
(viewing from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.) 

PLACE: COSMO MUSIC WAREHOUSE 
9201 Yonge Street, Richmond Hill 

TERMS: Cash, Cheque (with I.D.) 
Visa, MasterCard 

HILLCREST MALL 

CARRVILLE RD 

f COSMO MUSIC 
WAREHOUSE 

1 MILE 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL: (416) 
LOTS OF FREE 

PARKING 

889—6382 cd 

CAMBRIAN COLLEGE 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

Prepare for the future! 

Cambrian offers solid traditional training 
with a Job Market Focus. 

Its 3-year college diploma program includes: 

— Private instruction with experienced performers in 
first-rate facilities 

— Special courses that prepare you to teach your major 
instrument with small classes 

— Important training in business and music marketing 
skills, including income tax and microcomputer 
applications 

— Valuable performance and teaching opportunities 
in the community while you train 

For more information, please contact: 

Coordinator, 
Cambrian College School of Music 

niniiii 

Collège 
kij Cambrian 

College 

1400 Barrydowne Road 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3A 3V8 
Telephone (705) 566-8101 

KEYBOARDS 
Rosati, 19, on keyboards, Never But...Always 
released their first EP Never Enough early in 
1987. “Our influences are British and dance 
oriented,” says Steve, "but we also fit in with 
a top 40 sound.” Employing a predominate 
amount of synthesizer and computer gener¬ 
ated programs, the trio work out all of their 
arrangements in the Dafoe Hamilton home 
basement. "We use a Korg Poly Six keyboard, 
Roland TR505 drum machine, two Casio 
CZlOls, a TEAC two track reel to reel, a 
Fostex 4 track, a Ludwig drum set and an 
Atari 2600 computer,” explains the elder 
Dafoe. “That’s where we made our demo tape 
for Never Enough.” 

Sticking close to thir pre-production 
arrangements for the song, Never But 
...Always fed the drum machine and keyboard 
tracks to Toronto Fairlight programmer, 
Greg Holmes, then headed to Metalworks 
Studio to do the vocal tracks. “With Greg 
we’d come up with the beats we wanted and 
he’d program them in,” says Dafoe. “We got a 
raunchy Paul Young guitar sound from the 
Fairlight and added some bells with it as well. 
In Metalworks, it only took Kevin two trys to 
get the vocals. Nothing was added except a 
glide echo effect to his voice, that’s why we 
called side A “Never Enough (the raw mix)” 

“Acoustic instruments 
don’t really fit in.” 

since hardly anything was done to it.” 
Together for three years, the band’s live 

dates have been concentrated in the Hamil¬ 
ton area, but lately they’ve been expanding 
their horizons. Introducing themselves to the 
west coast early in ’87, they performed at 
Richard’s night club in Victoria B.C. and also 
played live on the B.C. rock TV show, Shake 
It Up, where their video for “Never Enough” 
was shot. Also in March of '87 they hit 
Toronto's Diamond club, opening for Vis a 
Vis. On the recording front, their next EP. 
Such a Distance Away, was also put on tape in 
March. 

Writing their music collaboratively, Dafoe 
is adamant about staying close to their elec¬ 
tronic roots. “Acoustic instruments don’t 
really fit in with what we’re doing musically,” 
he says. How does he respond to the common 
criticism that electronic programming isn’t 
emotionally stimulating live? “1 don’t agree. 
People don’t understand how much work has 
to go into it before hand. We could play it all 
live, but we’d have to hire more people. As it 
stands now, we tape a lot of our music ahead 
and when we perform, we play live at the 
same time. Our drums and keyboards are 
very powerful. We can generate a lot of 
excitement.” 

Maureen Littlejohn 
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PRODUCT NEWS 

16 Bit Sampler 

Casio is aiming at professionals with 
the release of the FZ-1 Digital Sam¬ 
pler. It’s the first machine in its price 

range to offer 16-bit linear sampling. MIDI in, 
out and thru are available, of course, as well 
as a mono mix output and 8 assignable audio 
outs. A graphic LCD display allows on board 
editing of sample wave forms. The maximum 
sampling rate of 36 kHz delivers 14.5 seconds 

features 

A/C Adapter connector. 
Battery operation optional 
L.E.D. Power Indicator. 

^ll RODAM 
ACTIVE 

DIRECTOR 
ADIOI... 

with added new 
Phantom powerable. 

MIDI Productivity. SAVED 

At Saved By Technology, we put it all together: 

We service Canada's top pros with selected products from: 

Saved By Technology 

•Blank Software 
•ClickT racks 
•Digidesign 
•Digital Music 
•Intelligent Music 

•Akai 
•Alesis 
•Apple 
•Atari 
•Axxess 

•Casio 
•JL Cooper 
•Roland 
•Sequential 
•SycoLogic 

•Imaja 
•Mark of the Unicorn 
•Opcode 
•Passport 
•Steinberg Research 

Synths • Samplers • Computers ♦ Music Software ♦ Sound Editing Software • SMPTE 
Plus Canada's largest selection of special-purpose MIDI Hardware 

The Result - Powerful, custom designed MIDI systems that perform. 
Without compromise. For applications in Composition, Recording, Live Performance, 

Original Music Production and SFX Design & Assembly for Film or Television. 

10 Breadalbane Street, Toronto, Ontario M4Y 1C3 
(416) 928-5995 

Expert Demonstrations and Product Support 
We’ve got custom sound libraries for all of the instruments we sell I 

RODAM Mfg. (Canada) Limited 
91 Pelham Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M6N 1A5 
Telephone: (416) 656-8462 • Telex: 06-986766 
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TELEX 
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 

Controlled frequency response 
on TD13 dynamic enhances vocals 

Telex TE10 and TD13 
sound reinforcement 
mies are making be¬ 
lievers out of sound 
pros who have been 
automatically speci¬ 
fying the same micro¬ 
phone for years. These 
new low mass design con¬ 
densers (TE10) and high 
output dynamics (TD13) are 
meeting the demands of 
even the toughest pros while 
at the same time providing 
unexpected savings. 
Surprise yourself. For 
detailed information write 
Len Finkler & Company 
80 Alexdon Rd. 
Downsview, ON M3J 2B4 
(416) 630-9103 

Performance impressive enough 
to change a sound pro’s old habits 

Frequency in Hertz 

Wide. flat, studio quality 
frequency response for TE10 condenser 

NOW IN CANADA!!! 

Hot Licks Video & Audio Tapes 
Learn with the world's top players—right in your own home 

VIDEOS AUDIO 

1 06 THE HEAVY METALIST: NICK BOWCOTT (6 
tapes & book) whiz kid from Grim Reaper 

07 FUSION GUITAR: VAN MANAKAS (6 tapes 4 
music) learn to combine rock & jazz 

08 JAZZ GUITAR: VAN MANAKAS (6 tapes & 
book) a solid foundation in theory. 
technique & improvisation 

09 THE COMPLETE BASSIST JERRY 
JEMMOTT (6 tapes 4 music) intense 6 
hours of workouts, Ri B. Blues & Jazz 

010 THE MASTERS SERIES: ALBERT COLLINS (2 tapes & book) special tunings, licks & 
solos for Blues fans 

011 THE MASTERS SERIES: JOHN ENTWISTLE 
(2 tapes 4 64 pg. book) secrets that rocked 
The Who 

012 THE MASTERS SERIES: STEVE MORSE (2 
tapes 4 book) unique insight into Steve’s 
style. 

013 THE MASTERS SERIES: RUDY SARZO (2 
tapes 4 book) tapping, harmonics 4 
slapmg from Quiet Riots great bassist 

014 THE MASTERS SERIES: TAL FARLOW (2 
tapes 4 book) learn jazz style 4 genius 

ARLEN ROTH: the man behind the movie 
"Crossroads" 
ROCK GUITAR: beginning thru advanced (6 
tapes 4 tab) 
LEAD GUITAR: countless new licks, patterns 
4 exercises (6 tapes 4 tab) 
ADVANCED LEAD GUITAR: starts where 
lead guitar left off (6 tapes 4 tab) 
BLUES GUITAR: slide to finger picking (6 
tapes 4 tab) 
NÄSHVILLE GUITAR: pedal steel licks to 
Rockabilly (6 tapes 4 tab) 

LEARNING ROCK AND HEAVY METAL 
GUITAR: ARLEN ROTH intensive workout 

for the beginner 
ADVANCED ROCK AND LEAD GUITAR: 

ARLEN ROTH master class with lots of 
material 

CHICAGO BLUES GUITAR: ARLEN ROTH 
best Blues, vibrato to string bending 

HOT COUNTRY LEAD GUITAR: ARLEN 
ROTH hot country techniques 

SLIDE GUITAR: ARLEN ROTH secrets 
unveiled by World s Greatest 

BEGINNING ELECTRIC GUITAR: ARLEN 
ROTH great tor teachers 4 students 

HEAVEY METAL PRIMER: JAY JAY 
FRENCH Twisted Sister's guitarist gives 

you a heavy metal workout 
MICK TAYLOR: former Rolllna Stone 
teaches Blues. Slide Country 4 Rock. 

ENTWISTLE MASTER CLASS: truly bass 
guitar history 

SARZO MASTER CLASS: heavy metal 
whammy bar techniques 4 right hand 

hammer ons 
BEBOP 4 SWING: EMILY REMLER lead 

and rhythm, substitutions, passing chords, 
arpeggio licks 4 more 

SOLO JAZZ GUITAR: JOE PASS chord 
substitutions, working basslines, 

fingerstyle 
ADVANCED JAZZ 4 LATIN IMPROVISA¬ 

TION: Bossa Nova. Samba. Sync, parts 4 
more one hour 

LEAD MASTER CLASS: VIVIAN CAMP 
BELL whiz kid from Dio 4 Trinity advanc 

ed tricks, licks, exercises 4 styles 
ROCK MASTER CLASS: BRUCE KULICK 
Kiss's guitarist shows you advanced tap 
ping, harmonics, whammy tricks, practice 

tips 4 solos. 

015 

016 

017 

018 

019 

020 

021 

022 

023 

024 

025 

026 

027 

028 

029 

YES! PLEASE SEND ME 
ORDER ITEMS PRICE POSTAGE 

4 HAND. 
TOTAL 
AMOUNT 

VMS □ BETA D (State Order « ol Audio or Video Cassettets)) 

NAME 

□ Video 59.95 400 6395 

ADDRESS 
□ 2 Tape Set 38.95 2.00 40 95 

CITY _ 

PROVINCE POSTAL CODE 

SIGNATURE 

□ 2 Tape Set 
(Entwistle) 

48.95 2.00 50.95 

□ 6 Tape Set 90.00 3.50 93.50 

Total Amount of Order $ Cheque CU Money Order CH Individual Tapes 19.95 1.00 20 95 

• Make cheques or money orders payable to: 
Morelli's Music. 361 10th St. West, Owen Sound. Ontario N4K 3R4 

• Please Allow Four (4) Weeks for Delivery. 
• Dealer Inquiries Invited for Audio Tapes Only Call: (519) 376-5533 

All 6 Tape Sets may be ordered individually. 
Please state number 1 thru 6. 

Prices Include Ontario Sales Tax. 

KEYBOARDS 
of sampling time which can be doubled with 
the optional memory card, giving a total 2 
Megabyte memory capacity (1 Meg. 
unexpanded). Up to 64 samples may be 
stored on board along with 8 presets which 
remember key assignments, maps, etc. It is 8 
voice polyphonic. 

Special features include 8-stage envelopes 
for filter and amplitude, 8 programmable loop 
points, cross-fade looping, MIDI multi-
timbral capability with dynamic voice alloca¬ 
tion and a computer interface for high speed 
data transfer. The FZ-1 has a 5 octave key¬ 
board with full size keys and is velocity and 
aftertouch sensitive. 

For more information, contact: Exclusive 
Musical Products: 2100 Ellesmere Rd., Suite 
211, Scarborough, ON M1H 3B7, (416) 438-
7770. 

Linear Synthesizer 
J 

Roland have unveiled a new form of 
synthesis they call LA (Linear Arith¬ 
metic) which is implemented in their 

new D-50 synthesizer. The basis of the 
machine is their new LSI chip which uses LA 
to digitally synthesize sounds. 

Motivation for the development of this 
form of synthesis was the desire to be able to 
make complex sounds but not have to trade 
off user friendliness to achieve this. Designed 
to be programmed like an analog synth, the 
D-50 makes use of up to 4 of 32 partials for 
each voice. Each partial has a Wave Genera¬ 
tor, Time Variant Filter and Amplifier, and 
the partials may be combined by selecting 
one of the seven Structures. A Wave Genera¬ 
tor can use a PCM recorded sound as its 
basis, a variety of which are stored in the D-
50’s wave memory. 

Features include programmable on board 
EQ, chorus and reverb, a 61 key velocity and 
aftertouch sensitive, splittable keyboard and 
16 voice polyphony. A joystick is included to 
control various programmable parameters, 
and an illuminated 80 character LCD keeps 
the D-50 user informed. The optional PG-
1000 is available to make programming 
easier. 
For more information, contact: Roland 

Canada, 13880 Mayfield PL, Richmond, BC 
V6V 2E4 (604) 270-6626. 
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BASS 

Sticking It On Gowan’s Latest 
by Tern Gowan 

The bass on Gowan’s new album Great 
Dirty World was recorded in three 
different stages. My brother (Gowan) 

started working on the bed-tracks with Peter 
Robinson and Dave Tickle in early May 1986 
at “Producer’s” in Los Angeles. These were 
done on Synclavier and all the bass parts 
were done by Peter Robinson on synth. They 
took a break from recording in mid-June and 
Larry returned home to get his band in 
shape for a short summer tour. He also 
decided that he wanted to include a few new 
songs in the show and basically left it up to us 
to come up with our own parts this time 
round. 

I’d heard the bed-tracks but rather than 
trying to come up with my own bass parts, I 
tried to create some Stick parts that would 
complement what Peter did on bass-synth in 

L.A. Larry liked my parts, so after we finished 
our tour, I learned the rest of the songs and 
met him a few weeks later in L.A. 
Now, for the past two years, the most com¬ 

mon question I’ve been asked is: “What do 
you call that thing you play on stage with 
Gowan?” I suppose most people don’t know 
too much about the Stick. True, there isn’t a 
great abundance of Stick players (actually I 
get the feeling there are a lot of Sticks collect¬ 
ing a lot of dust under a lot of beds out there), 
so I will explain the Stick and how it is 
played. 
The Stick was invented by Emmet Chap¬ 

man; it’s a stereo instrument with ten strings. 
One-half is for melody (the guitar half) and 
the other half is for tapping out bass-lines 
chords and rhythms (the bass half). The five 
melody strings are tuned in uniform 
descending fourth intervals, starting with the 
first (highest pitched) string at D (above mid¬ 
dle C) to A, E, B, and F#. The sixth string is 
the lowest pitched bass string, tuned at C, a 
major third below lowest E on bass. The five 
bass and cello range strings are tuned in uni¬ 
form ascending fifth intervals, starting from 
C to G, D, A, and E. You will notice that the 
relationship of strings to letter named notes 
remains the same on Stick bass as on regular 
bass but the pitch is reversed (fifths ascending 
instead of fourths descending). 

There is no strumming or picking on the 
Stick, to play a single note a finger lightly taps 
and holds a string against a fret causing the 

string to vibrate between that fret and the 
bridge. This is the patent “Tap-hold” method. 
So the left hand grabs chords and taps bass¬ 
lines from under the Touchboard, while the 
right hand taps melody and shapes chords 
from over the Touchboard. For the album 
and for live purposes with Gowan, I mainly 
use the bass-half and tap out bass-lines and 
chords with both hands. I especially like 
using the Stick for percussive bass-lines. 

We tried the Stick on five songs with the 
basic idea of adding some colour or some 
"wire” (as Dave put it) to Peter’s bass-synth 
parts. The first song we tried was “One Shin¬ 
ing Moment” and basically I just doubled 
Peter’s part with a few licks of my own. It 
sounded great at the time but in the final 
mixes with everything else going on, it gave 
too much weight to Peter's already “enor¬ 
mous” sounding bass-synth and WAS DROP¬ 
PED!!! 

I took this just about as well as Dave Stieb 
takes getting pulled with a one-run lead in 
the ninth inning, two on and two out. You’re 
“bummed” but you realize the coach (pro¬ 
ducer in this case) is doing it for the team. 
But (read with Scottish accent) “I built 
another castle...and it sank into the swamp! !”. 
You see, the next song I played on was the 
title track “Great Dirty World” and this time 
the Stick was making Peter’s enormous 
sound smaller and was dropped. “But" (back 
to Scottish accent) “I BUILT ANOTHER 
CASTLE...AND IT STAYED UP!!!” 
What I mean is “60 Second Nightmare” 

worked out great. At first, however, we tried 
to double the "bluesy synth” line that drags 
the introduction into the first verse, but that 
sounded a bit muddy. Dave suggested trying 
it an octave higher. That sounded better, so 
he suggested taking it up another octave, and 
it sounded brilliant. Actually, now the Stick 
part sounded more like a twelve string - but it 
complemented the synth so well that we 
applied the same idea to the verses, and it 
worked just as well. 

"Moonlight Desires" had bass-synth all the 
way through it except for the wild instrumen¬ 
tal part after the second chorus. Dave 
decided, a little impulsively, that he wanted 
to try Stick there; so when we went to record 
it, I had no pre-conceived idea of what to play. 
I played the first thing that came to mind. 

Dave immediately asked to hear it back, 
looked up and said “perfect"! Larry sug¬ 
gested a few changes, I obliged and that was 
it. Dave then asked me to play right through 
the end choruses to add some weight to the 
synth and that worked great. I was deter¬ 
mined to get some Stick on “Awake the 
Giant”, so I managed to squeeze it in on the 
breakdown after the bridge (it sounds real 
cool) and that was it. All the Stick that could 
fit on this album was on. 

The third stage involved using Tony Levin 
for some fretless on “Dedication" and “Living 
in the Golden Age". Will Lee also added a 
great bass track to “Human Drama". 

That’s the bass on Great Dirty World - a 
great album to be part of!! 

(Terry Gowan is Larry Gowan’s brother and 
"Stick” player live and frequently in the stu¬ 
dio). 
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PERCUSSION 

Arent You Kim Mitchells Dnimmer? 
by Paul Delong 

The Scene: A dingy, smokefilled bar in 
downtown Toronto. Astonished music 
fan: “Hey! Aren’t you Paul DeLong, 

Kim Mitchell’s drummer? Didn’t I just see 
you on Muchmusic? What are you doing here, 
playing with these guys? What, did Kim fire 
you? How can you stand doing this after play¬ 
ing at Kingswood & Maple Leaf Gardens? 1 
guess you can’t wait to get back with Kim, 

eh?” 
Since this dialogue has occurred so many 

times in the last few months I thought it 
would be interesting to write an article on 
what I do when I’m not with the Kim Mitchell 
Band. First of all, many people wonder why 
we’re not playing all year long. The reason for 
that is simple. You make a record, you tour to 
support the record and when it’s over you do 
it all over again. So, that means that Kim & 
Pye Dubois go into hiding to write the next 
album while the rest of us seek employment 
elsewhere. 

So in the past few months I’ve been: teach¬ 
ing at “Just Drums” in Toronto; playing mis¬ 
cellaneous “jobbing” gigs (bar mitzvahs, wed¬ 
dings, banquets); playing with four different 
bands; playing on the soundtrack of a C.B.C. 
television series; and doing demos, jingles 
and an album project as well. 

What I’d like to talk about is the different 
mental and physical approaches that all these 
things require. 

I’ll start with the jobbing scene because it 
is the most stylistically different than what I 
normally do. 

Last August the Kim Mitchell Band opened 
for Van Halen in Rochester in front of 30,000 
people. A month later, I was sitting behind a 
four piece kit wearing a suit and tie playing 
the "Birdy Dance” for a banquet at the Royal 
York Hotel. 

In terms of physical energy, 1 don’t think 
you could find two more diverse gigs, but the 
jobbing scene is not totally musically nega¬ 
tive. First of all, you find yourself playing 
many different styles, using brushes and gen¬ 
erally doing things you haven’t done for 
years. Unfortunately, one of these things is 
dragging your own drum kit down long hotel 
corridors, while cursing silently to yourself. 
“Where’s the road crew?” 

Teaching is my way of practicing while 
getting paid for it. It’s a constant review of old 
material which is great for keeping up my 
chops and reading and it also motivates me to 
keep learning new things to teach my stu¬ 
dents. Again, I’m playing many different 

Paul Delong 
styles that I don’t touch on when I’m playing 
with Kim. 

The bands I’ve been playing with have all 
been diverse in style, and trying to instantly 
adapt has been very challenging. 

For all of them, because of lack of rehearsal 
time I’ve chosen to get a tape of their material 
beforehand, and to make my own charts from 
this. This saves me from trying to memorize 
20-25 new songs for each band which would 
be nearly impossible. One thing that has 
helped me in this situation also is making 
metronome markings for each tune and then 
using a small Seiko metronome to count the 
tune in on the gig. This way I can get the tem¬ 
pos right the first time through which makes 
everyone a little more comfortable. 

Session work is a lot different than work¬ 
ing on a long term album project. Where you 
might spend all day getting a drum sound on 
an album, the norm is about 15 minutes for a 
jingle. So the drums have to be pretty well-
tuned and ready to go when you arrive at the 
studio. 1 usually use a smaller kit than I 
would with Kim, with just two or three toms 
at the most. Because the heavy "rock” cym¬ 
bals that I use with Kim live would be too 
powerful in the studio, I have a lighter set of 
cymbals as well as some "specialty" cymbals 
to choose from. (All thanks to Sabían by the 
way.) So my “Go For Soda" ride cymbal with 
the ear-splitting bell is safely packed away 
until the next tour. 

As far as the actual playing in the studio, it 
has always been my experience that most 
engineers prefer the drummer to play fairly 
hard all the time to give tham a decent 
amount of level to work with. For the first 
time, in doing the soundtrack for a T.V. series 
I’ve been asked to play very dynamically and 
sensitively which has taken some getting 

used to. I’ve been saving a lot of money on 
sticks and heads though! 

Needless to say, playing with a click track 
has become a way of life in the studio so I 
won’t dwell on it except to say that the more 
you work with a click, the easier it gets. 

The ability to read and interpret charts in a 
musical way is also taken for granted in the 
studio and this is a real challenge when 
you’re used to rehearsing music for weeks 
before recording it as we do with Kim. 

One thing I’ve been trying to do now when 
I do sessions is to try to inject a bit more of 
myself into the music instead of just playing 
“generic” drums. If you can play the chart 
and make it groove and put your signature on 
it then it is an added buzz. 

Physically, there’s nothing more demand¬ 
ing than playing large concerts with a rock 
band. You can’t believe the exhilaration of 
playing a drum solo in front of 10,000 scream¬ 
ing fans at Maple Leaf Gardens or seeing the 
crowd react to “All We Are” or “Patio Lan¬ 
terns”. 

I really look forward to the next album and 
tour. 

But at the same time I also enjoy all the 
small gigs and sessions I’m doing, for differ¬ 
ent reasons. I’m getting to play with new peo¬ 
ple and with old friends and I’m playing 
music that is fresh to me. The challenge of it 
all is to be able to walk into almost any musi¬ 
cal situation and sound great. This is what 1 
aspire to and I don’t always succeed but I’ve 
chosen to spend my life trying! 
So, if you see me playing with some 

obscure band in some equally obscure place, 
please assume that I'm having a good time 
and that I’m not just a down and out ex-rock 
star! 
(Paul Delong is Kim Mitchell's drummer and 
a busy session player). 
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Pete Englehart 

Metal Percussion 

Tambourine Designed For Drummer 

Some pretty exotic-looking metal per¬ 
cussion is available from Pete 
Englehart. These hand crafted items 

are in a variety of shapes and sizes, some 
looking more like sculptures than instru¬ 
ments, but all having their own distinctive 
sound. A complete line of metal percussion is 
offered, including bells, shakers, and drums. 

Instruments range from drum kit add-ons 
such as cow bells and crashers (somewhere 
between a hi hat, cymbal and cow bell, and 
looking rather like a metal bow tie) as well as 
A-go-go's and Timbale bells. 
Some examples of hand held percussion 

include: Comparsa bells (pairs of bells joined 
by a handle, tuned in intervals), or African 
Style bells (designed to be played in dance 
where the lower bell can be hit on the floor 
rhythmically while simultaneously the upper 
bell is struck with a stick). 

Pete will work to individual specifications 
and will also build an assortment of custom 
percussion stands, tables, and metal frames 
for marimba, vibraphone, and steel drums. 

For more information, contact: Pete 
Englehart, Metal Percussion, 20 Jane St., 
New York, NY 10014, (212) 627-7810. 

The rhythm Tech DST (Drum Set Tambou¬ 
rine), is the first tambourine designed specif¬ 

ically for the drummer. It mounts in a variety of 
ways all over the kit. 

Mounted on the Hi-Hat, the DST allows for 
maximum stick room on the top cymbal. The pa¬ 
tented Rhythm Tech shape literally gets out of 
your way to provide the full Hi-Hat playing sur¬ 
face. 

With its corresponding hardware DSM (Drum 

Set Mount), the DST can be mounted in either a 
vertical or horizontal position on any stand so that 
it can be played easily with a stick. The DSM also 
accommodates up to two Rhythm Tech cowbells. 

The DST is available in either black or white 
and is equipped with nickel or polished brass jin¬ 
gles. 

For more information, contact: Rhythm Tech, 
511 Center Ave., Mamaroneck, New York 10543 
USA (914)381-2279. 

Atari ST/ Commodore 64 Users! 

Get it together with music software from Steinberg Research... 

Pro-24™ has established itself as the premier music sequencer for the Atari ST. Combining 
the simplicity of tape-recorder type transport control, a powerful graphic note editing 
grid and a versatile pattern-oriented song mode. Pro-24 delivers all the features that 
demanding MIDI users need Why fool around with anything less than the best? 

SMP-24™ is Steinberg's powerful new rack-mount SMPTE/MIDI controller The SMP-24 reads 
and generates all popular SMPTE. MIDI and FSK/clock formats. SMPTE offset/start times can be 
programmed with 1 -bit accuracy Variable tempos may be programmed, tapped in. or loaded from 
an existing click track on tape In addition the SMP-24 features complete MIDI data filtering and 

processing capabilities Using Pro-24 software? The SMP-24 bypasses the Atari MIDI port 
to offer improved MIDI data handling and routing from four programmable MIDI outputs. 

Pro-Creator™ is a professional DX/TX librarian for the ST with a twist- it generates new sounds 
at your command1 Have a favourite FM sound? Use Pro-Creator to instantly generate 32 variations 

of it, altering only those parameters you allow it to. Or use Pro-Creator's handy sound blender 
function to cross-fade between two different patches for some completely new sounds. 
Bonus: Pro-Creator comes complete with it's own library of over 700 killer FM sounds. 

Card 32™ will give you a reason to get that dusty old C64 out of the closet and put it to work 1 

Plug a Card 32 into the port of your C64 and you'll have a MIDI interface complete with tape 
sync, plus Europe's favourite C64 music software combo: the powerful and easy-to-use 
Pro-16™ sequencer, TNS™ music notation scorewriter, and the Graphic Editor™ for fast 
note-level editing Best of all. you can forget the Commodore disk drive; Card 32's three 
programs are stored in E-Proms that boot up instantly on power-up: perfect for live use. 

West German music technology comes to Canada with: 

STEINBERG RESEARCH 

Steinberg Research products are brought to you exclusively in Canada by: 

WfPj Saved By Technology 
Il I 

11t1 1111 ( f 
10 Breadalbane Street. Toronto, Ontario M4Y 1C3 (416) 928-5984 
Call us for the dealer nearest you. (Dealer enquiries welcome) 

faculty of 

At the 
University 
of Toronto 

FACULTY OF MUSIC 

■ Mus. Bac. Performance 

■ Mus. Bac. Composition, 
History & Literature. 
Music Education. 
Theory 

■ Artist Diploma 

■ Licentiate Diploma in Piano 

■ Diploma in Operatic 
Performance 

GRADUATE DEPT OF MUSIC 

■ M.A. Musicology 

■ M.Mus. Composition, 
Performance, 
Music Education 

■ Ph.D. Musicology 

■ Mus.Doc. Composition 

Admissions Office 

Faculty of Music 

University of Toronto 

Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A1 

(416 ) 978 1741 

■ 
Graduate Dept, of Music 

Edward Johnson Building 

University of Toronto 

Toronto. Ontario M5S 1A1 

(416) 978 3761 
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IB RASS 

Harder And Harder To Find Work As Trumpet Player 

With every new piece of electronic 
keyboard equipment that becomes 
available, samplers, digital wave¬ 

form, 16 bit FM synthesis, etc. the traditional 
employment for trumpet players gets 
smaller. Who needs a horn section that 
doesn’t sound as good as the synth-horns on 
Jesse Johnson’s album Shockadelica or Steve 
Winwood’s song “Higher Love”. Simply put 
the standards are rising and there is no room 
for mediocre playing. 

Knowledge, imagination and technique are 
the foundation of good musicianship and 
need to be developed at the same time if you 
intend to compete with machines. If any one 
of these three components of musicianship is 
limited the other two will suffer. Knowledge 
of all the arts: Music, painting, literature, 
cooking, dance, architecture, etc. will stimu¬ 
late your imagination and thereby necessi¬ 
tate increased technique. Increasing your 
technique will enable to play unfamiliar 
music thereby giving you, a first hand under¬ 
standing of it and increasing your knowledge. 
Searching your imagination will give you 
knowledge of yourself and increase your 
technique in order to execute your own ideas. 
To be effective as a sideman you must be 
original, appropriate and make what ever you 
play convincing and personal. Obviously, 
when you are on a session you can’t stop the 
producer and say “I think you should have 
done this...”. If on the off chance you are 
asked "what do you think the part should 
be?” then your musicianship is called into 
question and you need to have the foundation 
to enable you to make an intelligent response. 
The awareness that knowledge can give you 
is essential. Intuition is also very important 
but too complicated to talk about. 

Today most of the opportunities for horns 
on jingles is R&B section work. This is only 
due to the success of those tunes to sell prod¬ 
uct. Therefore if you don’t know the style of 
the early Motown groove you have something 
to check out. Most of the sessions I have done 
have been this type. If you want to be good at 
session work it is essential to be ready for 
anything. Imagine, walking into a studio just 
before 8 a.m. and finding a forty piece orches¬ 
tra complete with harp, woodwinds and 
French hom players (who have all been awake 
since 6 a.m.) ripping off four octave arpeggios. 
There you are just out of bed trying to face 
cold steel. Nasty scene. Since my first orches¬ 
tra session 1 have learned to warm-up before 
going to the studio. 

On any session always try to be yourself. 
Of course it can come in handy to sound like: 

bv Michael M hite 

Miles Davis, Lester Bowie, Mark Isham. 
Gerard Schwartz, Lew Soloff, Arnie Chycoski, 
Jon Hassel or even Tomas Stevens. If you 
only copy others you will never create a need 
for yourself as yourself. It is not always easy 
to be yourself and sometimes you need some¬ 
one to remind you that what you are doing 
isn't honest. I needed that reminding when I 
was putting down my solo on Bruce 
Cockburn’s album World of Wonders. I 
started with a pre-conception of what I 
thought everybody wanted me to sound like. 
Needless to say the solo wasn't making it 
with that approach. Bruce, who didn’t know 
my playing very well at the time, sensed that 
I was trying to be someone that I wasn’t and 
simply said “Just play the way you usually 
play”. I immediately realized my mistaken 
approach and was then able to play a solo that 
both sounded like me and fit with the music. 
Thinking back on that session, Bruce could 

have hired anyone, if all he wanted was a 
trumpet solo. What was wanted was not a 
trumpet solo but my sound, approach and 
ideas. The ability to adapt your style to fit 
with what you are doing in order to retain 
your own personality is what is important. 
Adapt rather than change, because your style 
is your most valuable asset. Nobody in Japan 
can put it in a box and sell it as the latest 
rackmount or footpedal. 

In order to develop your own style, expose 
yourself to as much music as possible. Mod¬ 
ern music still continues to be unappreciated 
and unexplored by the majority of working 
musicians, even though it is one of the most 
inspiring and innovative mediums. The 
recent advances in popularity of the 
minimalist school, Steve Reich, Phil Glass 
etc., capturing an audience of musicians not 
inclined towards the “harder” avant garde is 
a welcomed exception. Many still remain 
blissfully ignorant. That's fine. However, if 
you are interested, a few organizations dedi¬ 
cated to producing new music exist in Can¬ 
ada. Among them are the Toronto groups: 
New Music Concerts, Array Music and the 
Esprit Orchestra, which 1 have been fortu¬ 
nate enough to work with. The concerts they 
give are organized into series. Each group 
gives about five or six concerts per year. The 
musicians are chosen from a pool of players 
who are dedicated and interested in contem¬ 
porary music. The week before a concert 
rehearsals are held and lectures are given by 
visiting and local composers. These compos¬ 
ers vary from well known to unknown and 
have included over the past few years: John 
Cage, Toru Takemitsu, Claude Vivier, Frank 
Zappa, Roger Reynolds, Fredrick Rzewski 
and Mauricio Kagel to name only a few. If you 
are not interested in going and paying to hear 
this music, most of these concert are taped by 
C.B.C. stereo and broadcast on Sunday night 
from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. on a program called 
Two New Hours. It’s free if you own a radio. 

Being a trumpet player today is a very 
risky business. Technology is setting new 
challenges for us and music is becoming 
more and more specialized. Survival is 
dependent on keeping as many possibilities 
open as you can. 
(Michael White moved to Toronto from Van¬ 
couver in 1979. Currently a freelance trumpet 
player he has worked with Bruce Cockburn, 
Claude Ranger, Crawford Goldsmith Produc¬ 
tions, New Music Concerts, Array Music, 
Esprit Contemporain and the late Fred Stone. 
He is a member of Crowd Control, an experi¬ 
mental fusion ensemble). 
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WOODWINDS 
Diverse Settings and Styles Characterize Hom’s Work 
In Paul Horn 

Although I have 35 albums released to 
date under my own name, this is the 
first time that I have been involved in 

assembling selections of my works from vari¬ 
ous recordings to be incorporated into one 
album. There are many problems to face in a 
project like this, one of which is the selection 
of material. Over the years I have recorded 
many different styles and moods of my musi¬ 
cal personality and background: From 
straight-ahead jazz to classical compositions 
to avant garde free-form performances to 
bossanova and Latin American influenced 
compositions to solo flute recordings on loca¬ 
tion in various parts of the world. Do I want to 
make this an album which states that I do a 
lot of different things or try to focus this vari¬ 
ety into one particular area? 
When Will Ackerman, President of 

Windham Hill Records, first asked me to do 
this project, I felt that it would be important 
to have his feedback and thoughts before pro¬ 
ceeding. He and Fritz Dasten, who was 
assigned executive producer of this project, 
listened to all of the material from nine 
different albums on my own label, Golden 
Flute Records. These are the most recent 
recordings of mine which encompass the past 
six years. Their feedback was important and 
meaningful. They felt that the album should 
be focussed and that the focus should revolve 
around my solo flute performances and 
recordings which encompassed synthesizers 
used in a melodic and beautiful way. Two 
albums in particular, Jupiter 8 and Traveler 
(my most recent) used synthesizers 
extensively. The other albums chosen were 
China, Heart to Heart, Inside the Magic of 
Findhorn, and Inside the Cathedral. 

I’ll begin by giving a history of the various 
albums and the recording location and back¬ 
ground for each of them. China was the first 
in the series. It began with some on-location 
recording in the People’s Republic of China in 
1978 in a beautiful Temple called the Temple 
of Heaven in Bejing. When I got back home 
there wasn’t enough material for a complete 
solo album, so I contacted a wonderful musi¬ 
cian named David Liang who at the time was 
teaching ethno-musicology at the University 
of British Columbia in Vancouver. He is very 
adept at playing many traditional Chinese 
instruments and is a wonderful composer as 
well. The piece I chose to be included in the 
Sketches Collection was written by David and 
is called “Riding on the Wind”. It uses the 
Ch’in, which is one of the most ancient of the 
Chinese instruments. The combination of the 
bass flute with the Ch’in is unique and spec¬ 

tacular. The problem presenting itself to us in 
the studio was how to record these instru¬ 
ments properly. Keith Stein was the record¬ 
ing engineer and was very sensitive to this 
problem. He did a magnificent job. The sound 
of the Ch’in is huge and blends perfectly with 
the huge sound of the bass flute. I like to have 
minimal separation in a recording situation to 
enable me to feel the presence of the musi¬ 
cians that I am playing with and to have eye 
contact with them. David and I both wore 
head sets and faced each other so that this 
could take place. 

The next album Heart to Heart is a record¬ 
ing with bassist David Driesen. We do a lot of 
concerts throughout the year in a duet format 
exploring the possibilities of our two instru¬ 
ments which represent the extreme registers 
of the musical spectrum. This has been an 
enjoyable challenge for the two of us. Heart to 
Heart was recorded in Vancouver in a small 
studio owned by Selwyn Pulían who was also 
the recording engineer. We used a PCM - Fl 
Sony Digital Recorder. In essence we rec¬ 
orded this album “live” to two-track. I liked 
this approach because it simulated a live con¬ 
cert situation. We went into the studio with 
this in mind, that is, we were not looking to 
do several takes of each composition but one 
of each if possible. For the most part this was 
the case. The studio had a cement floor and 
floor-to-ceiling glass windows on two of the 

four walls. This gave a nice “live” sound so 
that I had a minimum of reverb and EQing to 
do in post production. David and I set up 
fairly close to each other simulating as much 
as possible, once again, a concert situation. 
The selection chosen from this album for the 
Sketches Collection was a piece written by 
David called “Ancient Kings". 

The next album from which I drew three 
selections is Jupiter 8. This was one of my 
most interesting album projects because it 
was the first time that I produced an album 
involving mostly synthesizer background. 
This was provided by a very talented friend 
of mine, Ralph Dyck, of Vancouver. Ralph is 
also an excellent keyboard player besides 
being a true genius when it comes to pro¬ 
gramming and designing computers. We used 
the Roland Jupiter-8 Synthesizer throughout 
and Ralph programmed everything on the 
Roland MC-4 MicroComposer which 
involved putting all of the musical composi¬ 
tions onto floppy disc. This was very tedious 
work since the premise of this album was to 
use the synthesizer as a big orchestra utiliz¬ 
ing rich beautiful sounds in the orchestra¬ 
tions. The album took the better part of two 
years to assemble. Once all of the information 
was transferred to the 24-track master tape I 
went into the studio with headsets on and put 
down my parts. I chose the “C” Flute, Alto 
Flute, Bass Flute, Ti-Tze, and the Soprano 
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OODWINDS 
Saxophone for my solo work on the various 
songs. On some I over-dubbed as much as 
five parts in a multi track format providing 
flute backgrounds for myself in places. A 
composition using this technique to the 
fullest was written by my son, Robin Horn, in 
his composition “Microwave”. 

The next album in the series is entitled 
Inside the Magic of Findhorn. This was rec¬ 
orded live at the Findhom community in 
northern Scotland in 1981. There is a very 
interesting pentagonal-shaped concert hall at 
the community which has a very warm natu¬ 
ral acoustical sound. The music on this album 

is all free-form improvisations between 
myself on all of the flutes, Joel Andrews on 
harp, Jim Scott on guitar and Frank Perry on 
percussion. It was recorded on two consecu¬ 
tive evenings. We played for about two hours 
each time. A Fostex 8-track machine was 
used. We set up in the same way (that is as 
close as possible) still trying to maintain the 
necessary separation for multi-track record¬ 
ing. Two selections were chosen for the Sketches 
Album - “Earth Sings” and “Radiance." 

The last album from the Golden Flute ser¬ 
ies to be utilized in the Sketches Collection is 
entitled Inside the Cathedral. This album was 

a live recording inside the beautiful 17th cen¬ 
tury Kazamieras Cathedral in Vilnius, 
Lithuania. The album was recorded in 1983 
when I was on an 18-concert tour of the 
Soviet Union with a jazz quartet consisting of 
David Friesen, bass, John Stowell, guitar, and 
Robin Horn on drums and percussion. I 
noticed the wonderful natural acoustics of 
the Cathedral and managed to obtain permis¬ 
sion to do some solo recording late one night 
after a concert. 

I envisioned this to be a natural addition to 
my solo flute recordings in famous buildings. 
Previous ones have been the Taj Mahal in 
India and the Great Pyramid in Egypt and as 
mentioned before some solo recordings in 
the Temple of Heaven in China. Selwyn 
Pulían was the recording engineer again 
using a PCM - Fl Sony Digital recorder. Nor¬ 
mally I play very close to the microphone 
when recording. I feel that the breathy qual¬ 
ity of the flute is part of the sound. Some 
players and engineers feel that this is dis¬ 
turbing and place the microphone six inches 
or more above the blow hole in the head joint. 
I feel the breath and pulsations of the air add 
to the presence of the sound of the instru¬ 
ment and is something which is always heard 
when listening to the flute up close. In the 
case of live recordings where there is a long 
reverberation, as was evident in the 
Kazamieras Cathedral, I chose to be several 
feet away from the microphone so that the 
sound of the reverberation of the building is 
equal to the initial sound of the flute and one 
gets the feeling of the vast space in which I 
am recording. I played bass flute and soprano 
saxophone that night along with the “C” Flute 
and Alto Flute. 

All of these selections were chosen 
because they had a similar mood and this 
mood was part of the focus for this album. 
The greatest challenge lay in being able to 
take all of these master tapes which were rec¬ 
orded at such diverse places, some in the stu¬ 
dio, some live in different parts of the world, 
and make it feel homogenous. This was 
brought about very successfully through the 
talents and sensitivity and in-depth know¬ 
ledge of my music by Fritz Kasten. We went 
together to Los Angeles to assemble all this 
at Digital Magnetics Studio where all of the 
equipment necessary to put these various 
masters together was at hand. I had some 
analogue masters at 30 IPS and 15 IPS, some 
Dolby and some non-Dolby, some half-inch 
digital masters on the Sony PCM -Fl format 
and some 3/4" format. The final touch and 
most critical part of this whole project was 
provided by Bernie Grundman at his master¬ 
ing studio in Hollywood, California where all 
of the different equalizations on the various 
masters were analyzed and an overall reverb 
was added to make it seem as if all of these 
separate selections were indeed recorded at 
the same time and in the same place. Bernie 
and Fritz did a fantastic job. 

INVEST IN A SOUND FUTURE 
YOUR CAREER IN THE 

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY 
TRCRRS INSTITUT€ OF ACCORDING ARTS 
WILL PUT YOU ON THE RIGHT TRACK 

in a 2 year professional training program in the 

RECORDING 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 

80 COURSES IN 

• RECORD PRODUCING 
• SOUND ENGINEERING 
• MANAGEMENT 
• MUSIC VIDEO PRODUCTION 

LIMITED INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE 
For Day or Evening, Part-Time or Full-Time courses APPLY NOW! 

For application and FREE brochure describing courses, visit the Institute. 

TRfBAS inSTITUTE Of RtCORDIAG ARTS 

6602 Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles. CA 
90028 
(213) 467-6800 

34 W. 8th Ave. 
Vancouver. BC 
V5Y 1M7 
(604) 872-2666 

410 Dundas St. 
Toronto. Ont. 
M5A 2A8 
(416) 966-3066 

290 Nepean St. 
Ottawa, Ont. 
K1R 5G3 
(613) 232-7104 

1435 Bleury St.. #301 
Montreal. PQ 
H3A 2H7 
(514) 845-4141 

TREBAS inSTITUTE OF RCCORDinG ARTS J
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VOCALS 

lickstarting Véronique Beliveau In English Canada 

by Tim O'Connor 

Montreal’s Veronique Beliveau may 
be a household name in Quebec, 
but to most English Canadians 

she’s just another pretty face in the crowd. 
She has just released her first album sung 
entirely in English and A&M is putting on a 
massive promotion blitz to support it. But the 
key to selling her to English Canada has been 
selling her to print and broadcast journalists. 

And what a selling job. With reporters liter¬ 
ally lined up at her door, she did 138 inter¬ 
views in just three weeks during a January 
promotional jaunt across the country. The 
torrent of stories, even in Quebec, that fol¬ 
lowed were glowing in their praise. As any 
record company will attest, you can cover 
record stores in promotional displays, but to 
launch a new artist you need positive stories 
to kickstart sales. That and airplay. 

The media had a number of hooks to bite 
at, the most enticing one being that the LP is 
her first sung entirely in English. She’s also 
one of the most beautiful women in Canada; 
she’s graced many fashion magazines and 
appeared in about 30 TV commercials for 
Simpsons in Quebec. Many stories went with 
the angle she has never perceived herself to 
be a model, but a singer. And to drive home 
the point, articles mentioned she can be 
heard singing the Radio-Quebec theme song 
before the educational TV network signs off 
every night. 

David Foster, Veronique Beliveau and Howie 
Mandel at the Junos press conference 

Because Beliveau is singing in English, 
A&M has used the same strategy to market 
her as its other high-priority artists, said Jim 
Monaco, promotion manager for A&M in 
Canada. “But because she’s switched from 
French to English, we’ve tried to use that in 
our favour and the press has perceived it to 
be a natural progression,” he said. 
After the great press reception for 

Beliveau and the first single, “Make a Move 
on Me", which crossed over many radio for¬ 
mats, A&M attempted to build up more 
momentum. Before the album was released, 
it put out another single in hopes the song 
would lead even more people into the album. 
Normally, just one single is issued a few 
weeks before the album release. 

The transition from French to English has 
been in the cards. In 1984, she performed on 
the Juno Awards and a mass English audi¬ 
ence saw her for the first time. Through her 
participation in the recording of “Tears Are 
Not Enough", Beliveau said she wanted to 
“become part of this big family of English 
Canada.” She also played at the gala concert 
at Expo 86. With an eye on the huge North 
American market, she decided it was time to 
make a move herself. The political timing was 
right too. 

“Ten years ago in Quebec, they (national¬ 
ists) would have killed me,” she said, laugh¬ 
ing. “But now everyone knows the market is 

very limited and everyone is trying to 
expand. Many have tried France, but I always 
wanted to sing in English because my pop¬ 
rock sound is more American than Euro¬ 
pean.” 

She has sung some English words in 
French songs such as “Cover Girl” and “That 
Boy” because "French doesn’t have as much 
punch as English,” Beliveau said. But all the 
songs on the new album were written in Eng¬ 
lish. “On my French albums, we’d get the 
songs in English and translate them into 
French. I know French writers who write 
their songs in English and translate them into 
French because English is better for rock. 
But French is wonderful for ballads because 
it is a poetic language.” 

To start the album, she went looking for 
English songs. While working in Los Angeles 
with The Motels, producer John Dexter sent 
her a ballad and “Make a Move on Me” which 
he wrote with J.C. Crowley. "Just by chance, 
he seemed to know where I was going," she 
said. 

Initially, the pair decided to record four 
songs in Los Angeles. They were so pleased 
with the results, they recorded four more at 
Mushroom Studios in Vancouver to finish the 
album. 

Now that it’s been released and the first 
onslaught of interviews have been completed, 
the LP has to do its own work. Monaco said: 
“We can do everything we can to get consum¬ 
ers to take a chance on the record, but the 
album has to stand on its own merit.” 
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MARKETPLACE 
CREATIVE 
SERVICES 
Band Promo Photographs -
100 Black and White 8x10 Prints 
$99.00, 100 Colour 8x10 Prints 
$155.00 from your supplied nega¬ 
tive. Please call or write for price 
list. Ontario residents add 
P.S.T. & F.S.T. 12%. Other prov¬ 
inces add F.S.T. only. Call Janice 
Williams at (416) 535-5227, Plum 
Laboratories, 259 Dufferin St., 
Suite #209, Toronto. ON M6K 
1Z5. 

EDUCATION 
LOS ANGELES RECORDING 
WORKSHOP 5-Week Hands-
on Recording Engineering Pro¬ 
gram in FOUR 24-track stu¬ 
dios. Housing available. Synthe¬ 
sizer & Live Concert Engineer¬ 
ing Training included. Curricu¬ 
lum Approved by California 
Department of Education. 
12268-D Ventura Boulevard. Stu¬ 
dio City, CA 91604 (818) 763-
7400. 

FOR SALE 
PLAY THE BLUES! 5 STAR 
MUSIC presents: A course for 
beginners to intermediate. Learn 
in your own home, blues licks 
and solos. Rock and Blues 
Licks Volumes 1&2 - (Tape & 
2 Books) $19.95 14 Blues Solos 
(Tape & Book) $19.95 Blues 
Rhythms (Tape & Book) $19.95 
Complete Course NOW 
ONLY $54.95 Please add $2.00 
postage. Ontario residents add 
7% sales tax. TEACHERS!! A 
great course for your students. 
Send cheque or M.O. to: 
Morelli’s Music, 361 10th St. 
West, Owen Sound, ON N4K 
3R4 (519) 376-5533. 

ATTENTION GUITARISTS: 
Improve your sound and per¬ 
formance with I.C. Sound 
headphone amps., effects units, 
effects kits, lap steels, publica¬ 
tions and accessories. Buy 
direct/save money! Write for 
free catalog now. I.C. Sound, 163 
Pointe Claire Avenue, Pointe 
Claire, Quebec H9S 4M7 

We’re Overstocked! Must 
Clear! Wholesale pro prices/ 
cost, AMPEX 1/4” tape special 
1800 ft. with reel $4.95 per reel 
roll, $1.00 Shipping & Handling 
per roll boxes $1.00 extra each. 
Minimum order 10 rolls per 
shipment. SAMPLE role - $5.95 
+ $1.00 Shipping & Handling. 
Send cheque or M.O. to: Spring¬ 
field #1503127, 1156 Parkview 
Ave., #127, Windsor, ON N8S 
2X9. 

MIDI Retrofits Attention: 
Musicians don’t dispose of your 
old keyboards, upgrade them! 
Gary’s Electronic Service is 
pleased to offer a series of MIDI 
RETROFIT kits for some popu¬ 
lar synths. Each kit comes with 
complete instructions for easy 
installation. The series includes 
kits for Korg BX/CX-3, EPS-1, 
SP-80S, Poly 6. and others. Also 
available are generic kits for 
accordions, pedal boards, etc. For 
details write to us at Box 3939, 
Station “C”, Ottawa, ON K1Y 
4M5 or call (613)596-9114. For 
those in the Ottawa/Montreal 
area we are the authorized forte 
music installation centre for Ret¬ 
rofits to Yamaha PF 10/12/15 and 
CP-70/80, Kawai EP-308 and 
acoustic pianos (uprights and 
grands). 

METAL RUNS PROFES¬ 
SIONAL GUITAR IN¬ 
STRUCTION! Learn heavy 
metal in your home. Famous 
Solos and Licks taught by: VIV¬ 
IAN CAMPBELL of DIO -
$19.95 RONNIE LE TEKRO of 
T.N.T. - $19.95. BEGINNING 
LEAD GUITAR - 40 licks and 
runs - $14.95. Each lesson 
includes booklet and cassette. 
Please add $100 shipping per 
tape. Ontario residents add 7% 
sales tax. Send cheque or M.O. 
to: Morelli’s Music, 361 10th 
St. West, Owen Sound ON 
N4K 3R4 (519) 376-5533. 

MIND OVER MIDI puts you in 
control. Easy to follow, practical 
applications taught by MIDI 
EXPERT. Improve your skills, 
make money. Don’t be left 
behind - 4 audio tapes, diagrams, 
charts, booklet, money making 
tips. ONLY $59.95. Cheque or 
money order to: ON LINE 
PRODUCTS, 4149 Sardis St., 
BURNABY, B.C. Canada V5H 
1K3. 

ATTENTION ROCK/METAL 
GUITARISTS - Now Availa¬ 
ble WICKED LICKS VOL 
UME ONE contains 200 speed 
and dexterity exercises, full 
scale theory on major, melodic, 
diminished, 65’s, and harmonic 
minor. Over 70 pages, tape con¬ 
tains 30 ORIGINAL solos in 
styles of Rhoads. Malmsteen, 
Lee. VOLUME TWO: Two 
hand technique, arpeggios, 
sequencing, chord construction, 
harmonics, dual lead, lick compo¬ 
sition, over 50 pages, tape con¬ 
tains 30 ORIGINAL solos in the 
styles of Malmsteen, Van-
denburg, Campbell. CLAS-
SICAL/METAL PART A: A 
series of classical licks with tape 
and tab, not for the beginner. 
Volume I or II $17.50 each Plus 
$1.00 Postage. Classical/Metal 
$11.00 plus $1.00 postage or free 
details. Wicked Licks, #7-63 
Goldeye Cres.. Thompson, MB 
Canada R8N 1L4. DEALER 
INQUIRIES WELCOME. WHY 
PAY EXCHANGE RATE AND 
DUTY? 

PUBLICATIONS 
Some Straight Talk About 
The Music Business. Written 
by Mona Coxson, the book’s six¬ 
teen chapters show the musician 
how to keep his head above 
water whether he’s a sideman, a 
part-time musician or has his 
sights set on super stardom. 
$14.95 plus $1.00 postage & han¬ 
dling. CM Books, 832 Mt. Pleas¬ 
ant Rd., Toronto, ON M4P 2L3 -
Visa & MasterCard accepted. 

Canadian Musician - Back 
copies. Mar/Apr’79, May/ 
June’79, July/Aug '79, Sept/Oct 
'79, Nov/Dec ’79, Jan/Feb '80, 
Mar/Apr '80, May/June ’80, July/ 
Aug ’80. Sept/Oct '80, Nov/Dec 
’80, Jan/Feb ’81, Mar/Apr '81, 
May/June '81, July/Aug '81, Sept/ 
Oct ’81. Nov/ Dec '81. Jan/Feb 
’82, Mar/Apr ’82, May/June '82, 
July/Aug ’82, Sept/Oct ’82, Nov/ 
Dec '82, Jan/Feb ’83, Mar/Apr 
'83, May/June '83, July/Aug ’83, 
Sept/Oct '83, Nov/Dec ’83, Jan/ 
Feb '84, Mar/ Apr ’84, May/June 
’84, July/Aug ’84, Sept/Oct '84, 
Nov/Dec ’84, Jan/Feb '85. Mar/ 
Apr '85, May/June '85, July/Aug 
’85, Sept/Oct ’85, Nov/Dec '85, 
Jan/Feb ’86, Mar/Apr ’86, May/ 
June '86. July/Aug '86, Sept/Oct 

’86, Nov/Dec '86, Jan/Feb ’87, 
Mar/Apr ’87, $2.00 per copy. 832 
Mt. Pleasant Rd., Toronto, ON 
M4P 2L3 - Visa & MasterCard 
accepted. 

New Guitar Method. The Don 
Wickett Guitar Method (Books 1 
and 2 by Notation) and POPU¬ 
LAR GUITAR CHORDS and 
WAYS TO USE THEM featuring 
chord progressions and solos in 
tablature, now available and at 
Canadian prices. Dealer in¬ 
quiries invited. Write Don 
Wickett, 245 Massey St.. Freder¬ 
icton, New Brunswick, Canada 
E3B 2Z5 or phone (506) 454-
4033. 

RECORDING 
INDEPENDENT RECORD 
PRODUCTION AND PRO¬ 
MOTION. 24-Track Studio -
Established producers. Record 
Tracking for Canada, U.S., U.K. 
and Australia. Contact: Marigold 
Productions - (416) 484-8789. 

SERVICES 
For Hire: Kurzweil 250 
Advanced Sampling Synth V.3 
for studio use with programmer 
if required - top samples - very 
competitive rates. (416) 769-
9197. 

Aggressive Management Com¬ 
pany seeks New and/or Estab¬ 
lished Original Pop and Com¬ 
mercial Rock acts to represent. 
Send Demo with Promotional 
Material and Photo to S.S.M. 
Management, 18 The Donway 
East. Suite 607, Don Mills. ON 
M3C 1X9 Canada. Enclose SASE 
if you want your material 
returned. 

A ÆG ANADIAN Musician 
If you’re looking for an inex¬ 
pensive way to advertise your 
small BUSINESS to a lucra¬ 
tive music market, look to our 
classified section of Canadian 
Musician magazine. Rates: 50Í 
per word. Minimum $10.00. Fre¬ 
quency discount: 3 ads - 4%, 6 
ads - 8%, 12 ads - 12%. Payment 
In Advance. Visa and Master-
Card accepted. Canadian Musi¬ 
cian, 832 Mount Pleasant Rd., 
Toronto, ON M4P 2L3. 
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power. Thot means Super Classics are as good 
for jazz as they ore for rock. As pure in the studio 
as they are on stage. 

New Ludwig Super Classic Outfits. Available in 

L31695 
Super Classic Outfit. 
Natural Mahogany 

If you're looking for drums thot really cut through, 
the choice is clean Ludwig's new Super Classics. 

The shells ore o new concept. They're select white 
face maple, 4 ply, cross-laminated in patented 
die-electric molds, ond finished in¬ 
side and out. Add feathered bear¬ 
ing edges, ond you get a sound 
you'll hove to hear to believe. A 
sound that's clearer, crisper, more 

resonant, with better 
tonal center 

--- and cutting 

IWI 

three natural wood finishes, 26 
covered finishes, and o nearly end¬ 
less variety of sizes ond configura¬ 
tions. Cut a deal with your 
Ludwig dealer today-
then cut through 
a crowd 
tonight. 

New 
Super Classic 
Outfits from 
IjJOUJJCj 

A SELMER COMPANY 
PO. Dox 310 • Elkhart. IN 46515 
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